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Foreword to the American Edition

X hhe American film lover has some surprises in store for him in

this book. We in this country have thought of the great post-war

renaissance of the Italian films as a self-generating phenomen ivithout

discernible antecedents — as, probably, a by-product of war and social

upheaval rather tlian of artistic tradition. Similarly, we have been

accustomed to think of the desolate middle period of the Italian film

as an era of grandiose and empty spectacle, of provincial farce, of

boudoir comedy ground out by listless hacks — an age deserving of

the Italians
, own disparaging epilJiet for it, part of the cc white tele-

phone » period. But we learn from Ettore Margadonna and Mario

Gromo that Rosselini and de Sica have been in the thick of Italian

movies for more than fifteen years, that Alessandro Blasetti began di-

recting films in 1928, and that Lattuada, Zampa, Visconti have all

held film jobs since the late thirties. Confined by the regime to flaccid

or official themes, they brooded in tlie darkness, grimly learned their

trades, and waited for the day when they could put on film what was

on their minds. What that was, all now know, and the explosive power

with which it burst upon the world shoivs how fiercely in earnest were

the artistic energies which Mussolini had bottled up.

There was, then, a subterranean artistic tradition which links the

post-war epoch with the splendours of the primitive Italian film ivhich,



just before World War I, introduced the feature film, and especially

the feature spectacle, to Europe and the United States. Here, too,

the Atnerican reader is in for a surprise, for E. Ferdinando Palmieri

in dealing with this early perod seems to suggest that American film-

makers borrowed heavily from Italian spectacles in the fashioning of

tlieir own film language, and tliat D. W . Griffith, especially, was in-

fluenced by GuazzonVs « Quo vadis? » Undoubtedly the American in-

dustry was impressed by the size of the Italian importations; undoub-

tedly Griffith — and Ince and Sennett and De Mille — were spurred

by their success. But, seen today, few films are more unlike than « Quo

vadis? » and « Intolerance ». While both indulge in grandiose ar-

chitecture and huge crowds, the one presents them as a pageant, the

other anatomizes its spacious scenes and re-composes them in a pat-

tern predominantly human rather than spectacular. Palmieri stresses

his point to an extent which suggests that American films of the period

in question are largely unknown or mistakenly remembered in Italy.

But the thought also occurs at once that early Italian films with few

exceptions are unknown here and exist only as legends. Competing

claims are futile ivithout the evidence, and the evidence is clearly

lacking, a circumstance which, it may be hoped, will soon be reme-

died through an exchange of films between the Museum of Modern

Art Film Library and the Cineteca Italiana.

Most astonishing of the revelations of this book to me was the

magisterial strctness with which Mario Gromo approaches Italian post-

war films, which American audiences considered matchless achieve-

ments. At ease among masterpieces, unimpressed by renown, he gives

exact measure of credit wehre credit is due, but is always alert for the

slightest bit of shoddy. He is a penetrating and punishing critic. One

feels he has the right to be, not only because he seems to be con-

sciously pushing the Italian film toward an even higher level of deve-

lopment, but also because of the particular kind of authority which

his informal critical history brings to bear. One feels of all three

authors of this book that they know these directors not only as film-



makers but as men, that they have worked with them intimately and

shared their problems on the spot, and that the sympathies and disagree-

ments which lie between them and their subjects are personal and

crucial.

Since film historians and critics are not commonly practitioners

of the art, this is as rare as it is valuable. It gives otherwise unob-

tainable cogent insights, and makes this book an ideal introduction

to the study of the Italian film, so admired by but so largely unknotvn

to American devotees of the movie.

Richard Griffith





The Beginnings

1904-1930

by E. Ferdinando Palmieri



E. Ferdinando Palmieri, born in 1903 in Vicenza. He was the critic of theatre for

the « Resto del Carlino » of Bologna ; fort this newspaper he wrote also as cinemato-

graphic critic. At present he lives in Milano and he is the dramatic critic of the daily

paper « La notte » and of the weeklies o Epoca » and « Candido ».

PUBLICATIONS : he has published four books of poems and six plays in dialect of

Venice, and books about theatre and cinema. He is the author of the first history

of the old Italian film : « Vecchio Cinema Italiano ».



IN 1904, Arturo Ambrosio, a native of Turin, produced two films: Manovre degli Alpini al

Colle della Ranzola (Maneuvers of the Alpine Troops in the Colle della Ranzola) and La

prima corsa automobilistica in Italia (The First Automobile Race in Italy). It was then that the

Italian cinema was born. The smile of Marguerite of Savoy, photographed amidst the Alpine

maneuvers, was truly Carduccian.

These very brief films were among the marvels of the new era, though Charles Pathe's

equally brief Quo Vadis ? and Melies' Voyage dans la Lune (A Trip to the Moon) had already

appeared. The young century had been presented with a charming new plaything. Film realism,

e. g., the documentary film, and film fantasy, the film with a story, offered in equal measure

astonished delight to their audiences, for even the real seemed fantastic. Many, of course,

maintained a skeptical or even an antagonistic attitude to this « transient novelty » — the

cinematograph.

In Rome a public cinema was opened by Filoteo Alberini, who shared with Lumiere the

invention of the cinematograph — «the process of photographing, printing and projecting of

films ». Alberini's patent was taken out in 1895, the same year Lumiere's apparatus appeared,

though the latter antedated his Italian colleague by some ten months. The ingenious Alberini

even created an apparatus for ((panoramic photography » in 1914. In the original model, the

film moved intermittently in an arc before a revolving lens. By this means, the photographic

angle could be varied between 45 and 90 degrees. The patent on this innovation, the

forerunner of all subsequent « panoramic » screen effects, was sold by Alberini to an American

firm. The « Panoramica », as it was known, was first used by Guazzoni in his Sacco di Roma

(Sack of Rome), which profited also from pioneer Alberini's adaptations of researches into

stereoscopic photography as early as 1905.

That year, Alberini established with Santoni a studio for the production of films in Rome,

in the Via Veio, outside the Porta San Giovanni. It was comprised of administration offices,

a glass-roofed gallery and stages. Another building housed the various workshops. The follow-

ing year, the Alberini-Santoni Studio became Cines, whose president was Earnest Pacelli,

administrator — Baron Fassini, and managing director — Albert Pouchain, an industrialist

with sound ideas about the potentialities of the new medium.

Italian cinema.
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However, an accurate account of the earliest beginnings of the Italian cinema, the « silent

theatre », as it was then called, cannot be reported. No judgment was passed on those first

films, now nearly all vanished. One can only rely on memory, and what information survived

the years is insufficient for appraisal. The contemporary newspapers and periodicals of that

era hardly mentioned them and there was, as yet, no specialized film press.

Alberini's next films were II cane riconoscente (The Grateful Dog) and Centauri (Centaurs)

,

both in 1907. The former won first prize in the first Italian film competition — a gold plaque

presented by Lumiere. Another film of this period, Le esercitazioni ippiche degli Ufficiali di

Cavalleria di Pinerolo (Horse Drills by Cavalry Officers in the Pinerolo) by Roberto Omegna,

was a work of such technical excellence as to suggest the employment of some « secret »

mechanical device in its production. With these two works, Italian film production was launched

in the foreign markets. The Alberini-Santoni Studios' first « story film » dates from 1905, 77

sacco di Roma (The Sack of Rome), directed by Guazzoni. Its length was not more than a

few minutes, but, short as it was, it was replete with « spectacular scenes » climaxed with

a charge by the Bersaglieri in the awful wake of which numerous wounded among the dead

held their heads and clutched their hearts. The settings can be said to have had a certain

charming oleographic fidelity. The camera photographed the scenes at the rate of 12 frames

a second, in contrast to the 24 frames a second now employed, so the action on the screen

was considerably faster than is the case today, even allowing for the compensations in the

speed of the early projection machines.

Here we must also recall that the Italian comedian, Leopold Fregoli, « The Transformation

Magicians (or « Quick Change Artist »), did a few comic turns when he visited the Lumiere studios

in Paris in 1896. Fregoli used to project these little films at the end of his stage performances :

Fregoli al caffe (Fregoli at the Cafe), Fregoli al ristorante (Fregoli at the Restaurant), Una

burla di Fregoli, (Fregoli's Joke), II sogno di Fregoli (Fregoli's Dream), and finally Fregoli dietro

le quinte (Fregoli Behind the Scenes), which revealed the magician's baffling secrets to an asto-

nished world. Fregoli called these cinema tid-bits « Fregoligraphs ». Not content with the

success he enjoyed with these films, he also wanted to make sound and talking films 25 years

before the sound film came into actual being. As he himself played many of the characters

in these brief farces, satirical comedies and « musical extravaganzas », he gave a voice to all

the shadowy and phantom figures that raced through the zany contretemps — not by means

of phonograph records, but directly, « in person », as the saying goes, talking from behind the

screen on which the films were projected. Fregoli spoke the parts of each character and

sang, when this was called for, to the accompaniment of the orchestra in the pit. Clearly,

this ingenious fellow was not only a pioneer of the silent film but a precursor of the sound film

as well. 1905 also saw Ambrosio's establishment, in Turin at 187 Stradale di Nizza, of a studio

equipped with the latest technical innovations. And already the demand was exceeding

the supply. The public was avid for films. By this time Turin had eleven public cinemas.

Two years later, in Naples, Partenope Films, sponsored by the Tronconome brothers, was

such a « busy bee-hive » of activity as to turn Naples into a little pre-war Hollywood.

The first Italian film publication, according to Silvio Pappalardi, was The Lantern, founded

in Naples, September 22nd, 1907, edited by Alessandro Pappalardi. Its aim, as it stated
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editorially in its third issue, was «to popularize the cinema ». The following month, a regular

department of film criticism was inaugurated. In the same year, another cinema review was

founded in Milan by Pietro Tonini.

The two novelties of the new age were launched — the film and the phonograph. Which

was to last ? Which had the bigger future ? At any rate, from the start the public was avid

for both.

Although Pathe and Gaumont in France led the field, the Italian film industry was not

far behind. Most of the films of this period were between 300 and 600 feet. The Luca Comerio

enterprise in Milan, under the management of the brilliant journalist and comedy-writer, Mario

Marais, soon was at the head of the cinema movement in Italy. Cafe-Chantant, another

of the now mushrooming cinema reviews in Italy, lists some of the productions of the time,

testifying at least to the multiplicity of tastes.

Among the dramas were Per un gioiello (For a Jewel), II piccolo zampognaro (The Little

Bagpiper), Cuor di soldato (A Soldier's Heart), La strega (The Witch), La ladra (The Girl

Thief), Romanzo di un derelitto (The Romance of a Derelict), II cenciaiuolo (The Ragpicker),

Cuore e patria (Heart and Fatherland), Vendetta normanna (Norman Vengeance), La figlia

del carceriere (The Jailer's Daughter), L'idiota (The Idiot), Povera madre (Poor Mother) /

due fratelli (The Two Brothers), Dramma al Morocco (Drama in Morocco), La Sorella (The

Sister), Bandito nero (The Black Bandit), La nipote del prete (The Priest's Niece).

Historical dramas included : Garibaldi by Cines ; Isabella Orsini by Pinecchi ; Amleto

(Hamlet) by Comerio ; Don Giovanni (Don Juan) by Pathe.

Fantasies (in the sense of story films of the imagination) comprised : Amore di altri tempi

(Love in Times Gone By) ; Natale (The Nativity) by Cines ; / sette castelli del diavolo (The

Seven Castles of the Devil) by Melies ; Dadi magici (Magic Dice) ; Nel paese dell'oro (In the

Land of Gold) by Pathe ; Nel regno dei sogni (In the Kingdom of Dreams) by Vitagraph.

Comedies included Primi calori (Early Heat) and Vittima delta Fedeltd (Victim of Fidelity)

by Ambrosio ; Serenata disastrosa (Disastrous Serenade) and Barbiere moderno (Modern Barber)

by Cines ; II testamento dello zio (The Uncle's Will) by Rossi ; Facciamo divorzio (Let's Get

a Divorce) ; La pipa del nonno (Grandfather's Pipe) and Una dura lezione (A Hard Lesson)

by Comerio ; La Scala (The Staircase) by Gaumont.

Documentaries included : Incendio del Valentino (The Burning of Valentino), Sicilia Illu-

strata (Sicily in Pictures) ; Una settimana in Russia (A Week in Russia) ; / funerali di Bucconi

(Funerals of Bucconi) ; Venezia a volo di uccello (A Bird's Eye View of Venice).

These films ran from the 150 feet of Medoro al Telefono (Medoro at the Telephone) to the

1050 feet of Cenerentola (Cinderella), both by Pathe. Cafe-Chantant does not mention the ac-

tivities at this time of the Partenope Film Company.

Among the spectacles of the time was Cine's Pietro Micca, described by them as « a gran-

diose historical drama of 600 feet... portraying the dramatic and adventurous life of this

glorious hero — one of the grandest pages in Italian history ! Exciting scenes of the deepest

devotion and patriotism ! The action unfolds in five scenes, each based on a reconstruction

of historical truth on a lavish scale ! » Both Pietro Micca and Comerio 's / Promessi Sposi (The

Betrothed) were typical successes of the time.

2* — Italian cinema.



In all this there is no mention of any actor or actress, no tragedian or comedian, not even

the name of a producer or director. The cult of the « star » was not yet imposed on the screen,

and as for who was responsible for making the films, spectators couldn't care less. The film itself

was the thing, and it had its own novelty, its magic, its own power to attract. The players

were regarded as mountebanks from the music halls and variety theatres, or nondescript

extras fished from a vast, anonymous sea, women of dubious abode and profession, and men

with more or less fatal charm, depending on the age of the female spectator.

What were these first films like ? Against cardboard sets actors gesticulated wildly to

express their meaning for the benefit of even the most backward members of any audience.

Collapsing bridges were still a thing of the future, as were trains hurtling down hillsides or

crashing into each other, or boats capsizing in storms. The action was strictly governed by

what could be shot on a stage and by stage directions : « enter » and « exit », either to the right,

left or back. The camera was the fourth wall of the stage and this area was inviolate, never

to be approached by the players. In the comedies, the players frisked and bounced like the

harlequins in the Commedia dell'Arte, or like clowns in the circus. People jumped from windows

and furniture flew through the air. Mayhem and physical violence were rife and, though the

first custard pie was not to be thrown for a considerable time yet, already the comic film had

sensed its function, to bring the ridiculous into sharp relief by the speed of its action, by violence,

grotesquerie, slapstick, « gags » — the whole marvelous array of tricks which the cinematograph

permitted.

The film counterpart to the romantic novel or novella had its own style, too : the heavily

veiled woman (married but unhappy, of course), the elegant seducer, the secret rendezvous,

the carriage at dawn come to take the erring wife back to her own hearth and husband. Who
can forget the beauteous Lyda Borelli hesitating on the doorstep ?

Developments were rapid, both in choice of subject matter, which now began to be drawn

from history and literature, and complexity of staging. The historical reconstructions and

assaults on the picaresque adventure novel, as well as on epic poems, on the tragedies of

Shakespeare, Dante et al, enlivened the new film fare considerably after the first novelty

of pictures moving wore off. Cines produced Beatrice Cenci, Joan of Arc, Lucrezia Borgia (these

last two were to become hardy perennials everywhere). In Turin, the Ambrosio studios produc-

ed Nero, A Slave of Carthage, Tasso. Italia Films (formerly Rossi) produced Count Ugolino,

Isabella of Aragon, Luisa Strozzi, Catherine, Countess de Guise. Pasquali produced Ettore Fiera-

mosca and Aquila Films made Tra la Spire delta Rivoluzione Francese (In the Toils of the French

Revolution). All these date between 1909-10. Mario Cesarini directed both Catalina and

Macbeth and Guazzoni did Brutus (referred to by Francesco Pasinetti). Eduardo Bencivenga

made an « apocalyptic » Cavalieri delta Morte (Horsemen of Death). Such actors whose names

survive from this period of « pre-film history » include Lydia Quaranta, Lydia de Roberti,

Amleto Novelli, Giovanna Casaleggio and Luigi Maggi.

New film producing companies kept pace with the ever increasing public demand. Turin

had the Savoy, the Navone, Unitas, Centauro, Gloria, Corona, Cenisio and the Leonardo

studios. In 1909 in Rome the Film d'Arte Italiana was started, sponsored by Pathe, whose

products were fashioned after the French film d'art. The Caesar Studios and Celio Company
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appeared in 1912, and by 1914 Rome had four more, the Tespi, Palatino, Tiber and Gladiator

studios. In Milan there was a Milano Film company ; in Naples a Napoli-Film ; and in Flo-

rence a studio directed by the actor, Alfredo Robert. By 1915 there were twenty-two film

companies in Turin and twenty-four in Rome.

But the most telling expression of the Italian cinema in its earliest florescence was yet to

come, although it was an outgrowth of the first furtive gropings with the historical, or « cos-

tume » films previously mentioned. This was the historical film which re-created antiquity in

terms of the most expressive film imagery of the time. It established the style and tech-

nique for the « film spectacle » with such authority that its influence, as well as the subjects

and themes chosen, are still in vogue today as they have been during the past four decades.

Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples ; tales of history and fantasy adored by the masses. The

camera was no longer shackled to the studio — it broke through all preconceived boundaries

that had been arbitrarily set for it, went out of doors, moved with the action, and became

an expressive instead of merely a recording instrument. With candor and ardor, and its new-

found agility, it bravely confronted the passionate epics of Homer, Wagner and D'Annunzio.

Giuseppe Liguoro directed The Odyssey ; Cesarini made Siegfried and Parsifal ; Ambrosio did

La Nave (The Ship), Sogno d'un Tramonto d'Autunno (Dream of an Autumn Sunset) and

La Figlia di Iorio (The Daughter of Iorio). Others, like The French Revolution, Napoleon,

Garibaldi, The Thousand, The Count of Monte Crista and The Bridge of Sighs, had even establish-

ed a considerable reputation. There were also Spartacus (with the barrel-chested Luciano Al-

bertini), Francesca da Rimini and Marco Visconti by Ugo Falena, Gerusalemme Liberata (Jerus-

alem Liberated) and San Francesco (St. Francis) by the ubiquitous Guazzoni. This was also

the period of the very first version of The Last Days of Pompeii, Giordano Bruno, Henry III

and a « spectacular » Distruzione di Cartagine (Fall of Carthage).

Be all this as it may, « The great misfortunes of the new century » complained La Scena

Illustrata, a popular periodical of the day, « are the cinematograph, the gramophone and the

grand guignol. » And on Aug. 30th, 1910 the influential Corriere delta Sera plaintively inquired,

h How old is this Mr. Edison ? We do not, of course, wish him ill, but if he is as hale and

hearty as he seems to be, who knows what further inventions we may have to fear from his

implacable scientific imagination ? The theatre, which has been trying. to hold its own against

the cabarets, now languishes under the onslaught of the cinema. All of legend and history,

the whole poetry of the past, is now at the mercy of film makers and third rate actors. The

white screen in the darkness only serves to bear witness to the triumph of vulgarity and the

growing tyranny of bad taste. » Years later another critic was to state, « We shall be reviled

but that will make us struggle all the more courageously, seizing every opportunity to defend

ourselves against those who would calumniate this young, new art and deny the possibility

of poetry in it. »

1910-11 saw the appearance of a host of new film periodicals, among them Cine-Foto,

Cinema, Film e Lux in Naples ; La Proiezione in Milan ; La Face in Rome ; and the important

La vita cinematografica, founded in Turin, Dec. 4, 1910, by Alfredo Cavallaro, who became the

center of the flourishing Italian cinema movement in the ensuing years. In this review we

begin to see signs of a definite and more mature cinema conscience. It was one of the



first Italian cinema reviews to initiate a regular and comprehensive critical service with regard

to current films being shown in the various centers of film production of Italy by means

of a group of correspondents.

By this time, too, the enterprising Arturo Ambrosio, whose Nozze d'oro (The Golden Wedd-

ing) was one of the current successes, had returned from Moscow where he founded, as he

put it, « a cinema studio under the patronage of the Czar ». While in Russia he produced

Anfissa, Cossacks of the Don, Prisoner in the Caucasus and The Via Dolorosa of Reissa, the latter

with Tatiana Pavlova. On the home front, meanwhile, production continued unabated with

Cesarini's ineffectual Dante and Beatrice, followed by Ambrosio's own The Promised Bride and

a second version by Pasquali. Nino Oxilia made In Hoc Signo Vinces (By This Sign Shalt

Thou Conquer) and Joan of Arc, one of the earliest films to reveal the dark beauty of Maria

Jacobini.

Alberto degli Abati made a pretentious spectacle, Epopea Napoleonica (Epic of Napoleon)

and Pope Pius X permitted himself to be filmed in a documentary, Le Grandi Teste Cattoliche

(The Great Catholic Festival) in 1913. By this time films were as long as 4500 feet. In Hoc

Signo Vinces, the longest of them all, ran to 9000 feet.

« Filming in Turin is subject to the vagaries of its climate, » wrote one critic, « as far as

outdoor shooting is concerned, but in Rome Cines has the sun all to itself. »

Writers like the previously mentioned Oxilia and Comerio began to be attracted to the

screen, journalists too, and even deputies from middle and upper echelon politics. In Rome,

all film activity centered around the lively intelligence of Passini. It was the era of Adminis-

trative Councils and art committees, each with its own axe to grind in this fertile new ground,

if we may be permitted a mixed metaphor. This Senator or that Deputy had a lady friend

who would like to get into the movies. The right word to the right person. ...and it was

done. Lawyers, esthetes, and even political columnists found their way into the studios, with

the resultant nepotism, jealousies and bribes following in their wake. But the cinema has

always had a tough constitution and it survived this sort of thing from the very beginning.

Quo Vadis ? was the great event of 1913. Time has not dimmed the memory of its turbulent

images, its great masses handled so fluidly, its barbaric circuses, Ursus among real lions, a

really monstrous Nero, the whole giving a vertiginous effect through knowing direction. Ursus

was played by Mario Castellano, Vinicio by Amleto Novelli, Petronius by Gustavo Serena,

Poppea by Lia Orlandini, and Nero by Cattaneo. Did it contain exaggerations ? Were its

esthetics of the picture post-card standard ? Was its technique not more than the perfec-

tion of mediocrity ? No matter. It is enough that Quo Vadis ? was the first Italian film to

use a mass of people as the protagonist and that audiences beheld, for the first time on the

screen, such solemn, terrible and overwhelming images.

To insist that Italian literature, painting and the lyric theatre were copiously drawn

upon for Italy's early cinema ma}' be quite true, but it is unimportant. Every country's cinema

has expressed, and will continue to express, that country's artistic traditions, a national temper-

ament that transmutes itself into a particular style. This is obvious. One cannot, therefore,

denigrate Quo Vadis ? for its melodramatic appeal to the emotions without also failing to

discover and define the poetic significance of Guazzoni's script, whose form was shortly to be
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made use of by the Americans. The narrative had unity, the shots were original and boldly

visualized, and the captions were not a substitute for action.

It was Quo Vadis ?, as much as any other film by Guazzoni, which caused some mali-

cious critics to declare that the historical film was born of Guazzoni's taste for painting, a an

unfortunate vocation. » Color, they would have you believe, was his downfall. Having

failed as a painter, he tried, via the screen, to capture the public with his « animated frescoes. »

Let us evaluate this complaint. That certain painters who failed to exhibit their work suc-

cessfully then turned to the cinema is undeniable. But this much at least should be conceded.

The influence of Guazzoni, who may have failed at or renounced painting, was, in fact, a nota-

ble event for the cinema. In a pictorial art such as the cinema, the painter's influence had much

to offer, such as theories of composition, lighting, grouping, balance and design. One has only to

recall Wolkoff's Casanova, produced in Venice in 1927, or Figaro e la sua gran giomata (Figa-

ro's Great Day) by Mario Camerini, in our own time, or Blasetti's i860, not to mention the

marvelous evocation of the Flemish masters in Jacques Feyder's magnificent La Kermesse

Heroique (Carnival in Flanders).

Battle-scenes, from La presa di Roma (The Fall of Rome) to Cabiria, were the rage. War —
e.g., the actual sight of war in progress — was the cinema's « trump card. » There were Golden

Wedding, La lampada della nonna (Grandmother's Lamp), Giulio Cesare (Julius Caesar) and

The Napoleonic Epic, among others. After the success of Quo Vadis ? another infallible draw-

ing-card was noted : wild beasts. Real wild beasts, no fakes ! Film battles, one knows, are with-

out actual bloodshed, but wild beasts are no joke. The single timid lion, probably more

frightened than were his spectators, who appeared in Pasquali's Spartacus, was a far cry indeed

from the ferocious beasts in Quo Vadis ? It was the moment of shivers and goosepimples in

the cinema.

But the background was always historical or classical, as in Anthony and Cleopatra and Ju-

lius Caesar, both produced by the indefatigable Guazzoni in 1918, The Last Days of Pompeii,

etc. And all the while, silently, but monumentally, the great Cabiria was in production.

Some of the minor spectacles of this period, when viewed recently, have elicited praise

even today. Anthony and Cleopatra, for instance, was marked, we read, by « its good taste,

its pacing and for the intelligent interpretation of Roman character ». The Last Days of

Pompeii, that hardy perennial, which has almost defied criticism through the years, appeared

in four different versions before 1930, two by Ambrosio (the first in 1911), and others by Pasquali

and Caserini. Eventually it was to be done a fifth time in Italy by L'Herbier.

The actors were now the masters. Male and female tragedians, with plastered forelocks and

heroic or seductive gestures, called out from their lurid posters to the man in the street. Film

companies raided other film companies for wanted stars; producers battled with stars and vice-

versa. Lawyers, the stars' patrons and journalists were jubilant. This was a field day for them.

Law courts meant money within reach. « The supreme cult of the stars », wrote Emilio Ghione,

« is the first crack in the structure of our cinema. » This did not prevent players of the rank

of Francesca Bertini, L'Hesperia and Pina Menichelli, sure of their value to the producers,

from increasing their demand. And if today we smile at these once famous stars, now of such

dim renown, actors with the obvious masks of enchanters or seducers, and actresses with
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judging them. An earlier generation was as moved by them as we are by their successors

today, and tribute must be paid the techniques evolved in those rapturous, pioneering days.

When one entered the enchanted darkness of the cinemas, down from the posters and

billboards came Linda Pini, Leda Gys, Antonietta Calderari, Lucana Delia Porta, Itala Almi-

rante Mazzini, Diomira Jacobini, Vittorina Lepanto ; down came their bodyguard of elegantly

gloved and cloaked admirers and defenders against all hazards — Alberto Capozzi, Amleto

Novelli, Mario Bonnard, Alberto Collo, Febo Mari and Gustavo Serena. There, in the shades of

night, is Emilio Ghione, that querulous knight of the taverns. From the stage came Lyda

Borelli, too, with Ermete Zacconi, the protagonist of Padre (Father) and Lo Scomparso (The

Man Who Disappeared), Ermete Novelli, who played King Lear, Michele Perrin and in Morte

Civile (Civilian Death) ; and all the rest — the amusing Camillo di Riso, slyly maneuvering his

enormous paunch, Ferruccio Carravaglia, Ciro Galvani, Ignazio Bracci, Ignazio Lupi, Maria-

Melato, Antonio Gandusio, Oreste Calabresi, Eleuterio Rodolfi, Enrico Roma, Alfredo de An-

toni. Names that once made hearts beat faster — or even skip a beat !

The old Italian Commedia dell'Arte came to life once more before the cameras, displaying,

as before, its astonishing inventiveness, sparkling improvisation and imaginative caprices,

much as did those actors of the 15th to 18th centuries whom people flocked to see in the

theatres, on improvised platforms here, there or anywhere, or in the public squares. The

comedians among these names forever hallowed in the history of the Italian cinema, these

« sons of the profession », known and unknown, comedians born to the stage, brought to the

cameras a fecund vivacity, a gift of improvisation and a bravura technique that was steeped

in a centuries-old tradition.

By 1914, Italian films had captured the world market and were sold in « packages ».

This year saw the appearance of Benelli's Gorgona (The Gorgon), with Tina di Lorenzo and Anni-

bale Ninchi, and — at long last — the massive Cabiria, simultaneously presented for its premiere

in Turin and Milan and adorned with the elegant signature of Gabriele D'Annunzio, who suppli-

ed the film's subject (or, perhaps, only the subtitles). Francesco Socco informs us that D'An-

nunzio, on May 24th, 1911, had allowed Ambrosio the « reproduction and film performance

rights » to his works : La fiaccola sotto il moggio (Light under a Bushel), Iorio's Daughter, Dream

of an Autumn Sunset, La Gioconda, The Ship and L'Innocente. D'Annunzio undertook to

adapt each of these works for filming and to accompany each script with a description to be

used for advertising purposes, « each work to be subject to the alterations necessary to the

exigencies of the cinema industry. » These films were followed by Figlia di Torino (Torino's

Daughter), a second version of La Gioconda and of Light under a Bushel, Giovanni Episcopo,

Trionjo delta morte (The Triumph of Death) ; also after D'Annunzio were Piacere (Pleasure),

77 Ferro (Iron), Forse che si, forse che no (Perhaps Yes and Perhaps Not), Piu che I'amore

(More Than Love), La morte del duca d'Orjena (The Death of the Duke of Orfena), Novelle delta

Pescara (Tales of Pescara), and yet another work of d'Annunzio, the four-act mystery, La

Crociata degli Innocenti (The Crusade of the Innocents), about which Luigi Bianconi comments,

«...an original, though not very satisfactory, work...produced quite conventionally.)) But,

out of this welter of films, only one was to survive the test of time and become indissolubly
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a part of the history of the motion pictures : Cabiria, produced and directed by Giovanni di

Pastrone, whose professional name was Piero Fosco. Filmed on a scale even surpassing Quo

Vadis ?, this fundamental work of the early Italian cinema was replete with technical innovat-

ions which were subsequently to be adapted by D.W. Griffith in his Intolerance. With Cabiria

a film still discussed for its style, originality and unity, Italy had made an important contri-

bution to the new art of the film. Its cast included Italia Almirante, Umberto Mazzato, Raffaele

di Napoli, Lydia Quaranta, Ignazio Lupi and, of course, Bartolomeo Pagano, the dock-worker

from Genoa, whose role of Maciste is identified with this famous film.

We find Cines, some time thereafter, undertaking a « poem » by Fausto Salvatori called

Christus (Christ) — «a colossal work in five acts ...the latest unforgettable masterpiece...in six

thousand feet », as it was glowingly described — directed by Count Giulio Antomoro. Redol-

ent with the era of ancient Egypt, Christus was a big success.

A brief note about the accompanying music to films at this time reveals that already

original scores were being written for certain films, such as Brunetti's score for The Slave of

Carthage, Mario Costa's for L'Histoire d'un Pierrot (The Story of Pierrot), Pizzetti's « Fire

Symphony", written for Frate Sole (Brother Sun). Even Mascagni wrote film music, one of

his early works in that genre being a « Satanic Rhapsody. » To an ever growing degree, film

music was no longer left to the choice of pianists and small ensembles, but became an integral

part of the presentation of the films.

The outbreak of the war did not at first halt work in the studios. Febo Mari played Attila

in Attila, Flagello di Dio (Attila, Scourge of God), in which the titles were in verse. Arrigo

Frusta directed for Ambrosio an adaptation of Gerolamo Rovetta's drama, Romanticismo

(Romanticism), in which Tullio Carminati, dishevelled, suave and determined, appeared as

Count Lamberti. Memorable were the scenes shot at Lake Como with Carminati declaiming

to cloaked conspirators ! There was also Vol d'Olivi (Vale of Olives), with Garibaldi on

horseback; San Martino (St. Martin), and another success by Guazzoni in 1916, Madame Tallien.

So much, for the moment, for the costume film. There was also the filmed drama of

passion.

The hold of D'Annunzio on the cinema, not the D'Annunzio of the tragic poems, but of

Intermezzo di rime and the novels, was tyrannical. The middle-class Italian film of a considerably

later era, with its trysts on the Pincio, its cruel loves and furious embraces, its exquisite in-

teriors and aristocratic entertainments, was blood-cousin to such social chronicles as Duke

Minio, or the gallantries of Piacere (Pleasure). This was the Rome of magnificent esthetes and

shameless coquettes, the cinema of the lover in monocle and top hat.

Gabriele D'Annunzio's original work for the cinema was, however, practically non-exis-

tent, and it is difficult to try to explain the connection between the D'Annunzio «word» and

the D'Annunzio « image », between D'Annunzio theatre and screen. The poet had, in fact, no

real love for the cinema. He understood the secret of the new language but never developed

for it an attentive or passionate curiosity. He saw very few films, was indifferent to the produc-

tion of Cabiria (even though it was to carry his name), and laughed at Leda senza cigno (Leda

Without Swan). But the bourgeoise Italian cinema was still in the D'Annunzio manner, from

the era of L'innocente to Ma I'amore mio non muore (But My Love Won't Die). Even adapta-
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tions from foreign authors, like Dumas, Sardou and Bataille, were all treated in the D'An-

nunzio manner, which gave to ordinary events passion, « superhuman » sinfulness and all

manner of spectacular embellishment.

The first Italian « femme fatale » of the screen was the beauteous Lyda Borelli, of the

ravishing, sinuous movement. She fitted into this glamorous aura perfectly, an aura that was

capable of transmuting even the dour Ibsen into purple D'Annunzio, as in Hedda Gabler,

directed by Piero Fosco, and Satana (Satan), in which Mario Bonnard played the devil in a

top hat, eternally laughing, eternally smoking cigarettes among the ruins. Hamlet, too, suc-

cumbed to the fatal charm of the lyrical author of The Flame and was played not in its austere,

traditional style, but by the elegant and esthetically irreproachable Ruggero Ruggeri.

The first films in which the players wore the clothes of the day were : Serenata (Serenade)

and Dopo la morte (After Death), Lussuria, Uultimo dei Frontignac (The Last of the Frontignacs),

Idillio tragico (Tragic Idyll) and Danzatrice mascherata (The Masked Dancer). But the hit

among them all, which which was to have reverberations for years to come, was But My Love

Won't Die (1913). This film, directed by Cesarini, starred Lyda Borelli and Mario Bonnard.

Directors, actors, authors were to remake that film for years. Here, if ever, was a film waf-

ted to the screen on the wings of the D'Annunzio myth. The protagonists meet in churches

— he plays the organ, she passes the back of her hand across her fevered brow, trellised

by its recalcitrant curls. Borelli's fame as an actress grew « by leaps and bounds », as the

expression goes — « the supreme, the divine Borelli » flourished resplendently in the Italy of

Giovanni Giolitti. Girls dyed their hair orange and had themselves photographed with

their hands folded under their chins. Ladies wrapped themselves in flowing garments, and

little middle-class women adopted weary and disdainful attitudes.

So there was more to write about and new film periodicals sprung up —• Tirso al Cinema-

tografo (Tirso at the Films) (doubtless the successor of Tirso, a popular literary and theatrical

gazette edited by Luca Cortese). We are now in 191 6 — amid a veritable avalanche of new

films. 77 sopravissuto (The Survivor), Genina's adaptation of the vicissitudes of Giannino Anton

Traversi, with Bertini as a « gigolette » and Ghione as an « apache » (the first Italian « apache »)

.

Lucio d'Ambra reminds us that Genina was «the rising star among film directors)). Also appearing

were La piccola fonte (The Little Spring) by Roberto Bracco («a profound and inspired work» they

said), again with Bertini and with Annibale Ninchi ; La papilla riaccesa (The Rekindled Eye —
now there was a title for you ! ) and Sentieri delta vita (Paths of Life) by Emilio Perego and

Carlo Strozzi, with Pina Fabbri, Lina Millefleurs (and there a name !), Giulio Donadio, Ama-

deo Chiantoni ; La portatrice di pane (The Baker's Girl — presaging a famous French film to

come) and II Tenebroso affare (The Shady Affair), both with Maria Gandini ; L'imboscata (The

Ambush), with Ghione ; Diana I'affascinatrice (The Fascinating Diana) with La Bertini ; La

perla del cinema (Pearl of the Cinema) by de Liguoro ; Mistero di una notte di primavera

(Mystery of a Spring Night)... « an imposing masterpiece in four acts », as it was described;

Marcella, with the « dazzling » Hesperia, « who plays with superhuman sincerity » as the adver-

tisements stated, as if human sincerity were not enough. Where, indeed, are the snows of

yesteryear ?
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But this was by no means all. There were Petroashka, a three-part opus consisting of La

notte tragica (Tragic Night) , Senza tregua (Without Truce) and Verso la luce (Towards the Light)

.

This one had ((grandiose scenes in Siberia ». There was Avvenire in agguato (Guarding the

Future), by Bracco ; La cieca di Sorrento (The Blind Woman of Sorrento) and Amor di ladro

(A Thief's Love), both with Gustavo Serena (the latter continuing the series begun with Otto

milioni di dollari (Eight Million Dollars) ; Za la Mort (« a mediocre film but a tribute to the

temperament of the acting of Ghione » said the critics) ; Susanna e il Vecchione (Susannah and

the Elders) (« a delicious comedy ») ; Passione Tzigana (Gypsy Passion) with Diana Karenne
;

Lyda Borelli, with the successes of Vergine Voile (Foolish Virgin), Donna nuda (The Naked

Woman) and Marcia nuziale (The Wedding March — also to presage another famous film

years later) behind her, now starred in La falena (The Moth) and then in Lauda delta vita (Hymn

of Life) and Lauda delta morte (Hymn of Death) — note the prevalence of the word « morte »

(death) in the early Italian film titles. There was also Tigrama, Amor che tace (Unspoken

Love) (« scenes from modern life symbolized by Pierrot ») ; Odio che ride (The Hate that Laughs)
;

Fedora, Colpe altrui (Guilt of Others), Anima allegra (Blithe Spirit) and, finally, in April of

that crowded year, Ermete Zacconi "brings a bit of art to the films » in L'Emigrante (The

Immigrant) described as being « suffused with a soft melancholy ». Although Mario Caserini's

L'amor tuo mi redime (Your Love Will Redeem Me) had been described as « inconsistent and

superficial », the same critic proclaimed the director's « genius », going on to add, « Leda Gys

and Mario Bonnard are sublime under the master's guidance ». Even the photography was

« excellent ».

May (still 1916) brought Fosco's II Fuoco (The Flame) (a D'Annunzian title), supervised

by Piero. There followed : II vetturale del Moncenisio (The Cab Driver of Moncenisio) ; La si-

gnorina ciclone (Miss Cyclone) by Augusto Genina (who was to become one of Italy's foremost

directors after World War II), « full of ingenious inventions and healthy humor » ; Tigre Reale

(Royal Tiger), after a story by Giovanni Verga, Italy's great naturalist writer ; Anime buie

(Dark Souls) ; and then « an important artistic and social event » — Countess Giorgina Dentice

di Frasso, herself, appeared in 77 re, le torri c gli alfieri (The King, The Castles and the

Bishops), a comedy by Lucio d'Ambra, who was beginning to develop a style which was

always recognizable in his work. Amleto Palermi directed La bella Salamandra (The Beatiful

Salamander) and Madre (Mother — again to presage a very famous subsequent film) ; Car-

mine Gallone (who was subsequently to become another of Italy's foremost directors) made

Fogazzaro's Malombra, with the always welcome Lyda Borelli. There was Febbre di gloria

(Glorious Fever) by Righelli, and Gloria (Glory) ; II malefico anello (The Accursed Ring) ; Notte

di tempesta (Stormy Night) ; L'ombra (The Shadow), also by Caserini, from a comedy by Nic-

codemi ; La menzogna (The Lie) and II presagio (The Omen), both with Tullio Carminati (who

certainly has spanned many years in the Italian cinema !) ; II figlio dell'amore (The Love Child)

with Lyda Borelli, and La rosa di granata (The Rose of Granada) with the one and only Lina

Cavalieri.

The voluminous chronicles of the time especially praised Rapsodia satanica (Satanic Rhap-

sody), with music by Mascagni, starring Lyda Borelli, from Zuccoli's Amore di Loredana (Lore-

dana's Love).
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The contemporary film press was not very precise in its comments, being concerned chiefly

with plot and acting, and sometimes the settings. Occasionally distinctions would be made

between « art » and « industry », but only in a generic sense. Yet the films which marked Italy's

peak achievements by that time — Quo Vadis ?, Cabiria, Ma I'amor mio non muore (But My
Love Will Not Die), Histoire d'un Pierrot (The Story of Pierrot), Sperduti nel Buio (Lost in

the Dark) — had already circulated all over the world.

« In The Story of Pierrot, » writes Umberto Barbaro, « the technique of cutting is very

apparent as is also the use of the foreground (close up )
— inventions generally attributed

to D. W. Griffith. Even before Pastrone moved his camera so momentously in Cabiria, Italian

films had timidly begun to move the camera. An expressive example of this can be found

in But My Love Will Not Die ».

Although contemporary critics referred to « the original film language » of The Survivor

and the new shooting techniques of Miss Cyclone, they dismissed The Flame and Royal Tiger,

misunderstanding the value of the actors and actresses in them. The importance of Ghione, as

an example, was not understood by them.

I recently saw But My Love Will Not Die, Claudius' Wife, Ferreol. and Satanic Rhapsody.

The film language is articulate, clear and fluent. The atmosphere in these films is one thing and

their meaning another. The gestures of the players, to be fairly judged, must be considered as

an element of film language and not as an expression of traditional movements. It was in this

that the early film critics went off on a tangent. The actor was of fundamental importance to

the old cinema and to its success, perhaps even much more so than today. Lyda Borelli —
the admirable, nay, overwhelming, Lyda Borelli — gave a style to the bourgeoise genre, for

style it certainly was. The camera was not yet expressive enough, so the actor, the great Italian

actor, heir to all the masques, created his parts with a whimsical, carefree abandon, That

wonderful art of theatrical improvisation, so felicitous in Italian comedy, was reborn in front

of the camera. Today, the actor facing the camera must obey the scenarist, or the origin-

ality (if peculiarity is not the right word !) or cliches of the director. His « wings are clipped)),

one might say. The actor of today who is still able to color the style of a film with his own

personality is invariably a « son of the profession », « born and reared in theatrical traditions »,

« in this or that music hall tradition », a dialect comedian or a buffoon from vaudeville, bur-

lesque, or the cabarets : in short, an instinctive creator overflowing with imagination and

inventiveness. The Futurist, Marinetti, writing of the variety theatre in one of his manifestoes,

said : « The actors of the variety theatre have only one justification for their existence and

for their success — that of endlessly inventing new items for astonishment. » It took undeniable

talent and ingenuity to do this.

To sum up : There came from the stage to the early Italian cinema famous dramatic ac-

tors, light opera singers, cabaret entertainers, comedians, acrobats and clowns, dialect comed-

ians, etc. This was the paradox of the « silent theatre » — the cinema. It was the Italian actor,

of whatever genre, rich in his brilliant tradition, who was always the best thing about the early

Italian films, precisely because of his « technique of improvisation ».

I can still see Ermete Zacconi in Padre (Father) and solemn and raging in King Lear. I

still see the white scowling mask of Ermete Novelli. There lingers, too, in my memory the placid
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countenance of Oreste Calabresi and the dark, far from handsome visage of Giovanni Grasso,

the gluttonous Camillo de Riso, Umberto Mozzato, Ignazio Lupi and Alfonso Cassini.

There was Amleto Novelli with his hypnotic eyes ; Alberto Capozzi, the « ravenous »

one ; Alberto Collo, a cherubic devil ; Luigi Serventi, Lido Manenti, Livio Pavanelli, Franz

Sala, Guido Trento and always Tullio Carminati — all sweet and persuasive or sinister and

perverse ; Gustavo Serena and Febo Mari, « the poet of luxury » ; and Mario Bonnard, he of

the classic voluptuousness — all of them strangling in stiff, white gleaming collars and res-

plendent in dark full-flowing frock coats.

I see again the films of the trapeze and the arena — with Luciano Albertini, Cambino,

Pagano, Aldini, — and those with Ausonia, Saetta, Maciste and Ajax, the vertiginous acrobats,

invincible wrestlers, fearless and honorable knights all ! I still see the death-jumps, the showers

of blows, trains stopped from crashing by a hair's breadth. I can still smile at the

astonished expressions of Eleuterio Rodolfi and at the shortsighted Oreste Bilancia (« who

purges our thoughts from all sadness and bitterness » exclaimed Amleto Novelli). Bilancia,

the luckless lover, plucking the daisy petals murmuring « she loves me, she loves me

not » ; Bilancia carrying a torch against his myopia, shy and resigned, a gardenia in his button-

hole, a gorgeous necktie flowering down his shirt front — I remember those grey top hats and

those little derbies of the South. Sometimes, in a cafe, some dowager would be smitten by the

gardenia or the necktie and Oreste took this as a sign to preen himself, smoothing and polish-

ing himself until he was a shining gallant from the huge monocle stuck in his eye to his cream

colored spats. But the lady's husband invariably arrived, tall and fuming, with enormous,

bloodthirsty moustaches, and Bilancia retired in dismay. He had the round, clerical face of a

lonely bachelor consoled by excellent cooking.

And I remember, too, the lean and twisted Za la Mort. As Ghione put it : « It was 1919.

Arsene Lupin was the rage in France as a gentleman-thief. We had to find an equivalent

character to uphold the honor of our own production. I thought of creating a character called

« Za la Mort », which in apache slang means « long live death ». If Lupin was a gentleman-

thief, Za la Mort would be a sentimental apache with noble feelings. As I played him, he lived

amid violence, but hated all ugliness ; he loved violets and the poor, and melted with

tenderness at the right time and the right place. In a word, I inaugurated the romantic

apache ».

Za la Mort was accompanied by Za la Vie, played by Sambucini.

Ghione, wholly lacking in theatrical experience, was what was still better, an instinctive

film actor. His way of looking, or walking, or just saying « good morning » was pure cinema and

this characterization became identified with him, which is to say that Ghione represented a

definite style. I sette topi grigi (The Seven Grey Mice), La grande vergogna (The Great Shame),

II triangolo giallo (The Yellow Triangle) and Anime Bnie (Dark Souls) — all were splendlt and

impossible adventures. (Za la Mort appeared briefly in Broadway in 1928, the first stage -thril-

ler in Italy. It was then that the fashion began on the stage of depicting police chasing bandits

amid utter confusion. Ghione even spoke a few lines).

I remember Pina Menichelli, Italia Almirante Manzini, Leda Gys, Hesperia, Soava Gal-

lone, Vittoria Lepanto, Diana Karenne, Olga Benetti and Elena Makowska...and I can call to
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mind Francesca Bertini in Assunta Spina and in Blithe Spirit — she had the spontaneity of a

gamin. I can see Maria Jacobini, that not-at-all D'Annunzian actress, in Addio giovinezza

(Farewell, Youth !), performing with the same clarity and expressiveness as her namesake,

Diomita Jacobini.

As for the comics, the earliest ones were doubtless Italian comedians like Pacifico Aqui-

lanti — « Coco » — who rose to fame and then disappeared in 1909. By 1910, there was a

minor French « invasion » at Cines — including Tontolini (Fernand Guillaume) ; at Itala Films

there was Cretinetti (Andre Deed) ; at the Ambrosio studios in 1911 there was Robinet (Marcel

Fabre). Deed was accompanied by « Toto » (Emilio Verdannes) at Itala Films. Kri-Kri cut

his capers at Cines, too, and in 191 2 Tontolini became Polidor.

Can we say that our comic films were Italian ? Perhaps we cannot claim a pure comic

style of our own. These irresponsible farces, directed for the most part by the protagonists

themselves, were full of whimsical invention that stemmed directly from the works of Labiche

and Jules Verne, the music of Lecocq, the fantasy of Melies. All the wedding guets who became

cross with each other, and had fits of delirium in those little farces, belonged to the gay and

giddy Paris vaudeville, or pochade — the same Parisian flavor once again concocted with such

malicious humor by Rene Clair today... that carefree and dizzy world of Feydeau, Labiche

and Melies, Meihlac, Halevy and Max Linder.

The « ultimate comic » was purely cinematic - gags, tricks, absurd adventures and sorcery.

Cretinetti distratto (Absent-Minded Cretinetti) ; Cretinetti paga i debiti (Cretinetti Pays His

Debts) ; Astuzia di Robinet (Robinet 's Cunning) ; Robinet I 'avventuriero (Robinet the Adven-

turer) — notice the similarity of these titles to those of Chaplin's early comedies — Poliddor

Fa le Iniezioni (Polidor Gives Injections) ; Polidor dalla modista (Polidor at the Hat Shop) ;

Toto senz'acqua (Toto Without Water) ; Toto critica delta nuova moda (Toto Criticizes the New

Fashions)... a kaleidoscope of grimaces, leaps and blows, full of humor and caricature that

was always completely visual. One comic took the felicitous stage name of Jolicoeur, but no

record remains of him, poor fellow.

Cretinetti was rather short, with a long face and a lock of hair plastered down over

eternally surprised eyes. He looked a little like Buster Keaton...but a dandy, got up in shiny

top hat, butterfly tie and a wasp waist. He danced, instead of walking. Robinet was plump

and elastic, looking for all the world like an innocent-eyed chef. Verdannes is chiefly notable

for his fierce jowls. Polidor slunk about, small and agile as a cat, a shame-faced joker with a

large mouth and a squashed top hat, though at times he could play most poignantly. There

was hardly any transition from the Italian comic short to the comic feature. It just happened.

Nor must we forget the « commedia brillante » (brilliant comedies), as they were called.

These were distinctly Italian. The frisky Neapolitan manners of De Riso, the shrewd witticisms

of Rodolfi, the gentle humor of Bilancia and the subdued vitality (if we may use such an ex-

pression) of Gigetta Morano — may have owed something to the pochades of Feydau in Paris,

and other boulevard farceurs, but they had a cachet of their own, their own species of zaniness

that was more Italianate than Gallic.

It should be noted here that the terms « bourgeoise », « naturalistic » or « realistic », when

applied to films, do not refer to the content, which does not change, but to the setting. Adultery
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is the central theme of even the « naturalistic » films, and the denouement is brought about,

whether bloody or peaceful, by bourgeoise methods. Films of fabulous artistocratic homes

are called « bourgeoise » , while films of poorly dressed humble folk, living in hovels are called

« naturalistic ». Those films drawn from stories dear to great masses of people for their simple

and sentimental feelings were called « popular » films, and were often anti-bourgeoise in their

healthy, confident and uncomplicated understanding of life.

Excluded as yet from the country's national life, the people appear only in books, on the

stage or on the screen. As early as 1914, however, there was already the beginning of a « social

cinema », which was to deal with the disinherited of the earth and various pressing social pro-

blems of the day.

A pioneering work of this genre was the previously mentioned Lost in the Dark (1914),

which foreshadowed the French film of the thirties (Quai des Brumes, etc.) with its harbor

pubs, derelicts, suburban inns, hired rooms and tawdry village music halls. Of this work, Luigi

Chiarini has stated that its use of montage for ironic contrast long antedated the Soviet use

of this same device in the mid-twenties. (In this respect, the Italian cinema can be said to have

been the school for the French « naturalists » and the Zola-ites, themselves). Lost in the Dark

was directed by Nino Martoglio, an exiled .Sicilian writer of the naturalistic school. Luxurious

and poverty stricken interiors are contrasted, as well as characters in dinner jackets and others

in rags. Here the author's (Bracco) rhetoric is transformed into a trenchant and conclusive

style. In every respect, Lost in the Dark must be considered one of the early masterworks of

the Italian cinema.

Even in the case of the « social » film, however, the term is not meant to be either

polemical or vindictive in tone. The term, as always, refers to the background of the film, its

setting, as we have said, so that Za la Mort's films, too — in which brothels frequently were

depicted — were called « social ».

Though Europe was locked in mortal combat by this time, 1915 saw a new flood of films,

as though nothing, not even a world war, could stop this « eighth art », the cinema, from its

vigorous growth. There was an adaptation by Assunta Spina of a drama by Salvaotere di

Giacomo (the title of which I cannot find) in which the image of Francesca Bertini still

shines in my memory... Another of Di Giacomo's works for the theatre, A San Francisco (In San

Francisco) was adapted for the screen, as were works of Go ffredo Cognetti, not to mention

the harvest of Neapolitan films suggested by the songs of Ferdinando Russo, Libero Bovio,

E. A. Mario and Carlo De Flaviis.

In 1916, the naturalistic film, hastened on its way by the acid bucolicism of Pirandello,

already having done homage to Zola with an adaptation of Therese Raquin, now turned to

Cavalleria rusticana by Verga, with, of course, Mascagni's score. Sometimes the music was

played by a « live orchestra », sonetimes behind the screen by a phonograph. Mascagni wrote

an original score for L'Arnica (The Friend), too (« a tragic idyll which the genius of Mascagni

has adorned with haunting melodies »). Leoncavallo's Pagliacci was also filmed and presented

with the opera's music.

We must at this time mention Cenere (Ashes), not because it was an important film (in

truth it was a disastrous failure) but because it starred the great Eleonora Duse. It was a
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great disappointment to Duse. The actress soon became aware of the poetic secret of the

screen, however, and of the possibilities of the film language. In her own words, « The cinema

is above all a means of lyrical musical expression, an art of transposition ».

The so-called advance-guard (avant-garde) film is also an Italian invention. The first critic

who clearly defined the problem of an independent cinema esthetic was an Italian, Riciotto

Canudo.

In 1911, the year when the first writings by Canudo appeared, a book by Anton Giulio

Bragaglia was published, « Fotodinamica Futurista » (Futuristic Photodynamics). This was

the first aesthetic theory of photography in which the many different techniques and dev-

ices, later to find their use and justification in the avant-garde cinema technique, were considered.

In 1916, the « Manifesto della Cinematografia Futurista » (Manifesto of Futurist Cinemato-

graphy), after stating that «the cinema as a means of expression should be freed », proposed

for the new art « analogies, simultaniety and interpenetration of different times and places,

musical researches, scenic states of mind, dramas of objects » and so forth. It was that year

that Bragaglia produced the world's first avant-garde film, Perfido incanto (Perfidious Enchant-

ment), which made use of essentially cinematic devices to achieve photographic effects in which

there was a play of abstract rhythms.

1916 also witnessed the « first futurist film » by Arnaldo Ginna. It was also the year of

the florescence of the innovator, Lucio D'Ambra, who made from his own novel the film in

which the Countess di Frasso made an auspicious screen debut, The King, The Castles and

the Bishops. The film was one of Italy's earliest international successes. There were two

types of d'Ambra films : the light romance, albeit highly moral in tone, and the drama. The

King, The Castles etc. was in the first category. Love and politics were elegantly caricatured

in it, bringing to mind the couplets of La Belle Helene. Nocturnal Strauss waltzes, the Princes

and Ambassadors of Franz Lehar's operetta world, and the ballet, like an army corps, all

pervaded this charming work. As the publicity announcements described it, « A sentimental

comedy, rather ironic, rather sad, rather comic, rather old, rather new, rather true, rather false

— like life. » The critic, Lucio D'Ambra, called it « a modern Iliad played at the whim of a

little Homer. » « He anticipated, » writes Corrado Pavolini, of this work, « that frivolous but

exquisite world that came into fashion in Germany and America after the advent of the sound

film. » Soro recalls that there was spontaneous applause after each of the four parts of this

film — « the first time this ever happened in the history of the screen. » D'Ambra flourished

till 1921, his last picture being Tragedia su Tre Carte (Tragedy on Three Cards).

World War I ended, and the cinema entered the postwar period. But the war, which

had truly revealed a people, did not inspire any new spiritual themes. The « super-human »

dramas of passion and sin continued unabatedly, as rhetorical and flamboyant as ever, as if

nothing had happened. The Italian cinema still led the world, but its evening was at hand.

The foreign cinema was using a more ambitious and more direct means of expression (the

avant-garde films had not been a very significant experience for the Italian cinema). The lan-

guage to wich the Italians had given rhythm, vigor and inspiration, became fixed, more visual

and freer in foreign films. The Swedish film had begun and the Russian cinema was already

a reality. German and French films began to impose an aggressive authority. The Ameri-



can film — energetic, ingenuous, lusty and gay, was already gathering momentum in a relent-

less pyramiding of eloquent cinema techniques and had begun to reveal that irresistible

vitality which was one day to sweep the screens of the world, for better or for worse.

Directors and actors came back from the trenches and work resumed, full scale, in the

old and new studios of Turin, Rome and Naples. (Some did not return — vale, vale

!

Among them Lieutenant Nino Oxilia). Although Italian stars were still in fashion, and box

office returns were very big, French and German competition began to be felt and, in a little

while, the competition from America was such that for the first time the Italian cinema was

obliged to take measures to defend its existence.

The Unione Cinematografica Italiana was founded — the most powerful cinema organ-

ization in the world, with a capital of thirty millions. Don Prospero Colonna, prince and

senator, was president ; Giuseppe Barattolo, managing director. Notwithstanding this impos-

ing start, the organization soon went bankrupt. For the Italian cinema, this was catastrophic.

1919. The cinema is now recognized as an art.

The best exponents of « belles lettres » now worked in the Italian studios : Bellonci, who

wrote the script for Tristan and Isolde ; Sam Benelli, who wrote Rose del martirio (Rose of

Martyrdom) and Figlia del mare (Daughter of the Sea) ; Diego Angeli, author of Cagliostro
;

Guido Milanesi, who wrote Romanzo di una Vespa (Romance of a Wasp) ; Luciano Zuccoli,

author of Te lo dirb domani (I'll Tell You Tomorrow) ; Carola Prosperi, Niccodemi, Chiarelli,

Martini, Morello.

The cinema had already inspired Pirandello's restless mind with the subject of a novel,

Si gira... (Roll 'em !). After having permitted Righelli to use his II viaggio (The Journey)

in 1917 for the screen, he entrusted Arnaldo Fratelli and Augusto Genina with the screen

adaptation of his Rosa (Rose) and La scaldino (The Brazier). A few more spectacles, like Am-

brosio's Theodora, Guazzoni's Sack of Rome and Caramba's The Borgias, managed to get produced,

but America was already appealing to the public with work that was far more dynamic.

America, which had learned from Guazzoni and Pastrone, was now teaching, in her turn.

Though our costume film was still unexcelled, our film language was becoming old fashioned.

1921. Valiantly, the Italian cinema continued with Campane di San Lucio (The Bells of

St. Lucio) ; Don Carlos ; La preda (The Prey) ; L' ultimo sogno (The Last Dream) ; San Giorgio

(St. George) ; La danzatrice d'oriente (The Dancer of the Orient) ; Senza pietd (Without Pity),

one of the earliest mountain films ; Madonna errante (The Erring Madonna) ; A more al laccio

(Love Ensnared). There were more but of them all that year only two were spectacular suc-

cesses : Madame Sans-Gene and, as a result of the success of that one, a sequel II Figlio di

Madame Sans-Gene. Edouardo Scarpetta brought his sly, Neapolitan buffoonery to the screen,

and a rising young new actor was talked of — Alfredo Martinelli. Then, with a sudden resurg-

ence of the Italian cinema's old strength, three new costume spectacles made their debuts :

La Mirabile Visione (The Miraculous Vision), commemorating Dante ; L'Ombra di an Trono

(The Shadow of a Throne) ; and a new version of D'Annunzio's La Nave (The Ship), this time

directed by the author himself and starring the famous dancer, Ida Rubenstein (for whom

Ravel was years later to write his famous Bolero).
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Films of more than routine interest that followed included Indiana by George Sand, direc-

ted by Umberto Fracchia, the writer, and La bella e la bestia (Beauty and the Beast), also by

Fracchia. Another was La casa di veiro (The Glass House) by Righelli and — before we

forget it — one of the most noteworthy films made in Italy in the twenties, Casanova, direc-

ted by the expatriate Russian Alexander Wolkoff, starring the Russian Ivan Mosjoukine,

and filmed, for its greater part, in Venice. Who can forget Rina de Liguoro's enchanting

seductivenes in it — which, if I will be forgiven, is an apt thing to remember in a film

about Ca anova. The film had real merit, too, but Casanova dates from 1927 and we

are momentarily ahead of ourselves.

Before 1921 was over a crisis had set in. The Italian cinema was exhausted. Each new

film was hopefully expected to revitalize the moribund film industry but the demode film

language was too much for it. Italian movie audiences had seen the new foreign films and the

Italian films were no longer any competition to them. Unemployment among film stars and

technicians was rife. Stars were beginning to sell their jewels. The active Ghione, who had

worked so hard, fell into debt. By 1922, almost all the Italian studios were shut down, serving

only for early morning duels between politicians and journalists, with Fausto Salvatori busily

employed as a much-demanded second.

There was yet another brave attempt of the Italian cinema to lift itself by its boot-straps,

as the expression goes ; a few more romances, a few more spectacles even, a film on Dante,

another on Messalina and then a second Quo Vadis ?

This Quo Vadis ?, destined to become one of the authentic classics of the screen, along

with the first Italian Quo Vadis ? and Cabiria, was an Italo-German production, with a mixed

Italian and German cast, co-directed by D'Annunzio and the German George Jacoby. Emil

Jannings played Nero and among the actresses were the seductive Liguoro and Elena Sangro.

To what extent this was a German film and to what extent it was an Italian film we will leave

to historians to determine. Suffice it to say that its realism and power were not to be

matched in any subsequent versions made elsewhere in the world.

Women were now swooning over an adventurous actor of little talent but of extraordinary

handsomeness — Rudolph Valentino — who left many palpitating feminine hearts behind when

he went to America to seek his fortune. The La Fert Studios of Turin, then controlled by

Stefano Pittaluga, became very productive. To compete with the perilous, if not hallucinatory,

and exultant acrobatics of Douglas Fairbanks and the derring-do of Tom Mix, both of whom

had become dear to the hearts of Italian moviegoers, La Fert brought out the muscles and

leaps of Luciano Albertini, Bartolomeo Pagano (the Maciste of Cabiria), Boccolinindi, Gam-

bino, etc. in such films as Julot D'Apache (Julot the Apache), Ritorno di Ulysses (Return of

Ulysses), Pugno di Ferro (The Iron Fist), Scala della morte (Staircase of Death — still the

preoccupation with death !), Maciste Imperatore (The Emperor Maciste), Maciste all'Inferno

(Maciste in Hell), Maciste and His Nephew from America (sic !), etc. They gallantly refused

to surrender to the all too ominous portent and practically exhausted themselves trying to

give the public the action for which it clamored. Even Za la Mort was launched once more

in La via del peccato (The Street of Sin), with fourteen stars of the first rank, but it was no use.



It was now dusk and the last light of day glimmered, momentarily, for the Italian cinema

—

La via del dolore (The Street of Sorrow) a title subsequently to be borrowed by Pabst for

a memorable film ; 77 cammino delle Stelle (The Path of the Stars), others, and then, with a

last gasp of renewed energy and optimism, another attempt to recapture what had been Italy's

most successful province, the spectacular historical film, another Last Days of Pompeii by

Palermi, which turned out to be just so much time and money thrown away.

Italian directors began to emigrate to foreign countries, followed by stars, cameramen

and other technicians. They went first to Germany and France, two countries which sub-

sequently fed the American cinema. Soon most of them gravitated in one way or another

to Hollywood. Two Italian actresses made notable careers in Germany, Carmen Boni and

Marcella Albani.

By 1925, Italy began to receive films by some of its expatriates, like Cyrano de Bergerac,

directed by Genina, with Pierre Magnier, Linda Moglia and Umberto Casalini ; Henry IV,

by Palermi, from the play by Pirandello, with the thin and disquieting Conrad Veidt and

the plump and placid Bilancia ; Stendhal's The Red and the Black by Righelli, with Ivan

Mosjoukine and Lil Dagover.

At home, Negroni turned out a Beatrice Cenci with Maria Jacobini and a Judith and Holo-

fernes with Jia Ruskaia and Bartolomeo Pagano. There was a second Brother Francis, Vena

d'Oro (Veins of Gold), and then, like a summing up of all the sins of the past, a Carnival of

Venice.

Fascism had come into power in Italy on October 28, 1922.

In November, 1925, the Istituto Luce became a state society for propaganda and culture

through the cinema. Solidly financed, it developed rapidly.

Generous legislative measures hastened the rebirth of the Italian cinema. Rome became the

seat of the Istituto Internazionale di Cinematografia Educativa. It was a powerful organ-

ization but the task was formidable too — namely, to win back the Italian movie going public

which was now devoted to Hollywood.

There was to be established the Direzione Generale della Cinematografia per la Disciplina

e la Tutela della Produzione (General Office for the Discipline and Guidance of Film Produc-

tion). Cinecitta was to rise, a gigantic mass of buildings. We were to have the Centro Speri-

mentale (Experimental Center) for the development of new talent. The film industry was

to be aided and rewarded. Venice, with its International Exhibit of Cinema Art (now popu-

larly known as the Venice Film Festival) was to become the film capital of the world. The

public, already aware of the new vitality of the Italian cinema, began discussing the new

directors and writers, as well as the new faces that were starting to appear on the screen,

while the young people everywhere discussed film esthetics. New cinemas were built to

seat thousands.

Mario Bonnard, no longer possessed of the old magic as a screen actor, turned director.

But it was not till 1929 that there was a hint that the dawn of a new era for the Italian

cinema was at hand. A young man, who had gathered around his agressive film review a
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handful of writers and scenarists, composed a film drenched with meaning and an individual

style. He was Alessandro Blasetti and the film was Sole (Sun).

Another young man destined to develop a personal style appeared — Mario Camerini. He

was already on his seventh film, but Rotate (Wheel Tracks) was his most important. In it

appeared the beauteous Hungarian actress, Kathy von Nagy. It was a humble, unadorned,

gentle, sometimes accented style ; it contained a muted « humanity », a graceful melancholy,

modest and serene but confident.

And then, with the appearance in 1930 of Canzone dell'Amove (Love Song), from another

Pirandello story, directed by Righelli — a spoken film — the second period of the Italian cinema

began.

E. Ferdinando PalmIeri





In Italy, as elsewhere, the cinema began with the documentary film. Arturo

Ambrosio of Turin, who was later to become famous, shot « The Maneuvers of

the Alpine Troops on the Colle della Ranzola » and « The First Automobile Race

in Italy, Susa-Moncenisio ». The first picture with a story was « La presa di Roma »

which was filmed in 1904 but bears the date of the following year. It lasted

ten minutes.
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Cameraman Giovanni Vitrotti

shooting one of his first documen-
taries.

One of the first dramatic films

:

the end of a duel to the death.

The widow is on the point of

madness. The captain salutes. The
dying man wears a false beard. In

the middle distance to the left we
see the glazed wall of the studio.

In the background appears the

National Institute for War Orpha7is,

a witness to all this tragedy.



La presa di Roma {La prise de Rome - The Sack of Rome - Die Erooerung Boms) - Int. Carlo Rosaspina - Dir. Fii.oteo Al-

berini - (Alberini & Santoni, 1905).

Luigi XI, Re di Francia (Louis XI, roi de France - Louis XI, King of France - Ludwig XI, Koenig von Frankreich) - Int. Al-

berto A. Capozzi - Dlr. Luigi Maggi - (Ambrosio, 1909).



Spergiura {.Parjure -

The Woman who lied

- Meineidig) - Int.

Alberto A. Capozzi,

Mary Cleo Tarlarini,

Luigi Maggi - Op.

Giovanni Vitrotti -

Dir. Arturo Ambrosio

- (Ambrosio, 1909).

With the advent of romantic subjects, history, adventure stories and popular

serials were exploited. Luigi Maggi. Mario Caserini, Baldassare Negroni and
Edoardo Bencivenga were the directors of those years.

Estrellita - Int. Ly-

dia De Roberti, Mir-

ra Principi - Op. Gio-

vanni Vitrotti - (Am-

brosio, 1910).



Santarellina (Mam'selle Nitouche) - Int. Gigetta Morano, Ercole Vaser, Mario Bonnard - Dir, Mario Caserini - lAmbrosio, 1911

)

Idillio tragico (Idille tragique - Tragic Idyll - Tragische Idylle) - Int. Francesca Bertini. Emilio Ghione. Alberto Collo -

Dir. Baldassarre Negroni - (Celio Film, 1912).



VI

Padre (Pere - Father

- Vater) Int. Ermete

Zacconi, Valentina

Frascaroli - Op. Nata-

le Chiusano - Dir.

Dante Testa - (Itala

Film, 1912).

Although looked down upon by esthetes, the cinema began to attract theater

actors: in 1912 the famous actor Ermete Zacconi, who was to appear in many

pictures, played « Padre » with success.

II giglio della pa-

lude (he lis du ma-

rais - The Swamplily

- Die Lilie des Sum-
pfes) - Int. Azucena

Della Porta, Dlllo

Lombardl, Maria Jaco-

bin! - (Savoia, 1912).
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At the time when Arturo Ambrosio went from

Turin to Moscow, where he founded a cinema

studio « under the auspices of the Czar », many

other producing firms appeared; and members

of Parliament, journalists, lawyers and bankers

began to take an interest. The number of

films increased and the number of stars was

legion, while their fees constantly rose. Today

we smile at those flowery and sinuous actres-

ses, those « Don Juans », but we must reco-

gnize their particular technique, their talent

and their extraordinary ability to improvise.

La ribalta (Le rampe - The Stage - Die Rampe) - Int. Febo Mari

Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - Dir. Mario Caserini - i Ambrosio, 1912).

Satana - Int. Mario Bonnard, Mary Cleo Tarlarini - Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - Dir. Luigi Maggi - i Ambrosio, 1912 1.



VII

La figlia di Jorio (La fille de Jorio - The Daughter of Jorio - Jorio's Tochter) - Rid. Arrigo Frusta - Int. Mary Cleo Tar-
larini, Luigi Maggi - Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - (Ambrosio, 1911).

La nave {La navire - The Ship - Das Schiff) - Int. Antonietta Calderarl. Alberto A. Capozzl - Op. Angelo Scalenghe - Dir. Gabriel-

lino D'Annunzio - (Ambrosio, 1911 1.



IX

FILMS IN THE STYLE OF D'ANNUNZIO

In 1911 Gabriele D'Annunzio granted to Am-
brosio the right to put his works on the

screen. Ambrosio launched « La Nave », in

600 feet, and followed it with « La Figlia

di Iorio », starring Antonietta Calderari, and

« Sogno d'un Tramonto d'Autunno » with

Elena Makowska, who also played « Gio-

conda ». But it was not with these fi!ni ver-

sians of his works that D'Annunzio was to

influence the cinema.

Mary Cleo Tarlarini in La Gioconda,

La Gioconda - Rid. Arrigo Frusta - Int. Mary Cleo Tarlarini, Mario Voller Buzzi - Op. Giovanni Vithotti - (Ambrosio, 1911 1.
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II bersaglio vivente (La cible vivante - The Human Target - Die lebende Zielscheibe) - Int. Mary Cleo Tarlarini -

Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - (Ambrosio, 1912).

After 1910, production increases and foreign markets are progressively con-

quered. But it is only beginning with 1912 and 1913 that the Italian film

industry produces its most famous works which cause Italian films to be sold

sight unseen in foreign markets. The titles set the tone of these films: «A
Grandfather's Heart », « The Miniature Fan », « The Mysterious Cup », « For

Love of a Sister », « Father's Violin » and « A Bandit's Gratitude ».

Filibus - Int. Giovanni Spano - Op. Massucco - Dir. Mario Roncoroni - (Corona Films, 1915).
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Odissea - Int. Giu-

seppe De Liguoro -

Dir. Giusepfe De Li-

guoro - (Mtlano Film,

1911).

THE FIRST HISTORICAL FILMS

During the first years of production — as intense as it was ambitious — every-

thing that could be utilized was ransacked, in tre frenzy to find subjects

to film. The « direttori » (the word « regista » was used for director only later)

confronted without hesitation Homer and Wagner. Dante and Dumas, the

Holy Scriptures and epic historical subjects.
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Pauli - Int. Alberto

A. Capozzi, Mary Cleo

Tarlarini - Op. Gio-

vanni Vitrotti - (Am-
brosio, 1909).

•
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Pasquale Pauli, the French Revolution, Napoleon... all romantic pretexts on

which to embroider elaborate stories of daring deeds and pathos. The acting

was theatrical and florid, but in the long shots and crowd scenes there is a

shrewd sense of grouping and a crude but authentic grandeur. It was a type

of rhetoric that at* times became a style.

Lo schiavo di Car-
tagine (L'esclave de
Carthage - The Slave

of Carthage - Der

Sklave von Karthago)

- Int. Alberto A. Ca-

pozzi. Mary Cleo Tar-

larini - Op. Giovanni

Vitrotti - (Ambro-

sio, 1909).



XIII

Nerone - Rid. Arrigo

Frusta - Int. Lydia

De Roberti. Alberto A.

Capozzi - Op. Gio-

vanni VlTROTTI - (Am-
brosio, 1900).

II Granatiere Ro-
land (Le Grenadier

Roland - Roland the

Grenadier - Der Gre-

nadier Roland) - Int.

Arrigo Frusta,
Alberto A. Capozzi,

Mary Cleo Tarlarini -

Op. Giovanni Vitrotti

- (Ambrosio, 1910).

II corriere dell'Im-

peratore (Le courrier

de I'Empereur - The

Emperor's Courier -

Der Kurier des Kai-

sers) - Int. Alberto

A. Capozzi - Op. Gio-

vanni Vitrotti - (Am-
brosio, 1910).
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XIV

Nozze d'oro (Noces d'or -

Golden Wedding - Goldene

Hochzeit) - Int. Alberto A.

Capozzi, Mary Cleo Tarla-

rini, Luigi Maggi - Op. An-

gelo Scalenghe - Dir. Ar-

turo Ambrosio - (Ambro-

slo, 1911).

Nozze d'oro Id. id.

Together with the various « Cleopatra » and « Ultimi giorni di Pompei » [four

versions] appeared the pictured history of Italy, with « Nozze d'Oro », starring

Alberto Capozzi and Mary Cleo Tarlarini, a famous « couple » of the time. On
their golden wedding day the gallant veteran narrates to his sons and grandsons

how he met his wife; the young woman who saved him when, carrying dispat-

ches, he was chased by the Uhlans.
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Marcantonio e Cleopatra - Int. Amleto Novelli, Gianna Terribili Gonzales - Op. A. Bona - Dlr. Enrico Guazzoni - (Cines, 1913).

La Gerusalemme Liberata - Int. Gianna Terribili Gonzales, Amleto Novelli - (Cines. 19131.



XVI

La Vergine di Ba-

bilonia (La Viergc

de Babylone - The

Virgin of Babylon -

Die Jungfrau von

Babylonien) - Int.

Mary Cleo Tarlarini.

Alberto A. Capozzi -

Op. Giovanni Vitrot-

ti - Dir. Luigi Mag-

gi - (Ambrosio, 1910).

The cinema unconcernedly borrowed from the Orient as well. Mary Cleo Tarla-

rini appeared as Esther, « La Vergine di Babilonia », Adriana Costamagna and

Susanne De Labroy played in « Herodias », and finally Francesca Bertini, beautiful

and « fatal », played the lead in « La Rosa di Tebe ». Costumes and scenery

changed, but the tone was the same, and identical were the seductive poses and

languid gestures.

II Pellegrino (Le

Pelerin - Tlie Pilgrim

- Der Pilger) - Op.

Giovanni Vitrotti -

Dir. Mario Caserini -

(Ambrosio, 1912).



La Rosa di Tebe (La rose de Thebes - The Rose of Thebes - Die Rose von Theben) - Int. Francesca Bertini - iClnes, 1912 1.

Erodiade - Int. Adriana Costamagna, Suzanne De Labroy, Goffredo Mateldi - (Savoia Film. 1912)



II perdono (Le pardon -

The Forgiveness - Die Ver-

zeihung) - Dir. Rossi Pia-

nelli - (1910).

Giovanni dalle Bande
Nere - Int. Amleto Novelli

Dir. Mario Caserini

(Cines, 1911).

Parsifal - Int. Alberto Ca-

pozzl - Op. Angelo Scalen-

ghe - Dir. Mario Caserini

- (Ambroslo. 1912). ,
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ANDRE DEED

THE FIRST FILM COMEDIES

Even if the Commedia dell'Arte, with its traditions of

improvisation, was the basis of our cinema, the first

comedians in Italy were of French origin, while those

whom the French tradition inspired included Tontolini

(Fernando Guillaume, later known as Polidor), Cretinetti

(Andre Deed), Robinet (Marcel Fabre), Toto (Emilio

Verdannes). It is impossible to speak of an Italian comic

style; the sources are Parisian: the world of the vaudeville,

the music hall and the circus, with their jokes, stunts and

absurd adventures. This is the world that a highly

amused Rene Clair was later to observe so brilliantly.

Cretinetti al cinema (Gribouille au Cinema - Cretinetti at the Cinema - Cretinetti geht ins Kino) - Int. Andre Deed - (1909).
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Though less well-know than Deed, Polidor was

perhaps more instinctive, more to popular

taste. With his immense mouth, his dented

tophat, he clowned with reserve and melan-

choly. He was very small and exceedingly

agile, a real Guillaume of that famous family

of jugglers and acrobats.

Polidor fa le iniezioni {Polidor fait de piq&res - Polidor makes Injections - Polidor macht Einsprintzungeni - (19121



XI

is to ire d'un

ierrot - Inter.

?rancesca Bertini,

Leda Gys, Emilio

G h i o n e - Dir.

Baldassarre Ne-

groni - (Italica

JArs, 1913).

THE « ROMANTIC » FILMS

In 1913, Baklassare Negroni produced « L'Histoire d'un Pierrot », a picture

which was shown all over the world, and which, together with « Cabiria » and

« L'amor mio non muore » demonstrated that at that time the Italian cinema

led in the understanding of film language. It is to be noted that in « L'Histoire

d'un Pierrot » the editing and the use of close-ups were already thoroughly

understood.
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II diamante rosa (Le dia-

mant rose - The Red Dia-

mond - Der rosa Diamant

)

- Int. Enrico Piori - (Sa-

voia Film, 1913).

•'

The critics of the period especially praised « Rapsodia Satanica », by Nino

Oxilia, with the famous Lyda Borelli and Mascagni's music. The public flocked

to the theaters, the journalists searched the dictionaries for unpublished

adjectives. The actors were a fundamental element in the success of the

picture, giving it the only style it had.

La leggenda di Pierrette

(La legende de Pierrette -

The Legend of Pierrette -

Die Sage von Pierrette) -

Int. Elena Makowska, Vasco

Creti - Dir. G. Zambuto -

(Ambrosio, 1916).

La grande audaeia [La

grande audace - Great Da-

ring - Die grosse Kuclmheit)

- Int. Adriana Costamagna
- Op. Augusto Navone - (Sa-

voia Film. 1913).
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Rapsodia satanica [Rliapsodie satanique - Satanique Rliapsody - Sataniscltc Rhapsodic)

(Cines, 1915).

Int. Lyda Borelli - Dir. Nino Oxilia -

Per il padre [Pour son

pere - For the Father - Fuer

den Vater) - Int. A. Delia

Porta, Dillo Lombardi - (Sa-

voia Film, 1913).

II velo d'Iside (Le voile

d'Isis - The Veil of Isis -

Der Isis-Schleir) - Int. Ma-
ria Jacobini, Dillo Lombardi
- Dir. Nino Oxilia - (Sa-

voia Film, 1913).
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NATURALISM

In 1914 a masterpiece and an unfor-

gettable picture, « Sperduti nel buio »

was born from a drama by Roberto

Bracco. It was directed by Nino Mar-

toglio, a Sicilian writer of the natura-

listic school, who created a powerful

and incisive picture of Bracco's work.

There is montage by contrasts, long

before the Russian theory was deve-

loped, and the picture, because of this

and other reasons, is important for

anyone who wishes to trace the

authentic early currents of today's

neo- realism.

Maria Jacoblni In Addio Giovinezza (Adieu jeunesse - Farewell to Youth

Adieu, froehliche Jugendzeit!) - (Itala Film, 1918).

DIOMIRA JACOBINI
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Giovanni Grasso, Virginia Balistrieri in Sperduti nel buio (Perdus dans les ttnebres - Lost in the Dark - In drr Finsternis

verirrt) - Dir. Nino Martoglio - (Morgana Film, 1914).

Lyda Borelli, Amleto Novell! in Malombra - Dir. Carmine Gal lone - iCines, 1916

1



XXVI

Francesca Bertini,

Gustavo Serena in

Assunta Spina
Dir. Gustavo Serena

- (Caesar Film, 1915).

Teresa Raquin
Int. Maria Carmi,

Giovanni Grasso, Gia-

cinta Pezzana - Dir.

Nino Martoglio

(Morgana Film, 1915).
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From « Assunta Spina », by Salvator

Di Giacomo, Gustavo Serena makes

a film with the magnificent Bertini,

while Nino Martoglio honors Emile

Zola with « Therese Raquin », starring

Giacinta Pezzana. Eleonora Duse also

makes a fleeting appearance on the

screen in 1916 as the star of « Cene-

re », inspired by the novel of the same

name by Grazia Deledda.

Eleonora Duse, Febo Mari in Cenere (Cendre - Ash Ashe) - Regia : Febo Marl ( 1916)

La sposa della morte (Vepouse de la mort - The Bride of Death - Die Gattin des Todes) - Int. Lina Cavalierl, Alberto Collo.

Ida Carloni Talli - (Tiber Film, 1915).
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XXVIII

Val d'olivi [La Vallee des oliviers - Valley of Olives - Das Olivental) - Rid. Arrigo Frusta - Int. Tullio Carminati, Elena

Makowska - Dir. Eleuterio Rodolfi - (Ambrosio. 1915).

Opposed to the fashion of popular realism was the ever present D'Annunzio

romanticism which often contaminated it. Despite slum settings and characters

dressed in rags, the material was often substantially the same.

L'Aigrette - Int. Tullio Carminati, Hesperla, Ida Carloni Talli - Dir. Baldassarre Negroni - (Tiber Film, 1916).
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PINA MENICHELLI

In the « middle class » films divans are ubiquitous. Loves are tender and rapturous

or dark and wicked. Dresses are not yet cut too low, but are quite revealing.

Salvador Dali has called the period « 1'epoque grandiose du cinema hysterique ».

ELENA MAKOWSKA
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STARDOM

The Italian movie queens of this period are the guinea-

pigs and at the same time the representatives of the

first exhibitionism in the grand style in film history.

They have heavy-lidded eyes, nervous hands, a si-

nuous walk, delicate physiques, bodies daringly model-

led by feverish and precocious youth. The stars are

praiesed endlessly in terms that never change.

DIANA KARENNE

HESPERIA

HESPERIA
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They are admired for their « great sensitivity, beauty,

refinement, instinctive good taste and mobility of

expression ». All are able to express « through artifice

as convincing as truth grief, love, hate, fear, joy, the

inmost feelings, the most secret impulses of the soul,

each time creating a different face, heart and passion ».

In a word, they anticipate American publicity.

FRANCESCA BERTINI

SOAVA GALLONE

FRANCESCA BERTINI



Prancesca Bertini in Tosca - Op. A. G. Carta - Dir. A. De Antoni - (Caesar Film, 1918).

Maria Jacobini in Come le foglie ( Com me le feuilles - As the Leaves - Wie die Blaetter) - Dir. Gennaro Ri-

ghelli - (Tiber Film, 1916).



XXXIII

Cabiria - Int.

[

Italia Almirante

jManzini, Lydia
Quaranta, Umber-

to Mozzato, Bar-

tolomeo Pagano -

Op. Segundo de

Chomon, Giovan-

ni Tomatis, Au-

gusto Battagliotti.

Natale Chiusano -

Dir. Giovanni Pa-

strone - (It a la

Film, 1912-1914).

SPECTACULAR FILMS

In 1914 we have « Cabiria » by Gabriele D'Annunzio, who may have written the

scenario, or perhaps only the sub-titles, as is more probable. Producer and

director was Giovanni Pastrone (pseudonym Piero Fosco). « Cabiria » is a basic

work: the technical and spectacular devices which Griffith, after studying: Guaz-

[

zoni, used in « Intolerance », reaffirm the Italian contribution in the creation of

a particular cinema language.



XXXIV

Gli ultitni giorni di Fompei (Les derniers jours de Pompei - The Last Days of Pompei - Die Letzten Tage von Pompeji) - int.

Fernanda Negri Pouget, Eugenia Tettoni, Ubaldo Stefan! - Dir. Mario Caserini - (Ambrosio 1912-1913).

Madame Tallien - Int. Lyda Borelli, Amleto Novelli - Dir. Ma^to Cape<?tni - (Palattno. 1916).
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XXXV

Maria di Magdala (Redenzione) (Redemption - Redemption - Erloesung) - Op. Carlo Montuori - Dir. Cahmine Gallone

(Cines, 1915).

Diana Karenne in Maria di Magdala (Redenzione).

Battles rage, crowds roll across

the screen, and the first wild

beasts rampage. But the aim is

the same; to overwhelm the

public with unheard-of mar-

vels and with extravagant sets

impossible for the theater stage.



Teodora - Int. Rita Jolivet - Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - (Ambrosio, 1919).

While in the post-war period the Arts esthetes of the Seventh Art began to flourish, and the

most refined adherents of « belles lettres » no longer looked upon the screen as amuse-
ment for the fairgrounds, Italian roducers persisted in the creation of grandiose historical

pictures. « Teodora » (1919) produced by Ambrosio, is an indication of a feeling for the

« colossal » which De Mille and other Americans have so far still been unable to surpass.
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XXXVIII

Umberto Palmarini in Frate Sole (Frere Soleil - Brother Hun

Bruder Sonne) - Dir. Mario Corsi - (Tespi, 1918),

II Pellegrino (Le Pelerin - The Pilgrim - Der Pilger) - Int. Emilio Ghlone.

There was no dearth of historical-religious pic-

tures. Guazzoni's « Fabiola » and « Gerusa-

lemme Liberata » met with success in the

foreign markets as well as in Italy. Umberto

Palmarini plays « Frate Sole » and Emilio

Ghione likewise laid aside his crude mask

temporarily, in order to interpret the Saint

of Assisi.
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II Re, le Torri

e gli Alfieri (Le

Roi, les Tours et

les Foils - The

King, the Castles

and the Bishops -

Der Koenig, die

Tuerme und die

Laeufer) - Int. B.

V. Camagna, Luigi

Serventi - Op.

jCarlo Montuori -

Dir. I. ILLUMINATI

- (Medusa, 1916).

FILMS BASED ON LITERATURE

In cinema history the name of Lucio D'Ambra is very important. After writing

the script of « Signorina Ciclone » for Augusto Genina, D'Ambra scored a hit

with his second picture: « II Re, le Torri, e gli Alfieri », his most successful

and best-known work. The author describes it as « an ironical comedy, senti-

mental, a little sad, a little comic, a little old, a little new, a little true, a little

false: like life ».
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Fedora - Int. Francesca Bertini,

Gustavo Serena - Op. A. G. Carta -

Dlr. GrusEPPE De Ligtjoro - (Caesar

Film, 1916).

During World War I, French directors and actors came to Rome, giving

an ephemeral vitality to the Italian cinema in crisis, but inspiration continued to

be drawn from literary sources. The French repertory invaded a good part of

Italian production.

La Signora dalle Camelie \La dame aux camelias - Camille - Die Kameliendame) - Int. Hesperia - (Tiber Film, 1915).



LIII

Forse che si forse che no (Peut-

etre oui, peut-etre non - Perhaps

Yes Perhaps No - Mag sein ja,

mag sein nein) - Int. E. Masetti,

Mario Carmi - Op. Carlo Mon-

tuori - Dir. G. Ravel - (Medusa-

Uci, 1920).

The situation is dominated by a D'Annunzio atmosphere. This atmosphere

pervades even films made from Dumas, Sardou, Bataille, Bourget, Bernstein.

Not even war can suggest new spiritual motives. They go on, fatuous and rheto-

rical, these « superhuman » dramas of passion and sin.

Rabagas - Int. Elena Makowska, Guido Trento - Dir. G. Ravel - (Medusa-Uci, 1922).



La casa di vetro (La mai-

sori de verre - The Glass

House - Das glaeserne Haus)

- Int. Maria Jacobini, Amle-

to Novelli - Dir. Gennaro

Righelli - (Pert Fim, 1919).

II romanzo di un giovane

povero (Le roman d'un

jeune homme pauvre - The

Romance of a Poor Young

Man - Roman eines armen

jungen Mannes) - Int. Pina

Menichelli, Luigi Serventl,

Antonio Gandusio - Dir.

Guglielmo Zorzi - (Fert

Film, 1920-1921).

La preda {La proie - The

Prey - Die Beute) - Int.

Maria Jacobini, Amleto No-

velli, Ida Carloni Talli -

Dir. Guglielmo Zorzi - (Fert,

Film, 1924)



XLV

%*».

La seconda moglie (La seconde jemme - The Second Wife

Lunda - Dir. Amleto Palermi - (Rinascimento Film. 1922).

Die zweite Ehefrau\ - Int. Pina Menichelli, Livio Pavanelli, Elem

Saracinesca - Rlna De Liguoro, Edy Darclay, E. Perglovannl - Op. Carlo Montuori - Dir. Augusto Camerini - ( Medusa -Uci, 1921).



Perfido incanto (Perfide enchantement - Perfidious Spell

Bragaglia - (Novissima, 1916).

Gemeine Verzauberung) - Op. Fernand du Bois - Dir. Anton Giulio

Perfido incanto id. id.

Anton Giulio Bragaglia produced

in 1916 the « first avant-garde film

in the world »: « Perfido Incanto »,

which used some particularly cine-

matographic technical means to

achieve the effect of a photogra-

phic setting over which played

certain abstract rhythms. But this

attempt, in which the young fu-

turist Enrico Prampolini collabo-

rated on the scenery, remained

almost isolated.



XLVII

Emilio Ghione in I Topi
grigi (Les sourls grises -

The Grey Rats - Die grauen

Maeuse) - (Tiber Film, 1917).

THE STARS

Za la Mort, the famous character created by Emilio Ghione was the Italian

answer to Arsene Lupin, the gentleman thief. Ghione said of himself: « I was

a sentimental Apache with a noble heart. I lived amidst violence but I hated

ugliness; I loved flowers and the poor and could be tender at the right time and

place ». His partner was Za La Vie, the actress Rally Sambucini, and together

they presented a world of impossible and splendid adventures, becoming one

of the most famous couples of international cinema.



XLVIII

KALLY SAMBUNCINI (Za-la-vie) - EMILIO GHIONE (Za-la-mort)

HESPERIA - TULLIO CARMINATI.



MARIA JACOBINI - TULLIO CARMINATI FRANCESCA BERTiNI - GUSTAVO SERENA

PTNA MKN'CHELLI - LUTGT SERVENTT VERA VERGANI - NERtO BERNARD*



Rina de Liguoro in Giaco-

mo Casanova.

Rina de Liguoro in Messa-

- na - Op. A. Leuci - Dir

Enrico Guazzoni - (Guazzo-

ni Film, 1923).

AMLETO NOVELLI

Rina Di Liguoro was a massive, dark, ardent and devastating Mes-

salina. Amleto Novclli, among the most communicative stars of

that period, passed easily from historical characters to modern

types, from Roman history to the Venice of the Doges, from Dante

to the Boss of the Iron Foundry.



ERMETE NOVELLI FEBO MARI

LEDA GYS LYDA BORELLI



LII

Maciste Alpino i, Maciste

chasseur AJpin - Maciste the

Alpinist - Maciste Alpe-

njaeger) - Int. Bartolomeo

Pagano - Dir. Giovanni Pa-

STiiONE - CItala Film, 1916).

Bartolomeo Pagano In

Maciste Imperatore (Maci-

ste Empereur - Maciste the

Emperor - Maciste Impe-

rator) - Dir. Guido Brignone

- (Pittaluga, 1924).

The acrobatic feats of Douglas Fairbanks

and Tom Mix were matched by the

Italian muscles of Giovanni Raicevich,

of Bartolomeo Pagano, [called Maciste],

and the agility of Domenico Gambino,

[called Saetta].



LIII

Camere separate (Chambres separees - Separate Rooms - Getrennte Zimmer) - Int. Alberto Collo, Diomira Jacobini, Ida Canonl
TalU - Dir. Gennaro Righelli - (Tiber Film, 1918).

Caporal Saetta (Caporal Saetta - Corporal Saetta - Korporal Saetta) - Int. Domenico Gambino, Oreste Bilancia - (Fert Film. 1924)
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Fernando del Re ne II pazzo(Le )ou - The Madman - Der Irrsinnige) - Regia :Oheste Gherardini - (Folifilm).

L'abisso della morte
(L'Abime de la mart - The

Abyss of Death - Der Ab-

grund des Todes) - Int. Lya

de Putti, Luciano Albertini

- Op. Giovanni Vitrotti -

Dir. Max Obal - (1927).

FILMS OF THE DECADENCE

In the post war period, despite some ephemeral

industrial experiments, Italian film making

gradually died out. Sixty films were still produced

in 1920, but in 1924 there were only twenty. Dur-

ing the last years of silent films, production

averaged about ten films a year and these were

only partially Italian as can be easily seen by

glancing at the casts of that period.



LV

Guido Maraffi In Dante

In 1922 Valentino Soldani created a « Dante » under

the direction of Domenico Gaido, with Gu'do Ma-

raffi, Amleto Novelli and Diana Karenne in the

le~ads. They seem like illustrations from an old

school-book.

Dante - Int. Guido Maraffi, Amleto Novelli, Diana Karenne - Op. Carlo Montuori - Dir. Domenico Gaido - iSindacato Film Storici. 1921).
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LVJ

Triboulet - Int. Febo Mari, Elena Sangro - Dir. Pebo Mari - (Cines-Uci, 1921).

La madre folle (La mere folle - The Crazy Mother - Die naerrische Mutter) (Film d'eccezione, 1924).



LVII

Cavalcata ardente

(Chevauch6e de la

mort - The Fiery Ca-

valcade - Der Ritt

des Todes) - Int.

Soava Gallone, Emilio

Ghione - Op. A. Do-

nelli, E. Guattari -

Dir. Carmine Gallone

- (S.A.I.C., 1924).

After the triumph of « Cabiria » and the successful series featuring Maciste,

Bartolomeo Pagano makes « II Vetturale del Moncenisio » and ends his career

with the biblical « Oloferne ».

Giuditta e Oloferne - Int. Bartolomeo Pagano, Jla Ruskaja - Dlr. Baldassarre Negroni - (Plttaluga, 1927).



LVIII

Emil Jannings, Rina De Liguoro in Quo Vadis?

While Italian directors, stars and cameramen emigrate to escape the crisis during

the last days of the silent film, hordes of foreign actors with exotic names

descend upon Italy. But historical films, costumes and exaggerated acting

continue. The new edition of « Quo Vadis » which employed actors and techni-

cians from all over Europe, cost a fortune and resulted in a financial flop.

Quo Vadis? - Int. Elena Sangro, Emil Jannings, Rina De Liguoro, Lucia Zanussi - Op. Curt-Courant

Vitrotti e Alfredo Donelli - Dir. Gabriellino D'Annunzio e George Jacoby - (Cines-Uci, 1924).

Aiuti Op. Giovanni



LIX

Gli ultimi giorni di Pompei (Les derniers jours de Pompei - The Last Days of Pompei - Die letzten Tage von Pompeii) - int.

Rina de Liguoro, Victor Varkony, Emilio Ghione - Op. Giovanni Vitrotti - Dir. C. Gallone e A. Palermi - (Fert-Pittaluga, 1926).

Beatrice Cenci - Int. Maria Jacobini, Raimondo Van Riel, Franza Sala, Gino Talamo. Ugo Gracci - Op. Anchise Brizzi

Dir. Baldassarre Negroni - (Pittaluga Film, 1926-1927).
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Amleto Novelli, Ninl Dinelli in I due

Foscari (Les deux Foscari - Two Foscari -

Die zwei Foscari) - Dir. Mario Almirante -

(Pasquali Films, 1923).

Alberto Collo ne II povero fornarelto

di Venezia.

II povero fornaretto di Venezia (Le pauvre petit boulanger de Venise - The Poor

Little Baker's Boy of Venice - Der arme Baeckergeselle von Venedig) - Op. Ubaldo Arata

e Alberto Pasquali - Dir. Mario Almirante - (Alba Film, 1923).

:



LXI

Maddalena Ferat - Int.

Francesca Bertini. Mario

Parpagnoli - Dir. Roberto

Roberti - (Caesar Film.

1920).

Una peccatrice (line

pecheresse - A Shiner -

Eine Suenderin) - Int. Gof-

fredo D'Andrea, Leda Gys
- (Poli Film, 1918).

Mari Mari - int. Carlo

Relter - (Poli Film. 19231.

THE NEAPOLITAN FILMS

In the postwar period Naples also continues

to attract movie makers, who exploit its

atmosphere in minor and haphazardly made
motion pictures. Instead of drawing inspira-

tion from the great tradition of the dialect

theatre they prefer to find subjects in po-

pular literature, full of banal happenings, set

against picture postcard backgrounds.



LXII

Cyrano de Bergerac
- Int. Angelo Ferrari,

Pierre Magnier, Linda

Moglia - Dir. Augu-

sto Genina - (Clnes-

Uci, 1923).

Before going to France to make such interesting films as « Quartier Latin

»

(1928) and « Prix de beaute » (1929, Agusto Genina had achieved a long

career at home, beginning in 1915 and including such pictures as « La Signorina

Ciclone » and « Addio Giovinezza ».

La moglie bella {La

belle e.pouse' - The

Beautiful Wife - Die

sclioene Ehefrau) -

Int. Linda Moglia,

Ruggero Ruggeri,

Luigi Serventi, Car-

men Boni - Dir. Au-

gusto Genina

(SAIC, 1924).



LXIII

Sc'e (Soleil - Sun - Sonne) Int. Dria Pola, Marcello

Spada, Vasco Creti, Vittorio Vaser - Op. G. Caracciolo

e G. Ovin - Dlr. Alessandro Blasetti - (Augustus, 1928).

1928 - year of the arrival of the sound picture.

In Italy appeared « Sole », directed by Ales-

sandro Blasetti, a young man who had col-

lected around himself a handful of writers and

scenarists who wanted to say something: new.

In spite of its lack of art and even a certain

pretentiousness. « Sole » is unquestionably an

interesting picture.



LXIV

« Rotaie » [1929] brought us a new

name: Mario Camerini. It was his

seventh picture, and his most im-

portant.

Rotaie (Rails - Rails - Schienent.

« Rotaie » is the world of a modest bourgeoisie, closed in by definite, but not harsh

limits. It is « Camerinism ». From this point, thirty years afterwards, was to

depart a director of different and more human comprehension: Vittorio de Sica.

Rotaie (Rails - Rails - Schienen) - Int. Maurizio D'Ancora, Kate von Nagy - Op. Ubaldo Arata - Dir. Mario Camerini - (Sacia, 1929).



Transition Period

1930-1942

by Ettore M. Margadonna

3. — Italian cinema.



Eltore M. Margadonna, born in Palena (Abruzzo). Since 1938 he lives in Rome.

He became member of the "Foreign Legion of the Intellectuals" — so the writer

Emilio Cecchi called the first groups of men of cinema — and wrote long time

as cinematographic critic for the « Illustrazione Italiana », « Comoedia » and the

other magazines of the Publishing House Rizzoli. In 1932 was published his book

« Cinema, Ieri e Oggi », the first attempt of history of the cinema that we had in Italy.

In 1935 Margadonna gave up the cinematographic criticism and devoted himself

to the activity of screenplaywriter.

Publications: « Cinema, Ieri e Oggi" (Domus, 1932) — «Dio semina gli uomini"

(Leonardo da Vinci, 1952) (Premio Valdagno 1952) — « Pane, amore e fantasia » (1954).



THE Second World War, the fall of the Fascist regime, the material and spiritual devas-

tation suffered by Italy, and the struggle of brother against brother, have combined to

produce a serious psychological split in the Italian people.

Although the war ended less than ten years ago, so overwhelming has been the change,

so great and terrible the events that separate Italian consciousness of yesterday from the

awareness of today, that a full century might have passed. But thanks to that very separation,

it is possible to judge the second period of the Italian cinema (1930-1942) with almost the

detachment of future generations. For the motion pictures of that period, and the men who

produced them, are a vital part of the history of the Italian film.

This second period of Italian film-making is like an island, separated as it is from its

initial flowering by ten years (1 920-1 930), during which the ineptitude of its creators caused

it to languish and collapse — and by its following era which is now in the full glory of its

film-making activity. To reflect on this period of artistic isolation is to become aware of the

effect it had, directly and indirectly, on the Italian film of today.

The Fascist dictatorship sought to reduce the motion picture to an instmmentum regni,

to make it the most efficient propaganda weapon of the regime. Technical facilities were prov-

ided, and the inroads of foreign competition were minimized by protecting the Italian film

industry with special laws and provisions. Like all totalitarian regimes, it considered the motion

picture important only if it could serve the needs of the state.

Under Fascism, the groundwork for an Italian film renaissance was begun. It is quite

possible that without the facilities, institutions and provisions for regulation set in motion

by the Fascist regime, the Italian cinema of today would have different, and perhaps more

modest, dimensions. On the other hand, the present success of the Italian film must in no

way be considered a posthumous reward of dictatorship.

On the contrary, the success of the Italian film today provides yet another definite condem-

nation of that regime ; for despite abundant capital and favorable regulation, the film in-

dustry under the Fascists was never able to achieve a similar success. It only succeeded in

creating a film industry of a pseudo-Hollywood type. Huge establishments like Cinecitta or

the Instituto Luce did not convince Italian film-makers or film-goers that Hollywood had

Italian cinema.
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moved to the banks of the Tiber. The mediocre showing made by Cines, and the unhappy

experience of Scalera (the greatest concentration of film-making energy born in the sunny

climate of the Fascist cinema) gave convincing proof that the Italian film industry could

never be organized along the « super-colossal » lines of its North American counterpart.

The years from 1930 to 1942 must be considered, them, as a period of preparation, or

better still, of incubation for the new Italian cinema. Directors, script-writers, cameramen,

set designers, actors, costume designers and cutters practiced their craft in the only effective

way (a way strongly advised by Rene Clair) — shooting , literally, miles and miles of film.

During those dozen years, film technicians kept a close watch on the developments in film-

making throughout the world.

Their undeniable capacity for meeting any emergency with the most ingenious expedients,

their specialization, the excellent dubbing techniques they utilized, and above all, the solid

preparation of the young directors soon to blossom forth — these were all positive aspects of

the heritage of those dozen years. During those years more than five hundred feature films

were made, not counting documentaries and newsreels. Yet not even this expensive but

indispensable method of educating film producing personnel, technically and artistically, would

have resulted in success if, parallel with these productions, another event of importance had

not taken place. Italian culture, for the first time, turned its attention seriously during those

years to the meaning of the cinema and began to consider its nature critically ; its component

elements, its various aspects, its methods, its aesthetic, educational and social relationships.

For the first time (in Italy), literary reviews began to publish articles on the cinema —
timidly at first, then with growing interest. For the first time, along with columns of musical,

theatre and art criticism, columns of film criticism began to appear in the newspapers. This

was an unmistakable sign that motion pictures were no longer considered merely children's

entertainment or a pastime for the lower and unlettered classes. Finally the cinema had begun

to take account of its own value. As a universal phenomenon, it had to manifest itself in

Italy, too. For the first time in Italy, that popular pastime called « the movies » rose to the level

of artistic, social and educational dignity. For the first time the cinema and its nature became

a subject for study. Could a film aspire to be a work of art ? What was the relationship

between the author and the director, the producer, the scenario writer, the dialogue writers,

actors, cameramen and other collaborators ? If a film was to be considered a collective

product, how was it to be assembled into a homogeneous unit derived from the contributions

of diverse personalities ? With the posing of these problems, then, this work of inquiry

began some twenty-four years ago. It continues today and will always continue, since all prob-

lems of culture are vitally linked with those of art and of the civilization in which they man-

ifest themselves.

During the ten years following the First World War the cinema had become the third

most important industry in the United States, and, with an irresistible and well-coordinated

policy, took control of the major European and worldwide circuits. While the American film

industry was becoming the powerful pivot of worldwide film-making economy, shrewd pub-

licity succeeded in generating an overpowering flood of curiosity among millions and millions

of people. The creators of « phantom fame » and the masters of « ballyhoo » invented the
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legend of Hollywood. Without this legend, the launching of an actor or the success of a film

could not have been achieved through the traditional methods of publicity. Thus Hollywood

became the Mecca of a new and fanatic cult of believers.

The purveyors of the printed word helped the illusion along. The newspapers and period-

icals were far from insensible to the blandishments of publicity budgets fattened by the hand

of Hollywood, and saw to it that the mirage of Movieland and its ephemeral glories were

thoroughly glamorized. Only those naive people who stubbornly believe that Europeans are

really mature, thoughtful and not susceptible to mass suggestion are astonished to discover

that such propaganda could have the same success on this side of the Atlantic as in the United

States. By inocolating the collective consciousness of the two continents with the movie

virus in its most virulent and epidemic form, tenacious American publicity created its own

instrument — a new type of journalism.

In Italy too, between 1925 and 1930, something of this sort happened. Here too, motion

pictures brought into being a new type of popular illustrated journalism. Yet there was a tinge

of cultural challenge in this new journalistic experience. It was during this period that an

editor, unknown at that time but today famous as a motion picture director, started a series

of rotogravure publications delaling primarily with film-making. Alessandro Blasetti, then

an unknown director whose work was largely improvisation, made a film called Sole (Sun)

which, both in inspiration and technique, was totally different from the traditional Italian

cinema. Shortly afterwards, a review and cultural club called II convegno was founded under

the direction of Enzo Ferrieri, thus giving a start to film criticism and creating the first Ital-

ian Film Society

Private initiative was responsible for this activity, for there was no help from government

funds. To the Milanese Convegno goes credit for publishing the first intelligent and organic

essay in Italy on the aesthetics of the motion picture, the work of Antonello Gerbi.

From 1930 to 1942 the Italian cinema was not Fascist. The regime, satisfied by the pro-

paganda emanating from the Istituto Luce through its news magazines and its steady stream

of newsreels, never laid its heavy hand on the work of the producers or directors. In general,

the burdens of Fascism were taken with the proverbial grain of salt by the film-makers. Thus,

out of more than five hundred feature films produced during these dozen years, those which

were one hundred percent fascist in content may be counted on the fingers of one hand.

Gerbi published his essay on the aesthetics of the film in 1926. Alessandro Blasetti made

his film, Sun, in 1928. He was a newcomer to the film scene, with a different approach to his

art and a strong determination to make his influence felt. So he was hailed for his film and

encouraged. Perhaps Sun was over-rated far beyond the mediocre work it really was. Yet

because it was truly a revolutionary event, tolling the deathknell for the old type of film

which had failed so miserably, the praise accorded Blasetti's film was justified. Men of culture,

who were showing a growing interest in the cinema, found in this film a new world of pro-

mise. But Sun did not lead to other glories — it was a meteor, not a sun, and the film-making

activities of Blasetti took another direction. Perhaps in the distant future, some film histo-

rian may see in this film the forerunner of today's neo-realistic films.
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It was actually the advent of the talking picture —• which occurred between 1928 and

1929 — which marked the beginning of the so-called renaissance of the Italian cinema and,

in general, of all European cinema.

Italy started with the production of La canzone delVamore (Love -Song), a Cines film,prod-

uced by Stefano Pittaluga who was then head of the most important circuit of film theatres

(the future ENIC) — a fact which confirms the well-known belief that is it the exhibitor who

serves as the mouthpiece of the film-going public, and can thus determine the direction film

production should take.

In 1930, seven films were produced in Italy. In 1931 twelve films may be recalled from

oblivion. One of these was Figaro e la sua gran giornata (Figaro and His Great Day), made

by Camerini. It was a gay and lively dialect comedy, starring Gianfranco Giachetti and other

actors of the famous Venetian theatre. That year also saw the production of one of Italy's

greatest box-office successes, Segretaria Privata (Private Secretary) a fawning Italian remake

of a German film of the same name. It was directed by a beginner, Goffredo Alessandrini.

Lke all huge box-office successes, this picture had a strong influence on other producers.

Twenty films were produced in Italy during 1932, and among them was Gli uomini, che

mascalzoni (Men, What Rascals). In this film, considered generally by critics to be the best

work of Mario Camerini, we find a distillation of the characteristic qualities of a true poet of

the petit-bourgeois world. Skilled in portioning out doses of his favorite themes — humanity,

sentiment, humor — very able in the handling of the actors, he was happiest of all in his cast-

ing. Vittorio De Sica, already greatly appreciated on the Italian variety stage, began his bril-

liant career in motion pictures as the lover in this film, a role he was to play for many years

with his natural good taste.

In 1933, thirty-four pictures were produced. Emilio Cecchi, a man of culture and dis-

crimination, was directing production at Cines. Produced during this year were such pic-

tures as Acciaio (Steel), directed by Ruttmann and supervised by Cecchi ; i860, directed by

Blasetti and supervised by Cecchi ; T'amero sempre (I'll Love You Always,) directed by Came-

rini and supervised by Cecchi.

Blasetti's film, an episode in the story of Garibaldi, was the first of the Italian films to

use actors taken from real life, and it was one of the best examples of the new cinema style.

It was shot largely in Sicily among the actual scenes of Garibaldi's adventurous activities.

i860 is distinguished from contemporary productions by its unusual freshness, by its mass

movements which were far different from the « colossal » formulae of the silent screen, and for

an excellence of photography and lighting, hitherto unknown. I'll Love You Always, by

Camerini, was a clever attempt to avoid the hackneyed pattern of the pathetic and moralistic

film. It recounted a simple, modest story of every-day life, life in that grey world, a bit

romantic and a bit decadent, that official Italy tried to hide or forget. Its cast was comprised

of a group of young actors who were beginning to fill out the meagre ranks of the Italian

industry.

In 1934, Italian production put thirty-five films on the market, but the harvest was a poor

one, except for the charming Cappello a tre punte (Three-Cornered Hat), by Camerini again.

The brothers Eduardo and Peppino De Filippo appeared in the film. These superb actors of
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the Neapolitan dialect theatre had just begun to win great success on the stage in the large

Italian cities.

In 1935, production slowed down to twenty films of which at least three are worth re-

membering : Re Burlone (The Jester King), a delightful costume film, directed by Righelli
;

Passaporto Rosso (The Red Passport) made by Brignone, and, reminiscent of today's neo-real-

istic vein of film-making, in the same genre is Blasetti's Vecchia Giiardia (The Old Guard).

This latter is definitely worth comparing with Camicia nera (The Black Shirt), directed by

Gioacchino Forzano. These are two typical, or rather the two most typical, fascist films, be-

cause each of them tried to exalt the fascist « revolution ». But if The Black Shirt is a miserable

heap of celluloid, The Old Guard can be definitely classed as one of Blasetti's best films and,

together with all his others, will one day help to explain the complex intellectual and moral

character of this director.

In 1936, production totalled thirty-six films, boasting only one exceptionally good one :

Squadrone bianco (White Squadron), by Genina. The scene was Libya, but the location was

much more suggestive of French Morocco and the Foreign Legion than of the empire of the

« new Rome ». Nevertheless, this film by Genina was an almost violent departure from the

customary films of the day in its assumption of a tone of epic exultation. White Squadron

was a clear and eloquent example of the potential of the Italian film industry when it was able

to break out of the bounds of empty and insignificant bourgeois narrative.

In 1937, thirty-two films were launched. Remembered among them are / due misan-

tropi (The Two Misanthropes) by Palermi ; and / fratelli Castiglioni (The Castiglioni Brothers)

by Corrado d'Errico. With this film, his second feature film after many worthy documentaries

and an apprenticeship as scenarist, dialogue writer and assistant director, d'Errico took his

place in the ranks of those who were attempting to give Italian cinema a new direction.

Meanwhile, the imperalistic euphoria of the Ethiopian conquest found an apotheosis

worthy of the best tradition of the old Italian film in that cinematic colossus, Scipione VAfri-

can*) (Scipio Africanus) by Gallone. Gallone's film may be considered a sort of link between

the rhetoric of the old Italian cinema — theatrical, emphatic, impressive — and the new fascist

imperial rhetoric. A costly and meaningless film, Scipio Africanus had a roster of top-flight

Italian actors, including Isa Miranda and Memo Benassi. It was also distributed abroad, more

for political reasons than for entertainment, and succeeded only in putting the Italian cinema

in a very bad light.

1938 saw production soaring again to fifty-nine films. Fascism's assist to film-making

began to pay off. Cinecitta had opened the year before, the Experimental Center was in full

activity, and all the other film companies had been modernized. The Scalera financial group

had begun to take an interest in the motion picture industry. Unfortunately, not one of the

fifty-nine films has escaped merciful oblivion !

In 1939, production leaped again — the fifty-nine films of the previous year became

eighty-seven. In this year, however, Blasetti made two of his best films : Un'avventura di Sal-

valor Rosa (An Adventure of Salvator Rosa) and Ettore Fieramosca. Blasetti moved at ease

in the adventurous, chivalrous, braggadoccio atmosphere of these two films. This pair of films

was further distinguished by the fact that Blasetti had a dialogue writer and assistant director
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who was then just an unknown young man, but who was soon to achieve world fame — Renato

Castellani. Few film-makers have the brilliant sense of construction and rhythm in film nar-

ration as Castellani. It is just this quality which is lacking in Blasetti. He, on the other hand,

is excellent and sometimes even magnificent in directing actors and crowd scenes, and is a

master of settings and lighting equalled by few of his colleagues.

In spite of Italy's entry into the war, film production did not lessen during 1940 — Eighty-

one films ! Renato Poggioli, who died a few years later in an accident, began his short but

brilliant career as a director with Addio, giovinezza (I^arewell to Youth), made from a tender

play of Camasio and Oxilia. The scene was a university after the First World War, and the

film was intepreted by four young actors under the masterly direction of Poggioli.

Mario Soldati gave proof of his skill and taste in the wonderful Piccolo Mondo Antico (Little

Old World). This film, taken from the novel by Fogazzaro and starring Alida Valli, again de-

monstrated clearly that some Italian producers were interested in raising the standards of film-

making. Soldati had a writer worthy of the greatest respect, Emilio Cecchi, as his collaborator.

He was also aided by well-trained and enthusiastic devotees of the film, such as Alberto Lat-

tuada and Mario Bonfantini. Little Old World was somehing new in Italian cinema — it was

not only a real film, but a guide for young energies which dreamed of goals to be reached.

Another of 1940's films which deserves mention is La peccatrice (The Sinner), one of the

last films of Amleto Palermi. Its cast included a notable group of oustanding actors, among

whom were Vittorio De Sica, Gino Cervi, and Fosco Giachetti. The older film-makers, too,

began to feel the need of creating more substantial works, and this effort of Palermi is proof

of this attitude.

He wisely gathered about him some of the finest teachers at the Experimental Center as

his collaborators, thus gaining the advantages of that school which had trained young exponents

of the new cinema. In the same year, Luigi Chiarini, director of the Center, made Via delle

cinque lune (Five Moon Street) with students and teachers as his collaborators.

1941. The war which was supposed to be a blitzkrieg had become a war of attrition. Never-

theless, Italian production totalled eighty-nine films. Renato Castellani made his debut with

the faultless and stylized Colpo di pistola (Pistol Shot). Vittorio De Sica began with Madda-

lena zero in condotta (Madeline, Zero for Conduct) and the unbridled Un garibaldino al convento

(A Garibaldino in the Convent). And Roberto Rossellini got his career under way with Nave

bianca (The White Ship) a feature-length documentary on hospital ships. This was also the

year Mario Camerini happily concluded the riskiest experience of his professional life, / Pro-

messi Sposi (The Betrothed).

Five outstanding films in a difficult year ; but five films which give indication that the

right road had been found. Renato Castellani's Pistol Shot, based on a story by Pushkin,

marked the debut of a higly trained youth who already possessed the architectural secrets of

film-making and rhythmic narrative. De Sica's two films, Madeline, zero for Conduct and A

Garibaldino in the Convent — fresh, spirited and entertaining comedies — showed what reserves

of talent this excellent actor had on tap. Even working under another's guidance, he was able

to make a direct and personal experience out of the film narrative, as he was to demonstrate

even more forcefully later in his career. The White Ship, Rossellini's documentary, was reminis-
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cent of other fictionalized documentaries, such as Uomini sul fondo (Men in the Depths) and

Alfa Tau, and it gave promise of the « neo-realism » to come. The Betrothed was a worthy

and impressive example of good spectacle, deftly handled by Camerini, and proof that Ital-

ian directors could work with success in this field which was practically the exclusive domain

of the imposing American and British production.

By 1942, Italy was slipping toward catastrophe, but its film industry produced one hund-

red and twenty films ! New directors appeared on the scene. Among them were Alberto Lat-

tuada with his Giacomo I'idealista (James the Idealist) and Luchino Visconti with his superb

Ossessione (Obsession), an adaptation of James Cain's novel «The Postman Always Rings Twice ».

Blasetti amazed critics and the public with Quattro passi fra le nuvole (Four Steps in the Clouds)

showing a world that had appeared a negative and extraneous factor to everyone. Camerini

transferred one of Thomas Hardy's short stories to the screen, and, in Storia d'amove (Love

Story) gave another indication of his taste and poetic feeling.

Visconti's Obsession and Blasetti's Four Steps in the Clouds were filmic revelations which

brought to a close an experiment which had lasted twelve years. Luchino Visconti was a young

representative of film culture with superior training, having been Renoir's assistant on line

Partie de Campagne (A Day in the Country) and Les bas fonds (The Lower Depths). Obsession,

the film with which he made his debut as a director, was conceived with unique realism and

frankness, a complete departure from all that Italian films had been in recent years. It strode

off boldly and alone along untrodden paths. In a decadent regime where political control was

the omnipresent problem, Visconti finally had the courage to defy the risks and unknown perils

attendant on his daring undertaking. Obsession completly ignored the possibility of adverse

criticism that might come its way because it flouted conventional story-telling methods. Indeed,

it went much further and virtually challenged the film world and the political meddlers as

well as the suffocating pretensions of an official censorship that no one had ever dared defy.

Obsession was a foretaste of what a free Italian cinema could be ; a preview of the potential-

ities of artists working unshackled, it was an honest look into the face of reality.

Blasetti's startling Four Steps in the Clouds found its bitter-sweet story in every-day life.

In an exceptionally felicitous screenplay it tells of the problems and adventures of ordinary

men and women who have no intellectual writer at hand to solve their problems, and so they

resolve them alone, with the gusto and common sense of unpretentious people.

Then came 1943, the year of tragedy. Seventy-two films were produced, but none are

remembered. Perhaps the fearful events with which the fascist regime was brought to its

catastrophic end overshadowed anything else that happened in that fateful year.

Out of ruins and mourning, the Italian cinema was reborn, more alive and vital than

ever. The fascist period must thus be considered, as has been suggested, a phase of incubation

and preparation. The Experimental Center not only prepared new actors and technicians,

but during those years it promoted study and research, duly documented in the files of Bianco

e Nero, then edited by Luigi Chiarini.

The GUF (Fascist University Groups) had also been training schools for young film people.

And from the GUF came one of the most diligent Italian film critics, the late Francesco Pasi-
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netti, who was also an efficient and sensitive documenter of his native Venice. The institution

of the International Film Festival had already made Venice the meeting-place for all of the

international film hierarchy. Since the inception of the Venice Festival, similar festivals have

developed abroad, and are still developing.

The Istituto Luce was, indeed, the most substantial and tenacious propaganda instrument

of fascism, but it is likewise true that it was also the training ground for Italy's best creators

of documentaries. Corrado d'Errico, Romolo Marcellini, Giorgio Ferroni, Ubaldo Magnaghi —
these film-makers enriched the Institute's film library with excellent documentaries. So did

that admirable craftsman and artist of the scientific motion picture, Rodolfo Omegna, creator

of such memorable documentaries as La nascita del pulcino (The Birth of a Chick), La zanzara

(The Mosquito) and / canarini (Canaries). In these films, scientific information is presented

poetically with the patience, wit and loving attention of a Fabre.

At the Istituto Luce there were set down and studied for the first time the technical and

educational methods of the Scholastic Film Library, now transferred to the Ministry of Public

Instruction. Looted by Germans, Americans and English, the Institute's film archives still

remain among the finest and most important in the world, especially in the field of newsreels

of historical interest.

Besides the Experimental Center and the Istituto Luce, the new Italy inherited from the

defunct regime the huge Cinecitta plant, the renting and distribution organization ENIC-ECI

and the CINES production company. Together with these organizations which are controlled

and managed by the State, a group of private companies appeared during the period we

are examining (Titanus, S.A.F.A., Scalera) plus a number of related industries, such as the

developing and printing laboratories, synchronization and dubbing studios, which have done

much to make Rome a film metropolis.

The best guarantee of the future of the Italian film may well be its refusal to transform

itself into an enormous industry. It could easily have grown into a concentration of capital

with the consequent founding of giant trusts or monopolies, with bureaucratic production,

standardized, and guided by a technocracy in which the idea of the machine and production

line methods becomes dominant, to the detriment of human values and initiative. From a

creative point of view, nothing more pernicious could happen to a motion picture enterprise.

The Italian cinema was born as a craft and its greatest hope for the future is to remain a

craft, since the germination and life-giving strength of the cinema is based on individual ini-

tiative.

In conclusion, let us look again at some of the major exponents of the Italian cinema.

What was said about Alessandro Blasetti and Mario Camerini back in 1932 can be repeated

today. They were then the white hope of the Italian film. They fulfilled that hope and are

fulfilling it still. Their school developed such directors as Mario Soldati, Renato Castellani,

F. M. Poggioli, and to them the Italian film is further indebted for the discovery of some of

its outstanding actors. The directors of the preceding generation, too, must be remembered.

They, too, followed the cinema as a trade (This does not mean that others have not done the

same. Without this very trade, the cinema cannot live. It cannot continue in time and

space as a progressive activity, but remains a haphazard and intermittent experience). The
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late Gennaro Righelli illustrated his screen mastery in his unforgettable Rouge et Noir (The

Red and the Black), a silent film — and succeeded as well in the first Italian talking picture,

Song of Love. The Staircase and The Jester King are also credits to Righelli and to the Italian

cinema.

High on the list of brilliant Italian film-makers willalways be found the late Amleto Pa-

lermi. His films are numberless, his rapid and insouciant technique still lives. His ready

invention, easy inspiration and immediate sense of showmanship made Amleto Palermi one of

the most typically Italian of all cinema craftsmen. His films are remembered as a group more

than as individual examples of his skill. He was a brilliant teacher, and had he been a little

less hasty and skeptical he would have left a heritage not only of a beloved personal memory

but also of great films.

Guido Brignone is capable of good film work and his Red Passport is his own excellent

passport to film history. Augusto Genina has the screen classic, White Squadron, to his credit.

Carlo Campogalliani can be placed among the forerunners of neo-realism with his Monte-

Vergine.

Carmine Gallone, technical expert, master crowd-handler, the Italian Cecil B. De Mille

(the de Mille of the early days) found his forte in the traditional spectacle film. To Gallone

must also go credit for having transferred to the screen many masterpieces of the Italian

lyric theatre. The musical film presents many problems, and films of this type are still accom-

plishing an educational function by bringing opera and bel canto to the most remote places,

places this music might never have reached were it not for motion pictures.

Another director of the new generation was the late F. M. Poggioli, who ran the entire

gamut of cinematic routine before becoming a director. After making excellent documen-

taries, Poggioli 's first experiments with feature films were not happy. However, in Farewell to

Youth he gave promise of his possibilities, instilling a youthful spirit and humanity into a

rather hackneyed story. With Yes, Madame, Poggioli also anticipated the neo-realistic style,

telling the story of a gay maidservant and transforming a mediocre novel into a film bursting

with Italian life, humanity and realism.

Raffaelo Matarazzo brought a freshness and humor to the screen best illustrated by his

Treno popolare (People's Train), whose wit set it apart from the dull and arid productions of

its time. Goffredo Alessandrini, whose work was very uneven, primarily because he remain-

ed an amateur, was launched with his Italian remake of Private Secretary. To his credit also

remain Cavalleria (Chivalry), a beautifully told story filled with romanticism ; Seconda B
(Second Grade), a fresh and ingenious little scholastic adventure ; and long sequences of

Abuna Messias (Messiah of Abuna) a spectacular presentation of the life of a missionary, which

presented an opportunity for showing great mass movements in West Africa, recently con-

quered but not yet subdued.

Of Mario Mattoli one might say more or less what has been said of Amleto Palermi.

Mattoli handles his actors well, dominates the set, knows how to tell a story in pictures, and

is especially witty and alert. Amo te sola (I Love Only You) is one of Mattoli's first films and

already demonstrated his fine possibilities. If these possibilities have not been developed it is

due to Mattoli's insuperable skepticism which perhaps hides an unjustified inferiority complex,
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a malaise from which, unfortunately, many fine artists suffer today. It is quite likely that

if Mario Mattoli had renounced the production of too many hastily made films he would have

wrought many delightful surprises in Italian film.

Mario Soldati, if memory serves, began his film-making career by collaborating on the

script of Men, What Rascals. He went into films with that group of young men called to CINES

by Emilio Cecchi around 1932. Those were the days when a visitor to the studios of Via Veio

(no longer in existence) could meet Carlo Levi, whom the cinema has not succeeded in lur-

ing away from his painting ; Ivo Perilli, the director who made only one film — Ragazzo (Boy),

which was suppressed by the Fascist censor ; or Francesco di Cocco, producer ol the very

beautiful documentary film, Ventre delta cittd (Stomach of the City), with Umberto Barbaro,

author of Cantieri dell'Adriatico (Adriatic Shipyards).

Soldati had to wait seven years before bringing to the screen his Little Old World, by Anto-

nio Fogazzaro. But when one wants to show how to translate a novel to the screen, no more

convincing example can be found. His literary background undoubtedly helped the author-

director to assimilate the environment, characters, and even the Fogazzarian atmosphere.

Contemporary with Soldati, the architect Renato Castellani began his happy career as script

writer and assistant director. Pistol Shot, the Pushkin story transferred to the screen, received

mixed reactions, and its author has come a long way from that unreal and imaginary world

of tales for grown-up children. But this film, like Soldati's previous one, remains to document the

almost decadent refinement which Italian cinema had reached after ten years of research, study

and argument. Remarkable elegance, impeccable writing, and a style so controlled that the

characters and their movements become stylized, cannot diminish the features of this authentic

work of art.

Vittorio de Sica, already a well-known actor, interpreter of the most romantic lovers of the

Italian screen, began his directing career with rather unsubstantial themes. As previously

noted, Madeline, Zero in Conduct, Garibaldino in the Convent and Teresa Friday started de

Sica's directorial career. If the first two can be generally praised for their easy flow and

gaiety, in Teresa Friday, De Sica's true talents began to emerge. His inclination for human

themes and situations and his past theatrical experience never distort his genuine intuition for

cinematic rhythm. One can imagine that while working as an actor, De Sica wanted to learn

everything about his craft, and took what was good wherever he found it. Thus he might well

be described as a pupil of all the Italian directors. And the pupil does credit to his teachers.

Ettore M. Margadonna
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LXVI

At the advent of Fascism the Italian cinema was a living corpse and only two

films from the last ten years of the silent film made history - Camerini's

« Rotate » and Blasetti's « Sole », both from 1928. When sound arrived, Stefano

Pittaluga reopened and modernized the Cines studios in Rome. Gennaro Ri-

ghelli was called to direct the first Italian sound film: « Canzone dell'amore »,

taken from a story by Pirandello.

This was the beginning of a formula: love

story, catchy songs, moralizing finale. The

audiences were contented. Righelli was never

again so lucky.

One of the early takes with sound.

La canzone dell'amore (La chanson de Vamour - Love Song - Das Lieoeslied) - Regia : Gennaro Righelli - Int. Dria Paola, Elio

Steiner, Camillo Pilotto, Isa Pola - (Cines, 1930).



LXVII

Rubaeuori (Accroche-coeurs

- The Heartbreaker - Der

Herzensbrecher) - Regia

:

Guroo Brignone - Int. Ar-

mando Falconi, Grazia Del

Rio - (Cines, 1931).

La vecchia signora (La

vieille dame - The Old Lady

- Die alte Dame) - Regia

:

Amleto Palermi - Int. Em-
ma Gramatica, Armando
Falconi, Camillo Pilotto -

(Caesar Film, 1932).

Then begins the series

of Hungarian comedies.

Hearty and gallant bu-

siness men conquer,

private secretaries tri-

umph. Waiting for the

new generation to grow

up, the reserve of

the theater was drawn

on: Gramatica, Falconi,

Gandusio, Giachetti.



LXVIII

Angelo Musco, Roslna Anselmi in

L'aria del continente (L'air du con-

tinent - The Atmosphere of the Con-

tinent - Die Lujt des Kontinents) -

Regia: Gennaro Righelli - (Capitani

Film, 1936).

Antonio Gandusio in L'antenato

(L'ancetre - The Ancestor - Der Vor-

fahr) - Regia : Guido Brignone - (Astra

Film, 1936).

Ettore Petrolini in Nerone - Regia:

Alessandro Blasetti - (Cines, 1930).

Original subjects are rare in the first years of sound. It is

more convenient to bring plays to the screen; they are more

profitable. Falconi does « Rubacuori », Gandusio « L'Antenato »,

Musco « L'aria del continente », Petrolini « Nerone », Giachetti

« Figaro e la sua grande giornata », Viviani « La tavola dei po-

veri ». Elsa Merlini is the best-paid actress of the moment.

Now and then films are shot outdoors. And the Government

in Rome is demanding a « healthy and illuminating » cinema,

but scabrous comedies could still be set in Hungary.



LXIX

Elsa Merlini in Paprika - Regia : E.

W. Emo - (Italfonosap, 1934).

Treno popolare (Train populaire -

Excursion Train - Verbilligte Volks-

zuege) - Regia : Raffaello Matarazzo -

Int. Marcello Spada, Lina Gennari,

Maria Denis - (Safar, 1933).

The first almost unconscious

attempts at realism are not

lacking: in these years. In 1933

Rafaello Matarazzo shoots

« Treno popolare » at Orvieto,

a charming film rather like a

documentary in character, made

with actors taken from life,

some of whom later became

well-known, like Marcello Spada

and Lina Gennari.



LXX

O la borsa o la vita (La bourse ou

la vie - Your Money or Your Life -

Herr die Brieftasche oder das Lebenl) -

Regia : Carlo Ludovico Bragaglia - Int.

Sergio Tofano, Rosetta Tdfano, Luigi

Almirante - (Cines, 1933).

O la borsa o la vita id. id.

II canale degli angeli (Le canal des

anges - The Canal of Angels - Der

Kanal der Engel) - Regia : Francesco

Pasinetti - Int. Maurizio D'Ancora,

Anna Ariani (Venezia Film, 1934).

At that time C. L. Bragaglia

makes « O la Borsa o la Vita »,

an intelligent satire using sur-

realism. Then in 1934 a film was
made almost entirely on loca-

tion and with non-professional

actors: « II canale degli Angeli »,

directed by Francesco Pasinetti

with the evident intention of

reacting against the convention-

al film presentations of the

Venetian lagoons.



LXXI

1933 is the year of « Acciaio

»

and of « 1860 ». Emilio Cecchi

was, at Cines, the animator and

supervisor of Walter Ruttman's

ambitious film. Weak in plot,

uncertain in psychology, « Ac-

ciaio » still had undeniable me-

rits in its rhythmic and figura-

tive elements.

Acciaio {Acier - Steel - Stahl) - Regia: Walter Ruttmann

Domenlco Serra - (Cines, 1933).

Int. Isa Pola. Pietro Pastore,

« 1860 » - Regia: Alessandro Blasetti - Int. Aida Bellia. Gianfranco Giachetti, Otello Toso, Maria Denis - (Cines, 1933).
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LXXIV

La tavola dei poveri (La table des pauvres - The

Table of the Poor - Die Ta/el der Armen) - Regia:

Alessandro Blasetti - Int. Raffaele Viviani, Leda
Gloria, Mario Ferrari - (Cines, 1933).

RAFFAELE VIVIANI

Iii the same year Blasetti made « La tavola dei poveri ».

This is the point of departure for the work of Eduardo

De Filippo, ten years later. Between 1935 and 1940 State

intervention in the cinema becomes an accomplished fact.

Cinecitta is christened and the Centro Sperimentale

opened. The network of distribution is controlled, the

third Cines is founded, and production subsidized.



LXXV

Ettore Fieramosca
(Stuerme ueber Mor-

reale) - Regia : Ales-

sandro Blasetti - Int.

Glno Cervi, Elisa Ce-

gani, Osvaldo Valenti,

Clara Calamai

(Nembo, 1939).

At the same time there is a return to the historical film, inexhaustible source

for our cinema, and Blasetti manages two well-done, if tumultuous, works:

« Un'avventura di Salvator Rosa » and « Ettore Fieramosca ».

Una avventura di

Salvator Rosa (Une

aventure de Salvator

Rosa - An Adventure

of Salvator Rosa -

Eine Liebe von Sal-

vator Rosa) - Regia:

Alessandro Blasetti -

Int. Glno Cervl, Lulsa

Ferlda, Rlna Morelll -

(Stella, 1939).



LXXVI

La Corona di ferro (La couronne de

fer - The Iron Crown - Die eiserne

Krone) - Regia : Alessandro Blasetti

- Int. Luisa Ferida, Elisa Cegani, Ri-

na Morelli, Massimo Girotti, Osvaldo

Valenti - (Enic-Lux, 1940).

Osvaldo Valenti in La cena delle beffe (Le souper des dupes

der Spoetter) - Regia: Alessandro Blasetti - (Cines, 1941).

The Jest - Das Gastmahl
Luisa Ferida in La Corona di ferro



LXXVII

Figaro e la sua gran giornata ( Figa-

ro et sa grande journee - The Great

Day of Figaro - Figaro und sein gros-

ser Tag) - Regia : Mario Camerini -

Int. Gianfranco Glachetti, Leda Glo-

ria, Ugo Ceseri, Maurizio D'Ancora -

(Cines. 1931).

Gianfranco Glachetti in Figaro e la sua

gran giornata.

Naturally, the Italian cinema does not lack its version of

« The Barber of Seville ». We owe to Mario Camerini a film of

truly Rossini-like timing; airy, fresh, agile, almost in the

style of Rene Clair. It is one of Gianfranco Giachetti's best

cinematographic attempts. The film brought to light an extra-

ordinary character actor - Ugo Ceseri.



LXXVIII

Gli uomini che ma-
scalzoni (Les hom-

vies quels mufles! -

Wath Rascals Men
are! - Die Maenner,

was fuer Gauner!) -

Regia : Mario Came-

rini - Int. Vittorio

De Sica, Lia Franca,

Cesare Zoppetti

(Cines, 1932).

Balanced between pathos and humor tinged with satire, Mario Camerini found

his happiest equilibrium in « Gli uomini che mascalzoni » and later in « II cap-

pello a tre punte », a winning and graceful stylization.

II cappello a tre

punte (he tricorne -

The Three-cornered

Hat - Der Dreispitz)

- Regia : Mario Ca-

merini - Int. Leda

Gloria, Eduardo e

Peppino De Flllppo,

Enrico Vlarlslo - (Li-

do Film, 1934).
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LXXIX

Daro un milione (Je donnerai un million -

I Would Give a Million - Ich werde eine

Million geben) - Regia: Mario Camerini - Int.

Vlttorlo De Sica, Assia Noris - (1936).

T'amerd sempre {Je t'aimerai toujours -

I'll Always Love You - Ich werde dicli

immer lieben) - Regia: Mario Camerini - Int.

Elsa De Giorgi, Nino Besozzi - (Cines, 1933).

/ittorio De Sica ne II Signor Max {Mon-

neur Max - Mr. Max - Herr Max) - Regia

:

Mario Camerini - (Astra Film, 1937).

The work of Camerini during these years is an example of

coherence, of faith in his own inspiration and his own ability,

and an exact knowledge of his limits. « Daro un milione »,

« T'amerd sempre », « II Signor Max » are organic chapters

in a superficial but careful description of the petit-bourgeois

world, evoked in such a way that the ironic notes do not

exclude sympathetic participation in the sentimental mood.



LXXX

I Promessi Sposi (Les fiances - The Betrothed - Die Verlobt-en) - Regia: Mario Camerini - Int. Dina Sassoli, Gino Cervi, Carlo

Ninchi, Ruggero Ruggeri - (Lux, 1941).

With « I Promessi Sposi », a powerful example of good spectacular cinema, Ca-

merini attempts the transfer to film of the great popular romance by Manzoni,

maintaining, however, a purely narrative approach.

Dlna Sassoli In f Promessi Sposi.
Glno Cervi in I Promessi Sposi.



LXXXI

Assia Norls, Leonardo Cor-

tese in Una romantica av-

ventura (Une aventure ro-

mantique - A Romantic Ad-

venture - Walzer einer

Nacht) - Regla : Mario Ca-

merini - (Enic-Amato, 1940).

Isa Miranda, Memo Benassi

in La signora di tutti (La

femme de tout le monde -

Everybody's Woman - Die

Allerweltsfrau - Regia: Max
Ophuls - (Novella F., 1934).

1934 brought to light

one of the most inte-

resting actresses of the

Italian pre-war ci-

nema, Isa Miranda,

who, after an anony-

mous debut, suddenly

attained popularity in

« La signora di tutti »,

taken from the novel of

the same name by Sal-

vator Gotta, and direc-

ted by a clever Aus-

trian director. Max
Ophuls.



LXXXII

Int. Maria Denis, Sergio Tofano Se-

conda B - Regia : Goffredo Alessan-

drini - (Icar, 1934).

An uneven director, Goffredo Alessandrini produces « Seconda B », a clever

but superficial film, one of the first fruits of independent production. His most

mature effort is « Cavalleria », a careful and sympathetic evocation in a

romantic key of a chivalric period in Italian history.

Elisa Cegani, Amedeo Nazzari in Cavalleria (Cavalerie - Chivalry - Kavallerie) - Regia: Goffredo Alessandrini - (Ici, 1936).



LXXXIII

Abuna Messias - Regia : Goffredo Alessandrini - Int.

Camillo Pilotto, Mario Ferrari, Enrico Glori -

(R.E.F., 1939).

Enthusiasm for the Ethiopian War provoked

a wave of « African » films. Spectacular action

and mass movements seek to compensate for

lack of sincerity and inspiration.

Luciano Serra pilota (Luciano Serra pilote - The Pilot Luciano Serra - Zwischen Leben und Tod) - Regia:

Alessandrini - Int. Amedeo Nazzari, Roberto Villa, Mario Ferrari - (Aquila Film, 1933).

Goffredo

\
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LXXXIV

Giarabub - Regia

:

GOFFREDO ALESSANDRINI

- Int. Doris Duranti,

Carlo Ninchi, Ma-

rio Ferrari - (Sca-

lera, 1942).

Sentinelle di bronzo

(Sentinelles de bron-

ze - Bronze Senetries

- Eherne Wachen) -

Regia: Romolo Mar-

cellini - Int. Do-

ris Duranti, Fosco

Giachettl, Giovanni

Grasso - (Fono Ro-

ma, 1937).



LXXXV

II grande appello

{he grand appel

Tlie Great Roll-Call

- Der grosse Appell) -

Regia : Mario Came-

rini - Int. Camillo

Pilot to, Guglielmo

Sinaz, Roberto Villa -

(Artisti Ass., 1936).

There are, nevertheless, several works that, though weighed down by a pro-

pagandists position, succeed in rising to levels of formal dignity. Augusto Ge-

nina finds his best vein in « Squadrone bianco » and in « L'assedio dell'AIcazar ».

Squadrone Bianco

(L'escadron blanc -

The White Squadron

- Die weisse Schwa-

dron) - Regia: Augu-

sto Genina - Int.

Fosco Giachetti, An-

tonio Centa - (Roma
Film. 1936).



LXXXVI

L'assedio del-

l'Alcazar (Le

siege de VAlcazar

- The Siege of

Alcazar - Die Be-

lagerung des Al-

kazar) - Regia:

Augusto Genina -

Int. Mireille Ba-

Iin, Fosco Gia-

chetti, Maria De-

nis - (Bassoli, '40).

Condottieri (Cap-

tains) - Regia

:

Luis Trenker

Int. Luis Tren-

ker. Loris Gizzi,

Laura Nvicci, Ma-

rio Ferrari -

(Consorzio Con-

dottieri, 1937)



LXXXVII

While Luis Trenker gives vent to his mania for the

picturesque in « Contlottieri » a novel-like evocation

of Giovanni dalle Bande Nere, Marco Elter attempts,

with « Scarpe al sole », to exalt the values approved

by the regime, by means of a World War story. In 1937

Carmine Gallone produces « Scipione L'Africano », a

pompous film based on Roman history, the connecting

link between the naive but honest rhetoric of the old

Italian cinema and the new and less palatable rhetoric

of fascism.

Camillo Pilotto in Scarpe al Sole (Godillots au soleil - Boots in

the Sun - Stiefel an dcr Sonne) - Regia : Marco Elter - (Ici-Artisti

Associati, 1936).

Scipione l'Africano - Regia Carmine Gallone - Int. Annibale Ninchi, Camillo

Pilotto, Isa Miranda, Fosco Giachetti - (Cons.zio Scipione l'Africano, 1937). Isa Miranda in Scipione l'Africano.
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LXXXVIII

Casta Diva - Regia: Carmine Gallone - Int. Martha Eggerth, Sandro Palmieri, Lamberto

Picasso - (Alleanza Cinematografica Italiana, 1935).

Fosco Giachetti, Maria Cebotari in Giuseppe Verdi - Regia: Carmine Gallone - (1938).

It was inevitable that, after a box-

office formula for musicals was found,

mass production in that genre would

be encouraged. After « Casta Diva »,

Carmine Gallone directed « Giuseppe

Verdi » (1938), « II Sogno di Butterfly »

and « Manon Lescaut » (1939), « Me-
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Giuseppe Verdi - Regia : Carmine Gallone - Int. Fosco Giachetti, Gaby Morlay, Maria Cebotari - (Grandi Film Storici, 1938).

II sogno di Butterfly (Le r6ve dc Butterfly - The Dream of Butterfly - Premiere der

Butterfly) - Regia: Carmine Gallone - Int. Fosco Giachetti, Maria Cebotari - (1939).

lodie eterne » and « Amami Alfredo »

(1S40). The series continued after the

end of the war. These films at least

performed the important function of

bringing the music of the great 19th

century Italian composers to the

small-town audiences.



xc

While the clouds of tragedy gather over

Europe, at Cinecitta we live in a world

completely detached from reality. No

one, or almost no one, wants to become

involved, perhaps recognizing the im-

possibility of doing so. It is logical that

in this climate we should turn back to

successful light romances or sure-fire

La mazurka di papa (La mazurka de papa - Papa's Mazurka - Vater's

Mazurka) - Regia : Oreste Biancoli - Int. Vittorio De Sica, Umberto Melnati,

Elsa De Giorgi - (Aurora Film-Fonoroma, 1938).

Amo te sola (Je n'aime que toi - I Love You Only - Ich Hebe nur Dick!) - Regia:

Mario Mattoli - Int. Milly, Vittorio De Slca, Enrico Viarisio, Giuditta Rissone,

Renato Cialente - (Tiberia Film, 1935).

Anna Magnani in Teresa Venerdi (Thirese

Vendredi - Teresa Friday - Verliebte Unschuld) -

Regia: Vittorio De Sica - (Aci-Europa, 1941).



XCI

comedies. Vittorio De Sica makes his

debut in the field of directing with « Rose

scarlatte » and « Teresa Venerdi ». It is

the moment of Lilia Silvi, Roberto Villa,

Leonardo Cortese, Adriano Rimoldi.

« White telephones pictures » provide

many directors with the means for easy

evasion of vigilant censorship and direc-

tives from Rome.

Lilia Silvi in Scampolo - Regia: Nunzio Malasomma - (Itala-Excelsa, 1941).

Vittorio De Sica, Roberto Villa in Maddalena zero

in condotta {Zero de conduite - Zero in Conduct -

Betragen ungenuegend) - Regia: V. De Sica - (1940).

Leonardo Cortese, Paolo Stoppa in Giorni felici [Jours heureux - Happy

Days - Glueckliche Tage) - Regia: Gianni Franciolini - (Excelsa, 1942).



XCII

L'avventuriera del piano di sopra
(L'aventuri&re de I'etage au-dessus -

The Adventuress of the Floor Above -

Die Abenteurin des oberen Stock-

werkes) - Regia : Raffaello Matarazzo -

Int. Vittorio De Sica, Clara Calamai,

Carlo Campanini - (Elica-Art. As., 1941).

Un mare di guai (Dans le pitrin -

A Sea of Troubles - Schlaumeier und
Co.) - Regia: Carlo Ludovico Bragaglia

- Int. Umberto Melnati, Paolo Stop-

pa, Luigi Almirante - (Atlas, 1939).

Mille lire al mese (Mille lires per

mois - One Thousand Lire a Month -

Tausend Lire monatlich) - Regia: Max
Neufeld - Int. Alida Valli, Umberto

Melnati, Renato Cialente, Osvaldo Va-

lenti - (Italcine, 1939).

Dina Galli in Felicita Colombo



XCIII

Macario in Non me lo dire! (Ne me le

dites pas! - Don't tell me so! - Sage es mir

nicht!) - Regia: Mafio Mattoli - (Capi-

tani, 1940).

NHHW

Tino Scotti, Renato

Rase el in Pazzo
d'amore (Fou d'a-

mour - Crazy for

Love - Liebenarr) -

Regia : Mahio Mattoli

- (Nazionalcine, 1942).



XCIV

I due misantropi (Les deux misan-

thropes - The Two Misanthropes - Die

zwei Misanthropen) - Regia: Amleto

Palermi - Int. Nino Besozzi, Sergio

Tofano, Maria Denis - (Astra, 1937).

Isa Pola, Leonardo Cortese in Caval-

leria Rusticana (Santuzza) - Regia:

Amleto Palermi - (Scalera, 1939).

Paola Barbara, Fosco Gi&chetti in

La peccatrice (La pMieresse - Sin-

ner - Die Frau am Abgrund) - Regia

:

Amleto Palermi - (Manenti, 1940).

Amleto Palermi (1890-1941), who

also began in the sentimental com-

edy, gradually deepened the tone

of his pictures until we find

him doing a « Peccatrice » in which

new roots of Italian realism are

detectable.



xcv

La Delia addor-

mentata (La belle

au bois dormant -

The Sleeping Beauty

- Die schoene Ein-

geschlafene) - Regla:

Luigi Chiarini - Int.

Lulsa Ferida. Ame-

deo Nazzari - (Ci-

nes, 1942).

Luigi Chiarini, one of the most valuable and perceptive critics of Italian

motion pictures, makes two films of undeniable formal interest even if burdened

by excessive stylization: « Via delle cinque lune » and « La bella addormentata ».

Via delle cinque

lune (Rue des cinq

lunes - Five Moon
Street - Die Strasse

der fuenf Monde) -

Regla : Luigi Chiarini

- Int. Luisella Beghi,

Andrea Checchl, Ol-

ga Solbelll - (1942).



XCVI

Clara Calamai in Addio giovinezza

{Adieu jeunesse - Farewell Youth -

Liebesfreud Liebesleid) - Regia: P. M.

Poggioli - (Ici-Saflc, 1941).

Elena Zareschi, Roldano Lupi in

Gelosia (Jalousie - Jealousy - Eifer-

sucht) - Regia: F. M. Poggioli - (Cines-

Universalcine, 1942).

Emma Gramatica, Maria Denis in

Sissignora (Oui Madame - Yes Ma'am

- Jawohl, gnaedige Frau) - Regia: F.

M. Poggioli - (Ata, 1942).

Ferdinando Maria Poggioli

(1897-1945), taking his inspi-

ration from our 19th and 20th

century narratives, filmed se-

veral dignified works in which

are depicted realistic and well-

thought-out scenes from the

lives of ordinary people.



XCVII

Emma Gramatica,

Irma Gramatica in

Le Sorelle Mate-
rassi (Les soeurs Ma-
terassi - The Mate-

rassi Sisters - Die

Schwestern Materas-

si) - Regia: F. M.
Poggioli - (Cines, '43).

It is possible to trace through his films such yearnings towards realistic repre-

sentation which constitute the hidden current released by the painful experience

of the war. This is to catapult the Italian postwar cinema into all its dramatic

violence.

La morte civile

(Mort civile - Legal

Death - Der zivile

Tod) - Regia: F. M.

Poggioli - Int. Carlo

Ninchi, Dina Sassoli

(Icar-Gener., 1942).



XCVIII

Terra di nessuno (Terre sans maitre

- No Man's Land - Niemandsland) -

Regia : Mario Baffico - Int. Mario Fer-

rari, Laura Solari, Nelly Corradi -

(Roma Film, 1938).

Piccolo Hotel {Petit Hotel - Small

Hotel - Das Kleine Hotel) - Regia:

Piero Ballerini - Int. Emma Grama-

tica, Laura Nucci, Andrea Checchi -

(Alfa, 1939).

Passaporto rosso (Passeport rouge -

Emigrant's Passport - Der rote Pass)

- Regia : Guido Brignone - Int. Isa

Miranda, Filippo Scelzo - (Tirrenia

Film, 1935).



XCIX

Other contributions to Italian

realism, sometimes isolated in the

work of various directors, must

be cited: « Terra di nessuno » of

Mario Baffico, « Piccolo Hotel » of

Piero Ballerini, « Passaporto Ros-

so » of Guido Brignone, « Carmela »

of Flavio Calzavara, « Montever-

gine » of Carlo Campogalliani.

Carmela - Regia: Flavio Calzavara - Int. Doris Duranti, Pal Javor (Nazionalcine, 1942 1.

Montevergine - Regia: Carlo Campogalliani - Int. Amedeo Nazzari, Leda Gloria, Elsa De Giorgi - (Diana Film, 1939).

*F<



Alida Valli, Massimo Serato in Piccolo mondo antico (Petit monde d'autrejois - Little

Old-fasliioned World - Kleine alte Welt) - Regia : Mario Soldati - (Ici-Ata, 1941).

Isa Miranda in Malombra - Regia: Mario Soldati - (Lux, 1942).

Mario Soldati entered the cinema

as a scenarist but began directing

in 1940 when he directed the film

that even today remains his most

inspired work: « Piccolo mondo

antico », a model example of the

translation of a narrative work

into imagery.



Un colpo di pistola (Un coup de pistolet

Centa, Fosco Giachetti - (Lux, 1941).

A Pistol Sliot - Ein Pistolenschuss) - Regia: Renato Castellani - Int. Assia Noris, Antonio

Se non son matti non li vogliamo (S'ils ne sont pas fous nous n'en voulons pas - lj

They Are not Crazy We Don't Want Them - Wenn sie nicht verrueckt sind, wollen wir sie

nicht) - Regla: Esodo Pratelli - Int. Ruggero Ruggeri, Armando Falconi. Antonio

Gandusio, Paolo Stoppa - (Cines, 1941).

Renato Castellani made his debut

as a director at almost the same

time as Soldati, with « Un colpo di

pistola », a significant document

of the decadent refinement per-

vading our cinema after ten years

of polemics and lack of freedom of

expression.
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Alicia Valli, Carlo Ninchl in Stasera

niente di nuovo (Rien de nouveau

ee soir - Nothing New For This Even-

ing - Heute Abend nichts neues) -

Regia: Mario Mattoli - (Italcine, 1942).

Luisa Ferida, Antonio Centa, Fosco

Giachetti in Fari nella nebbia (Pha-

res dans le brouillard - Head-lights

Through the Fog - Schienwerfer in

Nebel) - Regia: Gianni Franciolini -

(Fauno, 1942).

Aldo Fabrizi in Avanti c'e posto (U

y a de la place a I'avant - There's

Room Ahead - Vorne ist Platz) - Re-

gia: Mario Bonnard - (Amato, 1942).

The sun is now setting on conformist and escapist films. In 1941

Gianni Franciolini, a young and talented director, inspired by French

realist models, produces a story about truck-drivers: « Fari nella

ncbbia ». Mario Mattoli also tries to tackle reality in « Stasera

niente di nuovo ». In these years Aldo Fabrizi makes his first ap-

pearances on the screen, bringing with him other actors of the dialect

or vaudeville stage.
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Campo de' Fiori -

Regia : Mario Bonnard
- Int. Anna Magnani,

Aldo Fabrizi, Peppino

De Fillppo - (Cines-

Amato, 1943).

In his films there is an intuitive realism that is revealed particularly in a

spontaneous, almost improvised, kind of acting which is far removed from the

formula of the theater.

L'ultima carrozzella
iLe dernier fiacre -

The Last Horse Cab -

Die letzte Pferde-

drosclike) - Regia:
Mario Mattoli - Int.

Aldo Fabrizi, Paola

Veneroni. Paolo Stop-

pa - (Artisti Asso-

ciate 1943).
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Uomini sul fondo (S.o.s.-

103 - Men in the Deep -

Einer fuer Alle) - Begia:

Francesco De Robertis

(Scalera, 1942).

Alfa Tau {Soelme der

Woelfin) - Regia : Francesco

De Robertis - (Scalera, 1942).

The transition phase to the new Italian cinema which can be seen in an

early but isolated film like Visconti's « Ossessione », and the break with the

past are marked by Francesco De Robertis' documentary-like films; « Uomini

sul fondo », and «Alfa Tau », and by Rossellini's « La nave bianca». In « Uomini

sul fondo » the mannerisms of the Italian documentary, [in which were tried

out some of the best-trained exponents of our cinema, Barbaro, Pasineti,

Paolella, Emmer, Gras, Paolucci, Cerchio, Pozzo-Bellini], are transformed into

a definite style suitable for feature films.



Post -War Period

1942-1954

by Mario Gromo

4. — Italian cinema.



Mario Gromo, born in 1901 in Novara, lives in Torino. In 1922 he started the

review « Primo Tempo » with Giacomo Debenedetti and Sergio Solmi. He started

and managed (1927-1932) the collection " Contemporany Italian Writers". He has

contributed to the most important Italian review. Since 1929 contributor and cine-

matographic critic for « La Stampa », since 1946 administrative manager of this

newspaper. He has won two prizes (1940 and 1949) as cinematographic critic.

Publications : « Costazzurra », tale : « Guida sentimentale », prose poems (prize

« Fiera Letteraria » 1929). « II Sentiero nascosto », prose poems. «I bugiardi »,

novel. "Robert Flaherty », essay. " Quattro stagioni", tales. "Cinema Italiano 1903-

1953" (Mondadori).



IN recent years, many of the new Italian films have been eminently successful. Whethef or

not there has been founded a « new school » of film-making — the so-called « neo-realism » or

the Italian screen — it is certain that in the last few years the Italian film has more closely

approached the proportions of art than ever before. It is a complete period — and a happy

one — and it may stand beside those few periods which have accented the brief yet crowded

history of the screen ; the first bloom of the Soviet film, the last of the American silent films,

and the next to last period of French film production.

There has long been a belief in certain quarters that the Italian 'temperament', otherwise

rich in genius and talent, was ill-suited to the cinema. It has been said that Italian actors

were too strongly tied to the theatre techniques of the past and to the melodramatic vein of

the performing art. But these are unjust cliches. The early Italian film (1904-1923), like that

of other countries, had its florid bombast — but it also created some remarkable work. Its

downfall was brought about by almost incredible economic and industrial errors. Then came a

period of Italian film production (1929-1943) neither dazzlingly original nor brilliant, but

there were films which were important and honest — particularly in the period from 1929 to

1935. Notable among them were Rotate (Rails) and Sun, Men What Rascals, i860, Steel and

Red Passport. After 1935, the year in which the State intervened in the film industry in Italy,

which then became bound to the directives of a regime, good films became rarer. Perhaps

only White Squadron and Uomini sul Fondo (Men in the Depths ) can be cited. In any case,

today's Italian film owes much to the underground currents which churned (sometimes se-

cretly) throughout the trying days of this period.

The collapse of the silent cinema in Italy saw the exodus of directors, technicians and

actors. The coming of sound presented new possibilities for the development of style and

technique in the various film-making countries. It was a time of reconstruction and before

long Italy, too, was equipped for the production of sound films. An organization for the prod-

uction of documentaries and newsreels was established — the Istituto Luce ; and a school —
the Centro Sperimentale. A lively interest in the cinema was aroused and encouraged by pub-

lication, seminars and exhibitions, like the Venice Film Festival.

4* — Italian cinema.
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This work of reconstruction might have had important results cinema-wise if it had been

accompanied by the life-giving oxygen of a reasonable freedom. But one could hardly expect

such a thing of a totalitarian regime. The supervised artisan could take certain steps, but it

was certainly not an atmosphere of encouragement for a sensitive creative artist. Many films

of the period (1936-1942), therefore, were more or less academic. Among other restrictions, it

was obligatory that Italian life on the screen always be shown as being void of immorality or

crime. This would make it clear to all, reasoned the powers-that-be, that the regime had

eliminated these undesirable elements from Italian life. And when, in the same vein, the screen

was used as an instrument for propaganda, it becomes obvious that any attempts at genuine

creation were compromised by political expediency.

Thus it becomes understandable how the few worthwhile works of their period could only

have appeared through the rare and almost fortuitous coincidences involving the wishes of

the directors and the restrictions imposed by a Ministry. But these films, by their very nature,

could not ring true. They were clever and pointed propaganda compromises, like L'Assedio

dell'Alcazar (The Siege of the Alcazar), or ambitious variations based on literary sources :

Little Old World, Pistol Shot, Giacomo I'Idealista (James the Idealist), Farewell to Youth,

La bella addormentata (Sleeping Beauty), etc. These were, in the main, intelligent exercises

done mostly by the young. The more mature creator, however, began to find his chains

irritating and began to long for filmic liberty.

There was good reason to fear for the future. The fabric of financial and technical assist-

ance was none too strong. Young people who wanted to work in film found themselves isolat-

ed without a producer with faith enough to proceed. From this period of ferment, many of

them emerged with a truer sense of values. They realized the cinema was no longer to be

considered mere spectacle or amusement.

Shortly before the demise of the Fascist regime in 1943, three directors gave new impetus

to the Italian screen by creating, within a few months of each other, three undeniably import-

ant films. These were De Sica's Bambini ci guardano (The Children Are Watching Us) ; Vi-

sconti's Obsession and Blasetti's Four Steps in the Clouds. The first is a bitter film — the

tragedy of a child in the face of his mother's adultery and his father's suicide. The second is

desperate — a grim and sensual plot that culminates in a crime. The third is light and gay —
the humble story of little people, imbued with much charm and grace. Completely different

in treatment and theme, these three films were inspired, sincere pieces of work. The De Sica

and Blasetti films appeared almost in secret — the Visconti film was held up by censorship.

These three films were the first honest words spoken by the Italian cinema, and before long it

would be realized that they were predictions of memorable things to come.

The bitter struggle for existence which followed the fall of fascism in Italy, with half

the country still occupied by the Germans, provided fertile soil in which the creative powers

of the directors could grow. They were now free men, but lived with suffering. This at-

mosphere gave birth to that dramatic chronicle of the days of German occupation, Rossel-

lini's Roma, citta aperta (Open City) ; to De Sica's drama of youthful despair, Sciuscid (Shoe-

shine). Within a very short period of time, these two films were shown and acclaimed

throughout the world. The bitter truth of these films made the world sit up and take notice.
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It was as though their creators had discovered cinema for the first time. There was no studio

atmosphere in these films, no famous actors, no slickly polished techniques. They were true

documents which attained, at times, the stature of poetry.

New directors appeared, all of them springing from that period of incubation and restric-

tions which had lasted a decade. Every one of them had previous training as scenarist,

assistant director, or documentary maker. If two or three important films a year are sufficient

to give stature to any cinema, then the Italian cinema may be said to have achieved an

enviable place in the film world. —

Today the Italian film speaks with a pasionate desire for truth, albeit occasionally inclined

towards exaggeration — a revolt against those bitter years when it had to content itself with he

vapid and the conventional. Little wonder then that the outside world should find in this

new expression the characteristics of « new school ».

To label these films as products of a « neo-realistic school » of film-making would be to pass

over them in too great haste. Some of them may have similarities in background and in sour-

ces of inspiration, but there are substantial differences between the works of the various direc-

tors. Perhaps it is more fitting to consider them as belonging to a single intense period in

which the misfortunes of the Italian people, and the fortunes of the Italian cinema combin-

ed to operate together to achieve felicitous results.

More than « neo-realism », this is a new truth, derived from the living realities of a newly

freed world. If the setting calls for a prison or hospital, the director goes to a prison or hos-

pital to film his scenes. To some degree the usual cinema machinery is simplified or actually

by-passed. The lens is used in the same way the writer utilizes his notebook, or the painter his

sketchbook, with the same freedom of action and movement. What appear to be notes and

sketches subsequently emerge as elements of a solid, finished work. Anything can be consid-

ered material for a film — in the hands of an imaginative film-maker.

Let us look at some of these films and their creators.

Rossellini, Visconti, De Sica

The least predictable, often disconcerting, Roberto Rossellini, moves from one film to

another with erratic inspiration. Sometimes vivid to the point of genius, sometimes with

an easy-going simplicity, he never fails to interest. His greatest strength lies in an instinc-

tive expression of his « temperament ». His first efforts were several documentaries, follow-

ing which he served as assistant director to De Robertis on The White Ship (1941). He made

two rather mediocre films, Un pilota ritorna (The Return of a Pilot) in 1942 and L'Uomo delta

Croce (The Man of the Cross) in 1943. But in 1945 he suddenly revealed his full strength-

with Open City. Although the film did not please in Italy (1), it made a place for itself all

(1) This is, of course, not unusual. Countries which have suffered the miseries depicted in their films are

usually indifferent to such films, however well done they may be. Vide : Potemkin, which failed in the U.S.S.R.

and King Vidor's Our Daily Bread, which failed in the U.S.
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over the world. It was put together in almost haphazard fashion, but the result was a robust,

acute and highly moving work.

Its roots were spread in life as it was lived, evoking memories of the winter that Rome
passed under the German occupation. Its figures stand out — a priest , a partisan, a woman
destined for tragedy and death, and consecrated by her supreme resistance. Here and there

the mood becomes one of a daily chronicle, and the film gains potency from this. Over the

ferocity and ugliness, set down in firm, incisive touches, hovers a restrained emotionalism that

only rarely lets itself go, along with questionable effects such as the torture sequence. The

emotion condemns but understands — it becomes heartbreaking in the face of evil. It is most

deeply affecting where the boys return to the city, after the shooting of the priest, for these

boys are the life of tomorrow.

All this is expressed in a series of shots that seem haphazard, but their sum total reminds

us that here was no ordinary director. Rossellini proved himself to be an artist with Open

City, and after the first surprise had passed, the confirmation of that fact came immediately.

Paisa (Paisan), in 1946, made use of a rather difficult formula — that of telling a story in

episodes (1). The film deals with six different moments of the war fought over the Italian

peninsula, following the Allies' advance northward. It is an album of short dramatic vignettes,

in which almost everything is essential. The emotionalism of Open City is more hidden and

muffled in Paisan. Rossellini, the mature artist, makes his incisive personality felt in those

moments describing the deserted streets of Florence in the last hours of the German occupat-

ion ; and the partisan combat in the marshes and canals of the Po valley. These moments made

the viewer impatient for the future work of this artist.

The triumphant reception that greeted Rossellini 's work made the director over- cer-

tain of his strength. Now began the legend of Rossellini 's disdain for a finished scenario.

The first signs of this were visible in Germania anno zero (Germany : Year Zero), in 1947, a

thin chronicle of Berlin in 1946 — an ant-heap in which three millions swarmed painfully,

trying to keep alive in the midst of chaos. The protagonist of this tale of slow ruin is a young

boy of eleven named Edmund. The film details his efforts to find work, his relationship with

his unfortunate family, and his meeting with his former schoolmaster. He becomes what

amounts to a petty thief. Influenced by outside sources, he believes he can alleviate his father's

suffering by killing him. Obsessed with the horror of his act, he throws himself off a roof. All

this transpires against the most sordid of backgrounds, with the usual complement of girls

who live by using cigarettes for money.

Rossellini did not feel this life, nor could he perhaps have felt it as the life he showed in

Open City and Paisan. Perhaps he was not aware that he was telling too many things at once

in Germany : Year Zero, noting them between short breaths. So the film becomes a book of

jottings, of studies for a film that is yet to be done —• even though the final scene has a

broad though somewhat affected and calculated didacticism.

(1) Difficult only because the episodic film was then still relatively new. Since then, as we know, a verit-

able « rash » of episodic films from all countries has now made this formula more than familiar to us.
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Yet this film seemed a noble defeat, preferable to the two-part A more (Love) made in

1948. The first episode was called La voce umana (The Human Voice), and is taken from a

well-known one-act play by Jean Cocteau. A woman is waiting for a telephone call, perhaps

the last, from the man of her life who is about to abandon her. At last the telephone rings,

and a desperate monologue begins, broken by silences that presumably correspond to the lines

of the invisible speaker on the other end of the phone. This forty minute monologue is suppos-

ed to represent the final attempt of the woman to stave off a desolate future, as she invokes

memories of the past. But the conversation, though at times full of emotion, always

remains general. Again and again, there are close shots and very close shots of the same face,

the same voice, constantly repeated, until the whole becomes only a tour de force.

The second episode, 77 miracolo (The Miracle), is quite different. A poor shepherd-girl

from the Amalfi coast, feeble-minded but harmless, meets a man on a rocky hill and believes

him to be St. Joseph. At first he does not understand her, but when he does, he encourages

the hallucination, in order to take advantage of her. She beomes pregnant and proclaims

throughout the village that she has been touched by divine grace. Her « miracle » becomes

a subject for general amusement throughout the village, and she cannot understand why she

is mocked. Eventually she gives birth, alone in her agony.

Rossellini justifies his juxtaposition of the two stories which constitute Amore by saying

that the first represents the end of an earthly love, and the second the beginning of that divine

love which is the perpetuation of life. But this very explanation reveals his uncertainty. After

Germany : Year Zero, he felt that the story of life as it was lived was finished, and he no

longer had an abi consistam for the romances and dramas he would like to have worked out.

With Amore, Rossellini's parable reached its climax — in fact, the film that follows is an incon-

gruous, grotesque satirical effort — La macchina ammazzacattivi (The Machine That Kills Bad

People) made in 1948. The director is discouraged. He tries many different things, throws

them all over, stops working. Finally, after his war trilogy, emerges the « para-Christian »

trilogy.

Stromboli (1950) tells the story of a foreign girl in an Italian concentration camp. In order

to get out, she listens to the words of love spoken by a young man who tells her of the

beautiful island from which he comes. Though she does not love him, she believes that by

marrying him she can escape to a Mediterranean paradise. Instead, she finds Stromboli to be

an almost deserted island, arid, squalid and sun-baked, dominated by an active volcano.

Rossellini succeeds in putting on the screen in this film the material of a novel of introspec-

tion. The final scenes, in which the girl renounces her proposed revolt against her husband and

his island, and returns to bear his child, are neither inspired nor convincing. But even with

these and other faults, the film encouraged its maker. Soon afterwards he tackled the delicate

task of bringing to life the figure of Saint Francis. Francesco, Giullare di Dio (St. Francis of

Assisi), made in 1950, is an attempt to create a cinematic transcription of some of the « fioretti »

anecdotes from the life of St. Francis. The young Brothers, on their way back to Rivotorto

in a heavy downpour, find the humble cabin they had built occupied by a very stubborn man.

They give up the idea of inducing him to come out, and, out of humility, stand in the rain until

dawn, singing the praises of God. There is the story of Brother Ginepro who twice returns to
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his companions half naked, having given his robe to one poorer than be. There is the praise of

« Brother Fiore » and the visit of Sister Chiara, and the kissing of the leper. We see Fra' Ginepro

asking « brother pig » for one of his feet, so that he can make a little broth for a sick Brother.

The choice of the « fioretti » might in itself be discussed at length. But in any case only

a consummate artist could have turned these pages into a film which would reflect a true pic-

ture of the Franciscan world. Rossellini takes the theme, episode by episode, and with his

confidence and wisdom, with an air of utter spontaneity, gives us stories in two dimensions —
the third is lacking. They are illustrations to accompany a text which should already be known

to the spectator. To a person thoroughly acquainted with Saint Francis and the Franciscan

mode of thought, these images might reveal many meanings.

Stromboli (Italian title : Stromboli, God's Earth) and St. Francis of Assist (Italian title :

St. Francis, God's Minstrel) live and breathe a strange self-justification on the part of Rossel-

lini. He believed that by taking themes and personalities with a universal significance, he could

overcome his restlessness and uncertainty. He believed that the bigger and more imposing the

pretension and proportions, the better they would fill the void of the screen. And the con-

firmation of this belief may be found in his next picture, Europa '51 (The Greatest L,ove) which

puts before us not a man, but a woman, to play the « minstrel of God », wandering in a

nebulous atmosphere of soul-searching.

From a starting point at once general and vital (the blind egotism of the individual) rises

the concrete figure of a woman caught in a series of dramatic situations. The only son of

this woman, Irene, feeling himself unwanted, kills himself. In desperation, she is drawn to the

misery of others, moving like a sleepwalker amidst the humble and the poor. She becomes

involved with a young delinquent, lover r)i a girl she has taken under her wing. He has just

taken part in a theft, and although everyone urges him to give himself up, Irene convinces

him of the wisdom of fleeing.

Irene is arrested as an accomplice. The examining magistrate asks her if she is a commun-

ist, to which she answers negatively. He then asks her if she wishes to be a missionary, and

again the answer is no.

The magistrate cannot understand this woman. She must be mentally ill. So we see her

for the last time behind the bars of an insane asylum — after her family, her priest, her doctor

and the magistrate, have declared her mad.

In spite of a magnificent performance by Ingrid Bergman, there are great disproportions

between the character of the people in this story and their backgrounds ; between their as-

sumptions and their action. This Irene, who wishes to present herself as a symbol of martyr-

ed Europe at the beginning of the second half of the century, is literally incredible. The in-

dividual who does not declare himself for one of the two dominating and opposed forces, is

crushed — in this story he is declared mad. Instinctive artist that he is, Rossellini wanted

to construct a drama of human symbolism. As the so-called « inventor » of the « neo-realism »

of the Italian screen, he felt a responsibility which may have forced him to continue working

in a similar vein. It would not do for him to fall into the style of the conventional. But he

must always be considered one of Italy's most gifted directors, nor is the possibility of further

important surprises from Rossellini to be excluded.
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The genius of Vittorio de Sica follows a pattern quite the opposite of that of Rossellini,

moving up through successive fields. He was first an actor in the theatre, then a theatre direc-

tor, then film actor, and finally film director. Today his name is known throughout the world

through his undeniably splendid films. Twenty years ago he was a young actor, appealing but

limited in his style. His greatest successes were parodies of the « Za-Bum » stage revues.

He had started out with various enterprises. He tried directing a company of his own,

but his grasp was uncertain. A pleasant young man, always smiling, always kind, he was

popular with all who knew him.

He was attracted to the screen almost by chance. In 1930 and '31, the newly-born Italian

sound film could not help turning to stage actors. In Zaganella and in La vecchia signora (The

Old Lady), De Sica was a bit player. It was Camerini who began teaching him the art of

screen acting, in Men, What Rascals (1932) and in Darb tin milione (I'd Give A Million) (1935).

Perhaps at the same time, De Sica was learning how life could be observed through a lens.

Basically, Camerini's films were just the kind of stories De Sica would have liked to play be-

hind the footlights, but pointed up with pathetic irony. The rich vein of comedy within

De Sica, thus far invisible, began to emerge.

It was with the humility of this reflected knowledge of the trade that De Sica set out to

direct his first film — a short work derived from one of those little comedies that had been

part of his stage repertory. Rose scarlatte (Red Roses) (1940), from the play by Aldo De Bene-

detti, neither pleased nor aroused indignation. His second film was another minor work,

rather sentimental — Madalena, Zero in Conduct (1941), from a play by Lazlo Kader. It was

comprised of a series of charming shots, slight characterizations, a bit artificial, a bit emo-

tional — and a sureness of the craft that is quite surprising. With only two films De Sica had

succeeded in becoming the talented master of comedy he had hoped to become on the stage.

De Sica assembled his new «company » for Teresa Venerdi (1941) and with this film he

won his diploma as a director. He proved himself to be a master of timing and rhythm.

He applied his touch to this story of a young doctor stationed at an orphan asylum for girls,

and of his romance with one of the girls, Teresa Venerdi. It was a delicate, witty and intel-

ligent job of directing. Its basic themes were musty, but it drained everything possible from

them, and this was what made it enjoyable and rewarding.

In choosing his subjects he had no coherent set of criteria. A Garibaldino at the Convent

(1942) for example, seemed a useless kind of film. The master of comedy erred in judgment

in choosing this script, then tried to rectify the error by changing his approach. He was more

fortunate in subject matter with The Children Are Watching Us (1943) taken from a short

novel by C. G. Viola, Pried. This story was not one of rosy-cheeked convent girls, schoolboys

or girls, but a real and sharp youthful sorrow. The manner in which the passions of grown-

ups affect the soul of a child, unconsciously bringing desolation to the young one ; the deep

reaction the child has to his mother's adultery and his father's subsequent grief, which finally

drives him to suicide ; the way in which this little victim is at one time protagonist and objec-

tive observer of the tragedy — all these things De Sica conveys with a profound emoiton.

This is a typically petit bourgeois world De Sica shows, and into the midst of it he insin-
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uates the vast desperation of a child who is lost in an anguish for which he does not know

the reason.

From this point in De Sica's career, unhappy choices of material alternate with more

reaching sensitivities of his matured mastery of the art. La porta del cielo (The Gate of Heaven)

(1944) was, perhaps, another error. In it he attempts to show what happens to a group

of suffering pilgrims who go to the shrine of Loreto. The film reveals a scrupulous attention

to detail, and there are some fine sequences, but on the whole it is superficial. Perhaps De

Sica was aware of this, and for this reason felt the need to surround himself with a group

of scenarists. Among these, the name of Cesare Zavattini appears for the first time. From

now on, this man was to be his mentor and his most important writer. De Sica, the master

of comedy, had found his source for material — and it would no longer be possible to sep-

arate his name from that of Zavattini. His triumphs and errors were to be the triumphs and

errors of Zavattini, too.

Shoeshine (1948) brings us back to the genuine feeling of The Children Are Watching Us

It was suggested by the ugliness of the post-war days. It is the story of the « sciuscia », the

boys and girls of south Italy who developed into organized enterprise (much of it illicit) in the

wake of occupation troops. It was like a secret society of adolescents, as virulent as an infec-

tion. The film was reminiscent of Ekk's The Road to Life (1932) — that tragedy of the

redemption of the « besprizorni » — the fatherless children of Soviet Russia just after the

revolution. Ekk's film smiled here and there, and it carried a strong note of hope for the

future. Shoeshine is grey in mood. It is a bitter film, telling its story of juvenile delinquency

with little hope for the redemption of these children. Its bitterness is punctuated with occas-

ional contrasting lyricism, probably from Zavattini's pen . Shoeshine takes its place beside

The Children Are Watching Us for its success in delineating a difficult subject.

The most enlightening confirmation of De Sica's talent was to come with his following

film, Ladri di Biciclette (Bicycle Thief) (1948) which was a rather literal adaptation from

a story by Luigi Bartolini, and formed into film sequences by the now indispensable Zavat-

tini. This is unanimously recognized as De Sica's best film (1). It is a glimpse of Roman life

during the difficult years following the war. Unemployment is the nightmare of many. Ricci,

desperate, finally hears of a job and he can hardly believe his ears.

The job is posting movie billboards. But he needs a bicycle. Unfortunately, his bicycle

has been pawned. His wife, Maria, suggests that they pawn their sheets to redeem the bicycle

— one can sleep without sheets. The agonizing wait in the stateowned pawn shop ; the

repossession of the precious bicycle ; the beginning of what seems to be a new life full of

hope ; an almost unbelieveable happiness for the pair — these episodes have the participant

spectator as the real protagonist of the film. Bruno, the son oi Ricci, is a little boy with

wide, dark and trustful eyes. He accompanies his father in this marvelous adventure which

is to give them their daily bread.

Bruno's father begins his work on a Saturday morning, and in a week there will be the

first pay-check. But while Ricci is pasting up the first poster, a thief snatches the precious

(1) Rend- Clair called it the best film he had seen in thirty years — high praise, indeed.
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bicjxle and disappears. Then begins the wearisome search for the stolen vehicle. Little

Bruno accompanies his father on the tragic search. Now he is the victim of his father's sud-

den rage — now the recipient of a tender hug.

Only a few episodes are necessary to delineate with rare fidelity the types, the background

and the story — to present a theme with a subbued but powerful impact. De Sica felt his

characters so strongly that he could blend them all into one — the unemployed. The little

family lived and still lives in the terror of unemployment. This cruel drama, lived by mil-

lions of men in the world, which arouses the shadows and half-lights of too many unsolved

problems — this drama is symbolized in Ricci, and mirrored in the sad eyes of his boy. The

film has the force of a novel, so full of meaning is the symbolism of its few characters.

It is a miniature Odyssey, rich in comic touches and in bitterness. At the end, Ricci has

become so desperate that he attempts to steal a bicycle himself, in order to continue his work.

He is immediately caught, and is saved from jail only because of the presence of his son.

So Ricci and his boy go on their way, losing themselves in the crowded streets. Bicycle Thief

ends on this heart-breaking note, one of the purest in the whole history of the films. A stylistic

control worthy of a great writer is revealed in this film, the pathos of true tragedy.

The well-deserved triumph of Bicycle Thief whetted appetites, which may have been

too exacting, for De Sica's next film. In it Zavattini rests too much on certain formulas of

his « Zavattinism ». Miracolo a Milano (Miracle in Milan) (1951) met with a varied reception

abroad, but in Italy it was considered disappointing. Perhaps De Sica, after his bitter trilogy

{The Children Are Watching Us, Shoeshine and Bicycle Thief) felt the need to break away

from desolation and suffering. Perhaps Zavattini felt this need as well. In any case, they both

seem to have wanted to tell us that life can be good even amidst misery ; that each of life's

moments is a marvelous gift. So they decided to do his by telling a fable for grown-up

children.

But even a fable must be coherent, especially in its over-all tone. The story is set in a

crudely built village of vagabonds (1) along a railway embankment on the outskirts of

Milan. Toto, the young hero of the story, comes to iojn the vagabonds. His boundless confid-

ence and optimism inspires faith among these shreds of humanity. The appearance of a

glimmer of human goodness among these unfortunates, and the alleviation of their accus-

tomed suffering, would be in itself material for an important film. Here it becomes almost

an ante-factum, and we must accept it as such.

The first « miracle » is mineralogical. The little shanty village is situated on a piece of

ground apparently belonging to no one. Suddenly oil gushes forth. Amidst black misery

appears black gold. Impatient greed is awakened in the suddenly discovered owner of the

land, a millionaire named Mobbi. His own private police force, armored cars and tear bombs,

make him the monster of this fable. He tries to chase the vagabonds off the land, which now

promises great wealth.

The story of these desperate, pathetic people and their village, the coming of oil, the pri-

vate police — these might easily have made an entire film in themselves —- a tragi-comedy

(1) Something like the « Hoovervilles » of the depression era in the U.S. in the early thirties.
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or a biting satire. One might say that De Sica himself was afraid of this story, and so he

hastens to bring it to an end with some facile joking (the human barometer, the cows in

Mobbi's study, etc.). It becomes pseudo-satirical. The first two thirds of the film is rather

heterogeneous ; and when Mobbi's militia is practically successful in chasing the poor people

from the contested land — an element of fantasy intervenes. It is more fable-like — the second

« miracle ». It is the magic wand of the fairy tale. In this case, the magic wand is a white

dove given to Toto by the spirit of the old woman who brought him up when his mother

died.

With the dove in his hands, Toto can have anything he wishes. He is able to repulse the

tear gas and militia which Mobbi has brought to the village. He satisfies the wishes of some

of his ragged companions for material possession — a tuba, a fur coat, a radio, a wardrobe,

a million, a million million. For a while the troubles all seem ended, but the dove is taken

away from Toto, and Mobbi triumphs. The poor vagabonds are squeezed into trucks to be

taken to prison. But again Toto gets hold of the dove. With it, he succeeds in liberating

his friends, each of whom jumps astride a street-sweeper's broom. Through the magic of the

dove Toto is able to make the brooms serve as steeds, and the vagabonds ride off into the sky,

towards a better world, where « good day really means good day ».

The real meaning of Miracle in Milan is that the earth is for the rich and powerful, while

the only hope for the poor is the « kingdom of heaven ». This is a point of view which many

artists handle seriously and with indignation, not with jokes and nursery fables. De Sica handles

this theme with a timid caution, which turns to ambiguity. He accepted too many of Zavat-

tini's details (the film is taken from Zavattini's story Toto il Buono (Toto the Good), which did

not add up to a clear plan or a decided form. Perhaps De Sica's greatest problem in this film

was an obscure feeling that he was being compelled to apply his experience to a subject he

himself did not feel. It was Zavattini who controlled the telling of the story. None the less

there are some admirable moments, especially the funeral of the old woman.

With Umberto D (1952) De Sica and Zavattini went back in part to that same vein from

which Bicycle Thief had sprung. The characters include an old pensioner and his little dog,

the mistress of the boarding house who is anxious to get rid of him, the servant girl who is

filled with unspoken pity for the old man. The plot is practically negligible, strung together

as it is in colorless little episodes from the humble life of an « everyman ». (The only event that

stands out is the old man's attempt at suicide at the end — and that is not the best episode).

If the plot of Bicycle Thief is a single thread, then here that thread is almost invisible. It is

a mute and melancholy little story, little more than a sketch, and from it De Sica and

Zavattini had the self-confident courage to attempt the construction of an entire film.

De Sica's sympathy had been moved to center on children several times. In Bicycle

Thief it had centered on the person of the unemployed man. Now, in Umberto D, it hovers

over those sad children who are very old, and on the unemployed, obliged to live on a mis-

erable pension (1). Umberto D is the eulogy of the pensioner, and the drama of loneliness; the

(1) In the U.S. this would be the equivalent of living solely on one's Social Security income, perhaps

even less so.
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story of fading life and comfortless solitude. Every expenditure becomes an exaggeration. The

price of a ride in the bus is equivalent to that of a train journey. A poor little room, sparse

and spare, becomes as important as the most richly furnished home.

The comments of the landlady who wants to get rid of the old man, the confidences of

the little servant girl, the anguished search by the old man for his little dog at the city

pound — these are the most striking episodes, together with the last scene. It is a bitter,

understated film, filled with a sense of pity, sad and subdued. It is put together with mastery,

with almost imperceptible touches which are always effective. Individual details stand out —
the adultress, the little servant girl, the dog pound, the sink, the ants, the dripping faucet, the

folding bed in the corridor. The little slavey is perhaps the most sharply drawn figure in the film;

certainly, in her humbleness, one of the most vital figures yet to appear on the Italian screen.

Perhaps never before has the influence of the writer-scenarist been so evident as in this

film. One might say that De Sica had directed the film as Zavattini's agent, so continuously

does the presence of the latter make itself felt in every moment, in every line. It is none the

less a fortunate piece of collaboration, in which one finds nothing to reprove in the writer

and very little to criticize in the director, except, perhaps, in his choice of the protagonist.

After Umberto D, De Sica seemed to have broken with Zavattini, and he went to the United

States. This aroused apprehension in many who admired his art. He was to direct a film there,

and the Hollywood studios have rarely been felicitous working grounds for the real European

artist. But back in Italy again, he teamed once more with Zavattini in Stazione Termini (Indis-

cretion of an American Wife) (1953). On viewing this film, one might say that De Sica has

directed a more or less American pi.ture. If De Sica's screen credit were to be eliminated

no one would recognize Indiscretion of an American Wife as one of his films, much less

Zavattini's. The celebrated film-making duo seems to have taken an inexplicable vacation.

Indiscretion of an American Wife begins with an unusual « situation » and all its multiple

difficulties. The action takes place at Rome's Terminal Station, between two trains, in exactly

the same hour and a half of screen time as it might take in reality. Constant reference is

made to train schedules. It tells the story of the melancholy love of a middle-class woman

from Philadelphia for a young Roman. At the conclusion, the woman departs. This subject,

with the accompanying danger of its more or less Aristotelian unity of action and place,

seems emasculated on the screen. What happens on the screen is actually an epilogue that

effectively ends the few weeks of love these two have known. But those weeks are shown to

us only in the form of rather long speeches between the lovers, as in a play. The romance

they have known is conveyed in retrospective speeches, a formula typical of the theatre. A
playwright of great talent might have succeeded in telling this kind of a story. But Truman

Capote's dialogue is not equal to it, and the close-ups of the actors speaking these lines

often appear vacuous, vague and weary. De Sica has here labored on a pseudo-theatrical

script, stuffed with cinematic anecdotes, though performed with virtuosity by two excellent

players — Jennifer Jones and Montgomery Clift (1).

(r) Perhaps it should be noted, at least for the record, that this was a production tailored to fit two

glamorous Hollywood stars, Jennifer Jones and Montgomery Clift.

5. — Italian cinema.
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After the undeniable error of Indiscretion of an American Wife De Sica again poses

several questions. Having given us to believe that he had overcome all uncertainty, he

falls into difficulty as though his lengthy film experience had deserted him. He falters

especially when his Zavattini becomes tired and absent-minded, and De Sica does not have

the will to resist him.

At such times, the limits of his early works, sometimes too serenely confident, return.

His limited capacity for self-criticism shows itself again. His world is a simple and sad one,

rich in elementary sentiments which might become saccharine in less skillful hands. The

master of comedy still has his uncertain moments.

When his subjects are close to his heart, mirroring some troubled aspect of humanity

in travail, then the artist in him emerges and his great love for humanity finds expression

on the screen. Cesare Zavattini contributed greatly to De Sica's discovery of his own world,

and this team is perhaps the richest contribution to the Italian screen up to the present time.

Both the intuitive Rossellini and the sensitive De Sica achieved the full development of

their art by following all its requirements, which for the former became simpler and for the

latter more exacting. Luchino Visconti, on the other hand, is a director who matured

through a long period of culture, who enjoyed a rare independence. His first film was almost

a gesture of rebellion.

In 1942, when the Italian cinema was still bound by the regulations of propaganda, a

small group of young men led by Visconti made a film that was decidly non-conformist. It

was a brutal chronicle of events, desires and crime. The finished film became a victim of

censorship, but its importance was undeniable. It was called Obsession, and in many sequences

it gave promise of the true Italian film to come. No one spoke of « neo-realism » or any

other « ism » on seeing Obsession. But there was an awareness, an ingenuity, a humanity, an

understanding of essential value. All this develops in the telling of a story about an ill-fated

woman and the man who lets her draw him into crime. The Ferrarese background, the per-

formances of the two players who had attracted little attention before, the angles and

shadows — everything was designed to keep the story from following too familiar a pattern.

Obsession was adapted from the James Cain novel, The Postman Always Rings Twice. In

addition to Visconti's version, this story has twice been adapted for the screen — by Chenal

in France and by Tay Garnett in America. Of the three versions, the Italian one is by far the

most ambitious in scope and the richest in dramatic meaning.

After Obsession, Visconti devoted himself to the direction of several important stage plays.

He returned to the cinema in 1948 with an exceptionally notable work, La terra trema (The

Earth Trembles). To create this film he went to a Sicilian village near Catania-Acitrezza

and studied the daily life of the fisherfolk there. From this background he took his story —
the fight of humble people against profiteers. 'Ntoni, weary of being exploited by the whole-

sale fish dealers, decides to eliminate them. He will become master, pay his own men, salt

his own fish, and sell it how and when he wishes. He mortgages his simple house and sets

out to start his new independence. But one night at sea, 'Ntoni is caught in a storm. His

boat is wrecked. Unable to go to sea and fish, he vainly searches for work. The wholesalers,
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to avenge his rebellion against them, boycott him. He cannot find work of any kind. When

his mortgage falls due, the bank evicts him and his family from their house. One sister follows

the downward path, while the other, out of pride and humiliation, refuses to marry. Weakened

and defeated, 'Ntoni succeeds in getting a job as a fisherman for one of the wholesalers.

He is still an outsider, and will remain so.

At the outset of this story, Visconti had literary and sociological aims. But his Vergism

and his Marxism, however legitimate, carried him into the creation of a strange rhythm. The

film is actually rather slow, dominated by an intimate, inspired and constant restraining force.

Visconti. lingers lovingly on every action and gesture of these fisherman — all authentic men

of the sea from Acitrezza. And this is because Visconti recognizes in a face (a beautiful

face), in a stone (a beautiful stone), a sunlit beach (a beautiful beach) all the literary and

sociological reasons that induced him to make this film. And he believes that by showing

that face, that stone or that beach, he can express these reasons to us. The truth is that often

one of these sequences could be better recorded in a single shot. But if one can overlook this

leisurely pace and this lingering love of detail, which almost becomes static redundancy, the

film has a generous share of values. There are many sensitive episodes, from the one showing

the women waiting on the rocks beside the stormy sea, to the sequence in the rainy desolation

in which 'Ntoni runs to his little house, which he is about to lose.

'Ntoni is rebellious and he is defeated. He rebels to gain his liberty and his independence,

and he is defeated by the adversities of fate. As a figure he is complete and alive, so that

the film revolves about him, and about the skies and seas that govern his life.

The Earth Trembles was to be the first part of a trilogy expressing the revolt of the humble

and the oppressed. Had this plan been carried out, even the defeat of 'Ntoni might have

appeared as a victory. The trilogy was to consist of the stories of people of the sea, of the

city, and of the fields. It was a complex project but production contingencies prevented the

plan from going beyond the first episode. A long time was to pass before Visconti gave us his

third film, which he chose after toying with a number of subjects. The one he finally selected

had neither the sombre tones of Obsession nor the refined complexity of The Earth Trembles.

He moved into another world, a more popular one, and the result was Bellissima (1952), a

powerful portrait of a woman of the people, successful in no small measure because of the

contribution of Anna Magnani.

Visconti saw this portrait as though through a prism that reflected an entire background

through its facets. Maddalena is a young mother, one of the many living in the poor districts

of a big city. She has a savage desire for her young daughter to have a better fate than she

has known. Aware of the current screen vogue for child prodigies, she decides to make a

screen star out of the youngster. She has heard about the neo-realists who take people

who have never acted before, and make actors of them. But the child is a simple, ordinary

girl — wan, timid, and her « beauty » exists only in the eyes of her mother. This little girl

represents all her hopes ; her plan must succeed. « Nini, you've got to do it, you've got

to be an actress », her mother repeats constantly.

The poor girl undergoes the ordeal of sessions with dressmakers, hair-dressers, dancing

lessons and even drama lessons which Maddalena inflicts on her, despite the sacrifice it repres-
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ents. Their meagre savings disappear, and the little ingenue faces many minor crises. The role

in a picture is dependent on the outcome of a competition for young actresses. A crowd of

hopefuls gathers at Cinecitta and the struggle is on. This was an idea worthy of Zavattini

who conceived it, and it would have lent itself to a dramatic insight into the ambitions of

young performers. But Visconti chose to ignore this tangent of the story. What we see of the

Italian cinema world here is not much more than Maddalena sees of it in her fleeting con-

tact with Cinecitta. It remains a myth, an Eldorado of the people, in which anyone with

the right luck can make a million — like having the right lottery ticket. The film world of

Sunset Boulevard is a bitter world. We see its past, its present, and a hint of its future. The

film world of Bellissima is an image seen in a mirror — it doesn't exist.

The background of this portrait of Maddalena is the impoverished quarter of the city in

which she lives with her fat, easygoing husband. Thus we get lively characerizations of the

little Roman populace which surrounds them. In this lie the value and the limits of the film.

Many of the scenes have a well-flavored, nervous kind of atmosphere, like the arrival of the

mothers at Cinecitta ; or the idyll beside the river. The denouement does not have the con-

viction it should have. Here and there are excessive manifestations of a vernacular spirit

which almost approaches caricature. Visconti utilized, for the sound background of his film,

the theme of « L'Elisir d'Amore ». (A phrase dominant in Donizetti explains Maddalena's

infatuation with her daughter, where Nemorino says : « How beautiful, how dear she is ; the

more I watch her, the more I like her ». It is a well-chosen, if rather intellectual, theme for the

film and for its atmosphere of melodramatic triumphs).

Visconti 's third film was then a story with an extremely human theme — the great delus-

ions of little people. And if this theme emerges sporadically from its episodes, it is because

the director hesitated to abandon himself to it completely. He held, as it were, the greater

emotions of his story at arm's length — a strange kind of restraint for the man who gave

us the deeply emotional Obsession and The Earth Trembles.

Blasetli, Genina, Camerini, Germi

Without the native genius of a Rossellini, without the sensibility of a De Sica, or the

refinement of a Visconti, Alessandro Blasetti, today a man over fifty, seems to be a young

man with a whole life before him. Blasetti represents above all else a passion for the cinema.

Love sometimes blinds, and the exuberant fervor that Blasetti devotes to the screen has caused

him to go astray on occasion. He is an uneven director both in his choice of themes and

in their execution. Following his clever but conventional adaptation of La Cena delle Beffe

(Jester's Supper) in 1942, he gave us one of the purest works of the recent Italian cinema,

Four Steps in the Clouds (1943). It was a witty, pointed and vivacious comedy. Following the

worthy i860, Blasetti plunged into an Ettore Fieramosca, a Salvator Rosa and La Corona di

Ferro (The Iron Crown), in which he used the cinema as a heavy and spectacular machine for

producing symbols. But Four Steps in the Clouds is light, graceful, diverting cinema, as its

title might indicate. It is a story of ordinary people, good-natured and gay, and it favors
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pleasant, airy outdoor shots. It consists of little events strung together on the slender thread

of a plot — events not too different from those which appear again and again on the rcreen.

There is even that necessary touch of the artificial, so important to a story of this genre, but

it flits quickly by. It is a story you have heard told before. The protagonist agrees to pre-

tend he is the husband of a girl he meets quite by chance, because she is about to become

a mother and fears the consequences. This becomes a pretext, a point of departure. A host of

character sketches emerge, tastefully, skillfully. And from them springs an atmosphere of

lower middle class Italian life, a little provincial and rural world that is typically Italian.

Each episode is shot through with genteel emotion, and the tears quickly turn to smiles as the

story progresses.

It is a film that Camerini might have put together in his happier days. There is honesty

here. Blasetti had never before showed such artistry as in his little walk through the clouds.

And he is not to do so again in his following films. Nessuno torna indietro (No One Goes

Back) (1944) is contrived and lacks spontaneity. The bitterness of seven quite dissimilar girls

saying goodbye to youth should have been light but profound. Instead it is spotty and super-

ficial. Un giorno nella Vita (One Day in Life) (1946) narrates an episode of the war. A

carefully secluded convent is overwhelmed in the vortex of war as the armies move north.

The poor sisters, guilty of aiding the partisans, are mowed down by the Germans. The Ger-

mans in turn are defeated by the returning partisans coming in the vanguard of the Allied

forces. The material is masterfully handled, but the rhythm is erratic, and the emotional

climaxes uneven. Fabiola (1948) finally found Blasetti at grips with a super-spectacle, as was

Iron Crown. The director here seemed pleased with his role as an incipient Latin De Mille.

But thanks to a script by Zavattini, he turned in another direction. Prima Comunione

(Father's Dilemma) (1950) is an amusing little comedy. The action takes place in less than two

hours of an Easter morning. The proprietor of a pastry shop awakes beaming on the morning

of the great day when his daughter will take her first communion. But the white dress is late

in arriving. The dress-maker has no telephone. The father, a novice in the art of driving,

decides to go and get it. The entire film revolves around this- pivot — the problems attend-

ant on getting the dress. Some of the situations are delightful — others less so — but as

a whole the film has a well-sustained rhythm, with occasional farcical overtones. Every now

and then there is an jemotional touch, and once in a while a bit of bitterness — but it is all

permeated with the air of a gay, vaudeville-like sarabande, in the manner of the old comic

film.

Another of Blasetti's phases crops up in Altri tempi (Times Gone By) (1952), a compact

anthology drawn from various nineteenth century stories. The connecting thread is a book-

seller, dealing in old volumes. As he stands beside his book-stall, he is a little laudator tem-

poris acti who reminisces with his customers about the good old days, visions of which are

conjured up as he thumbs through the pages of the old books. Blasetti saw the danger of

making his stories too literary, and decided to make a lively film. The authors of the stories

adapted for Times Gone By are Boito, De Amicis, Fucini, Nobili, Pirandello and Scarfoglio,

in that order. There is a prologue and a slight intermezzo of songs of a former day. The

stories become miniatures, clever little pictures — but if all the possibilities of this anthology
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had been realized, it would have also been drenched in nostalgic atmosphere, delicate touches

and accents. Blasetti has given us a highly colorful and pleasant series of interludes, but the

final results are quite different from his avowed intention. His announced attempt to pre-

serve the style of its writer in each episode was perhaps not the happiest idea. If anything,

the style of Blasetti should have blended the stories into cohesion. In any case, one can find

no true unified style at all in Times Gone By.

With his almost inexhaustible activity and his more than inexhaustible enthusiasm, Bla-

setti has given much to the Italian cinema. Into the 20th Century, Blasetti carries the echoes

of 19th century tradition of « civilization » and « progress ». He is animated by a warmth that

springs straight from the people, free of cultural patterns, faithful to good craftsmanship. He

has a deep love for humanity. Through many years of tenacious work his success is well-

earned.

A veteran of the old guard, Augusto Genina, gave us a good film in 1949 — Cielo sulla

Palude (Sky Over the Marshes). It tells the story of Maria Goretti, murdered in 1902 when she

was only twelve years old, who reappeared in various miraculous visions, and was finally

beatified. The film ends with the death of Maria. Genina, faced with the problem of telling

about a future saint, might have made her as one possessed. But the life of Maria was that

of a sweet and smiling girl. She is offended by the advances of a scoundrel and resists him.

He threatens her life, but she resists to her last breath. It is to Genina's credit that he has

told her story — the story of her brief, earthly life — as a faithful chronicle of events. The

role of Maria, played by a young peasant girl from the countryside near Rome, becomes real

and believable from beginning to end. To have achieved such reality with an inexperienced

actress was in itself no mean accomplishment, but in addition to this, the film has a beaut-

iful visual background. The Pontine marshes at the end of the 19th century appear in the

early part of the film in the barrenness of autumn and winter. The struggle of the peasants

against earth and sky, to eke out a meagre sustenance from the marshes, has the rhythm

of an ancient sorrow.

Less successful was his next film, L'edera (Ivy) (1950), taken from Grazia Deledda's

novel of the same name. Its transition to the screen was carried out with the greatest possible

literary fidelity, even to the point of using some of the original dialogue in the book. It tells

the story of Annesa, part servant, part adopted daughter, in the house of Don Paulu. He is

a widower, and he makes Annesa his mistress. He is a weak man, and he becomes hopelessly

involved in debt. The one man who can help him is a rich, miserly relative who hates him-

Annesa, aware of this situation, attempting to help Don Paulu out of his predicament, commits

a useless crime. To punish herself, she refuses Don Paulu's offer of marriage and decides to go

away.

Genina imposed a severe restraint on himself in telling this story — and thus lost much

of the effectiveness that stories of crimes and redemption must have. As a result the film is

sketchy and superficial.

More uneven, but more significant, was Tre Stone firoibite (Three Forbidden Stories)

(1952) — a trio of stories taken from events recorded in the daily papers. But the three stories
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are anything but commonplace (one deals with a girl who suffers a complex because she has

been raped ; another with an impotent husband ; and the third tells of a young female victim

of drugs). The stories of the three girls could thus have been told without the pretext of

the connecting stories in the papers. The stories vary in their effectivenness, but the timing

and clarity of the third one show us that Genina is still a keen observer of the contemporary

scene.

Mario Camerini worked on until the eve of the war in a gradual decline. The ironic and

sentimental vein of his Men, What Rascals (1932) gave way to the satire of The Three-Cornered

Hat (1934). In I'd Give A Million (1935) he showed agility, which decreased in Batticuore

(Heartbeat) (1938), in Grandi magazzini (Big Stores) (1939) ; Centomila dollari (One Hundred

Thousand Dollars) (1940) ; Una romantica avventnra (A Romantic Adventure) (1940) ; Love

Story (1942) ; and I'll Always Love Yon (1943). He was limited to a series of static portraits

in the 1941 adaptation of The Betrothed.

Camerini's acute awareness, and the restlessness of his temperament, should have manifest-

ed themselves in the new climate of liberty — particularly after the years of conformity. Many

things which had been subtly touched on in his films might now have been given free rein.

His irony, previously restrained, might have reached the proportions of true satire. His gifts

as an effective story-teller, a top-flight cameraman, and a clear thinker, might have led to

greater development of his filmic powers. Instead, his last films, while confirming his ability

as a director, are all carried out in a minor key. From Due Lettere Anonime (Two Anonymous

Letters) (1945) to L'Angelo e il diavolo (The Angel and the Devil) (1946) ; from La figlia del

Capitano (The Captain's Daughter) (1947) to Molti sogni per le strade (Many Wayside Dreams)

(1948) ; from II brigante Musolino (Musolino the Brigand) (1950) to Gli eroi della domenica

(Sunday Heroes) (1952) — there were no major works. Nevertheless, whatever else may come

from this most interesting director will always be anxiously awaited.

With Camerini, Blasetti and Genina, we take leave of the old guard, and turn to the young

replacements. They form a rather large group, and their background differs greatly from the

directors who preceded them. They had and still have living examples before them ; they

work in a climate which gives no consideration to pre-established reputations ; they do not

follow formulae or systems.

Since his first film, Pietro Germi has been one of Italy's young hopefuls. // Testimone (The

Witness) (1941) examines life in the suburbs with incisiveness. (The « witness » of the title is

the secret voice of conscience, which in the end traps an assassin). His second film, Gioventu

perditta (Lost Youth) (1947) was a rather superficial piece ; but in In nome della legge (In

the Name of the Law) (1949) his talent was strongly shown. It was based on G. Lo Schiavo's

novel Piccola Pretura (Little Magistrate). It tells the story of a young police magistrate who

takes a post in a small village in Sicily. He believes in the power and sanctity of the law as

a basic expression of human wisdom. He is determined to act as an instrument of justice,

to act « in the name of the law ». But shattering his plans comes a force that operates « in the

name of the Mafia », that secret society of outlaws. The film outlines the dissension between
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constituted authority and the implacable secret power that has so long dominated Sicily, and

still claims its victims today. The film builds up an atmosphere of Sicilian life, and the plot

makes its virile way without concessions, up to a rather questionable idyllic sequence near the

end. It is a courageous film, but not courageous enough. As the story develops, everything

points to victory once more for the Mafia, and discouraged defeat for the young magistrate —
and in such bitter defeat could be the ferment for a better tomorrow. But instead, a noble,

happy ending is tacked on, in which the members of the Mafia admit their guilt and promise to

abide by the law.

77 cammino della speranza (The Path to Hope) (1950) has too obvious a happy ending, too.

It is the sad tale of a group of Sicilian sulphur miners who face unemployment and hunger

when the mine closes down. A dealer in illegal emigration appears amongst them and con-

vinces them to give him their remaining money in the hope that they can reach the French

border — and new jobs. He promises to make all arrangements, but plans to desert them at

the half-way mark.

Here and there the plot development betrays what promised to be a courageous social

film, based on a daring and dramatic theme. It begins powerfully, when the poor people

take leave of their land and their dead. They meet with many misfortunes, some turning back,

others determined to continue at all costs. There is a jarring note in the scene of a typically

Sicilian duel in the snow of the Alpine valley, a la Cavalleria rusticana. They finally arrive in

French territory, greeting it as though it were the promised land. The faults and lack of

balance in the film are evident, and they exist because there was no genuine inspiration in the

second part. It is contrived, and in fear of being too sparse, the story becomes overloaded.

Similar defects may be seen in La citta si difende (The City Defends Itself) (1951) which is a

mechanical story of the underwold ; in II Brigante di Tacca del Lupo (The Brigand from Tacca

di Lupo) (1952), a recreation of 19th century manners ; and in La presidentessa (The Lady

President) (1953) , a modest comedy of errors.

Lattuada, Castellani, De Santis

Alberto Lattuada should be mentioned immediately after Germi. His special interest is

a devotion to the so-called « classics » of the film. He has a disciplined taste which keeps him

from being attracted by passing temptations. When he is restricted by the demands of a pro-

ducer, he performs with a frigid detachment that gives him a way out. The limitations which

come from too close a study of other films as « models » are visible in some of his work, but

he has an instinctive freshness, and now and then a daring touch.

He has created films with obviously literary roots : Giacomo I'idealista (James, the Idealist)

(1942) in which the characters are strongly typed ; II delitto di Giovanni Episcopo (Giovanni

Episcopo's Crime) (1947) ; films with a rather forced realism, such as II Bandito (The Bandit)

(1946), and Senza pieta (Without Pity) (1942) ; or films with both defects, like II Mulino del Po

(The Mill on the Po) (1948). Luci del varieta (Variety Lights) (1951) is perhaps his most

genuine film, for it was created in an atmosphere of free initiative. Lattuada here allied him-
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self with a young scenarist, Fellini, trying the experiment of co-operative production, to show

the sordidness of the variety theatre world. There is a girl who wants to become a star, whose

greatest ambition is to see herself enfolded in multi-colored feathers, descending an elaborate

staircase in a luxurious theatre. But the poor girl, who has won a provincial bathing beauty

contest, connects herself with a minor variety company. The surroundings are far from her

luxurious dreams, and she is bitterly disillusioned. The question of what is to become of her

is left unresolved, and this is one of the intelligent things about this film which has a pleas-

ing freshness. His following film, Anna (1951) is too « clever », too artificial ; but in 77 cappotto

(The Overcoat) (1952) he covers a wide range of emotion, with many satiric touches. Taken

from Gogol's story, the events are given an Italian background ; sometimes realistic, some-

times farcical, and sometimes reminiscent of Chaplin. Lattuada transforms the Tzarist bureau-

cracy of Gogol into an almost fascist hierarchy, and the pathetic humor of the Russian

author here becomes strong satire, sometimes intentionally grotesque. The love story never

becomes integrated into what might be considered the secret motivation of the film, and

the end is too pat. This uneven film nevertheless reveals great care, skillful direction, and

finesse in handling. Among other things it brought to the fore the comic talents of Rascel,

an actor worthy of attention.

La lupa (The She-Wolf) (1953) is a filming of the well known story by Giovanni Verga.

But rather than a direct filming, it is more a loose adaptation including a radical series of

variations and modernization. He has added and developed a great deal without probing

deeply. The changes verge on the arbitrary : the setting moved from Sicily to Lucania, the

She-Wolf who is not only the damnation of the son-in-law but also the landlord's mistress,

for example.

Thus everythings is dilated and seen externally. Most of the appeal of the film comes

from the appearance of Kerima in the leading part.

Alberto Lattuada began as an architect ; Renato Castellani as an engineer. Castellani

undertook his first film in an awkward period - 1941. It was a formalistic polemic, Pistol Shot,

from a story by Pushkin, a carefully made film. It was followed by Zaza (1942), but it was

not until 1946 in Mio figlio professore (My Son, the Professor) that Castellani found his proper

niche. And Sotto il sole di Roma (Under the Sun of Rome) (1948), which came shortly after,

is a crowded series of observations, each clearer and more lively than the one before.

Like De Sica before him in Shoeshine, Castellani turned his attention to groups of post-

war youth ; to the hardened young men who lived casually with crime. It is the lower-class

Roman quarter of San Giovanni that forms the background against which the various episodes

are played. The doors of a prison or reform school might easily open for these boys if a

healthy spirit did not save them in the end. These candidates-elect for jail pass through the

episodes of the film in good-natured review, and despite cruel truths and violent happenings,

a kind of perverted faith emerges.

Castellani gives himself a kind of rest, an intermezzo, in £ primavzra (Springtime) (1950).

The first part of the film is light and malicious, clever and smiling. An eighteen-year-old

baker's helper in Florence, Agostino, tells of his youth ; of his eventual departure for Catania
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for his military service. There are little touches sprinkled through the episodes, and the film

is graceful, pleasant and light. The contrasts between the three locales — Florence, Catania

and Milan — are skillfully delineated. Unfortunately, a plot for plot's sake takes over in the

second part of the film, and it becomes a well-constructed but mechanical corned}'. The ques-

tion of whether Agostino is or is not a bigamist is so insistent that at times it falls into

dubious taste.

Due soldi di speranza (Two Cents Worth of Hope) (1952) is the best of his films. Here,

too, the plot is negligible, almost a pretext, which is always a good start for the artist-

director. He is not driven by his « subject » in such cases. Two young people in a village near

Naples are in love. They want to get married, but there are many obstacles to prevent this.

His poverty, his unemployment, and a host of other things — until at the end, exasperated

by too many blows of misfortune and too much disillusion, they decide to marry even

though they are now poorer than they were at the beginning. They are rich only in hope —
in the hope of a world less cruel, in which the right to work shall be like the right to breathe,

and they go forth to do battle with life armed only with their youth.

This sense of hope pervades the entire film. The theme of unemployment is not looked

on with the disheartening melancholy of Bicycle Thief, but with a merry, light-hearted

air that inspires a certain amount of optimistic faith. With skillfull acuteness, Castellani sus-

tains a smiling, winking kind of ragamuffin whimsicality. The boy and the girl are unfor-

gettable figures, very much of the south of Italy. Their story is neither like a novel nor like

a short story. It is carried along by a series of sketches of daily life, anecdotes and shreds of

anecdotes. It speeds along vivaciously, so that one might overlook an occasional lapse in taste

(such as the denouement of the episode dealing with the unfortunate blood donor). It is a film

with a flavor — the flavor of a savory rustic dish, an enchanting narrative rich in originality

and freshness.

Giuseppe de Santis first steps in the cinema were in the field of criticism. As a film critic

he was interesting, and above all else, severe — so undeviatingly severe as to be monotonous

at times. His first film was Caccia tragica (Tragic Hunt) (1947), which takes place in Romagna

just after the war, when crime was taken for granted. In the grim desolation, a group of

peasants reacts against the bitter wastefulness, takes possession of the abandoned earth and

begins to work. A co-operative is formed. They take over the fields, and arrange for a

government subsidy with which to buy cattle and machinery to begin a new life. But the

truck carrying the money is attacked by bandits. The alarm is passed from one farm to

another — and the tragic hunt begins. It moves on with great vigor, but it is overlong and

disjointed.

It was a film which showed promise. So did Riso amaro (Bitter Rice) (1949), which was

interesting, though rather over-reaching. This was followed by the conventionally treated

Non c'e pace Ira gli ulivi (No Peace Amidst the Olives) (1949). In these three films, what

stood out primarily was a cinematic culture, and a clever use of technique. Also evident

was a discord between sincere interest in the people and a pretentious refinement, which li-

mited the effectiveness of De Santis' work.
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More clean-cut and incisive was Roma, ore n (Rome, rr O'Clock) (1952) based on a news-

paper story. Two hundred girls apply for a job as typist, which has been advertised in the

paper. It is a poorly-paid job, but jobs are scarce. The girls range themselves along a rickety

staircase leading to the third floor office in the old building housing the offices. Suddenly,

with a terrifying crash, the stairs collapse. Shouting, screaming, the girls ate dragged from

the debris and sent to hospitals. One girl dies of her injuries — the rest eventually return to

a miserable, frightened existence. De Santis has focussed his cameras on several figures in

this crowd, and so in a group film this still smaller group stands out. Alternately bitter or

sardonic, the episodes flash by like scenes in a kaleidoscope. Occasionally a basic theme em-

erges — a denunciation of that modern blight — unemployment. In these moments, the skill

of the film's creator becomes apparent. Sometimes the film lacks restraint, as in the long

sequence in which the radio reporter interviews some of the injured girls in the hospital.

Soldati, Zampa

Mario Soldati is also worthy of comment. After several unimportant films, he created

one that was both complex and ambitious ; La provinciate (The Lady from the Provinces

(1953), based on a story by Alberto Moravia. Soldati is a fine writer, who made his first

appearance with some praiseworthy stories, and some fragments dedicated to the Piedmontese

painters of the 19th century. He then collaborated with Camerini, and directed three Fogaz-

zaro stories, Little Old World, Malombra, and Daniele Cortis. His best films prior to La pro-

vinciate, were certainly Little Old World (1940) and Le miserie di Monsii Travet (The Problems

of Monsii Travet) (1945). La provinciate can certainly stand beside these films. Its careful

evocation of provincial atmosphere is highly effective. It is a « middle » world that seems

difficult, even repulsive, to Italian film directors, but which permeates a large part of Ital-

ian life.

Finally Luigi Zampa should be mentioned. He is a director who has pursued a work-

manlike career without great fanfare. He had an oustanding success with Vivere in pace

(To Live in Peace) (1946), followed immediately by the lively Un americano in vacanza (An

American on a Holiday) (1947), and an unconventional charade with some fresh aspects,

L'onorevole Angelina (The Honorable Angelina) (1949) which was by way of being a tour de

force for Anna Magnani who created the caustic benevolent woman of the people whose

boundless energy leads her to decide to represent her poor neighbors in Parliament. L'onore-

vole Angelina (The Honorable Angelina) revealed Zampa's intention of abandoning lighter

matters and approximate delineation to try his hand at social satire. In fact, in Anni

difficili (Difficult Years) (1949) the director undertook a canvas which was perhaps too vast,

a bitter satire which recalled the Fascist regime before and during the war. Inspired by

a story by Vitaliano Brancati « The Herdsman in Boots », Anni difficili was Zampa's most

courageous film to date, especially in the first half, the second showing evidence of lack of

balance and somewhat fragmentary development.
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Processo alia citta (City on Trial) (1952) has more balance and awareness. It is a solidly

constructed picture of an ugly episode in Italian life in the early 19th century, the Cuocolo

trial involving the Neapolitan « Camorra » society. With Anni facili (Easy Years) (1953),

the director thought to return to the tone and intentions of Anni difficili (Difficult Years).

The « easy years » are the post war years, a prey to corruption in large and small scale. The

film has good points, and some characters sketched with a sure hand, but the latter part of

the picture suffers a strange deformation when satire is abandoned for pathos which damages

the intimate coherence which the first part shows the film could have had.

Emmer, Antonioni

Some of the very youngest among the new directors have given flattering evidence of

talent with their very first film. Luciano Emmer prepared himself by diligently sticking to

documentaries for more than six years. His documentaries include Racconto di un affresco

(Story of a Fresco) ; Paradiso perduto (Lost Paradise) ; Romantici a Venezia (Lovers in

Venice) ; Romanzo di un'Epoca (Romance of an Era) ; Bianchi Pascoli (White Pastures) ; and

Isole nella Laguna (Lagoon Islands). From a careful, even rather precious, director of doc-

umentaries, Emmer suddenly reveals himself as a clever story-teller in Domenica d'agosto

(Sunday in August) (1950). His formula was reportage. From amidst the thousands of

sweating, shouting Romans on an August afternoon, he singles out several groups and

follows them in their Sunday activities. He alternates them, mixes them together in a tight

and lively rhythm that skillfully hides the inevitable deficiencies of the film. Emmer is the

disenchanted chroniquer in this kingdom of little events, but how cleverly they are sketched

and with what happy inspiration they have been selected. Except for a few heavy episodes,

the film exudes the youthful confidence of the director and manages to infect the spectator

with a similar feeling.

Parigi e sempre Parigi (Paris is Always Paris) (1951) uses a formula similar to that of

Sunday in August, but with a less convincing style. It is a satire of some Italians in Paris

for twenty-four hours ; the provincial Italians for whom « la ville lumiere » is still taboo. The

satire is facile and done in generalised terms, with an occasionally successful touch. Once

again Emmer shows an ability in handling a story about people who are as vital as they

are modest, in his Ragazze di Piazza di Spagna (Three Girls from Rome) (1952). The girls

he chose to chronicle here were those who work in the big dress-making establishments of Rome.

Michelangelo Antonioni also made his mark with his first film, Cronaca di un amove

(Story of a Love) (1950). His intent here was to examine the elegant and pseudo-elegant world,

trying to uncover the origins and consequences of its deeds and misdeeds. Paola and Guido fall

in love, but Guido has a fiancee whom he cannot discard, out of pity. The fiancee dies tragi-

cally. That death, subconsciously wished for by the two lovers, now separates them. When
they find each other again, Paola has married a rich man she doesn't love, and Guido has

economic problems. Their unhappy love eventually leads them to plan a crime which is never
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executed, for Paola's husband dies in an automobile accident. They are now free, but once

more a death both of them might have wished for comes between them — and they separate

forever.

The two deaths are too much for the protagonists to countenance. The important thing

was not that they were separated for a time, but that they should have found each other again

after Paola's loveless marriage. This would have been the real fdm. This serious error in cons-

truction forces the director to dismiss the second death summarily, while lingering at length

over the first one. In spite of this imbalance, the film lives by its virtuosity. It gives pro-

mise of a definite style of film-making with its skillful use of the moving camera.

We have further proof of this style in La Signora senza camelie (The Lady Without Camel-

lias) (1953). The background is a film studio — whose owners are interested only in making

money. It is a setting which lends itself well to facile irony and caricature, even to

farce. But Antonioni describes it without cruelty , using the figure of a hopeful young actress

as the central pivot of his story. She is like any young girl, chosen by a producer, put in

front of a camera, and told to act. She is quite lost in the world of the cinema. She is neither

agressive nor hard. When she realizes that she would really like to be a good actress, her lack

of training and inadequacy overcomes her. She has an unhappy love affair. In spite of its

obvious shortcomings, it is a more solid film than Story of a Love, and the last episode is very

effective. Its appeal is further enhanced by its scenes of wintery Rome and its imposing scenes

of Cinecitta, glistening with wet pavements and grey skies.

Comencini, Pietrangeli

Toward the end of 1953 two young directors won a well deserved success. The first of

these is Luigi Comencini whose early efforts had generally shaky results : Proibito rubare (Steal-

ing Forbidden), (1948), and Persiane chiuse (Closed Shutters), (1951), but who completely redeemed

himself with Pane, Amore e Fantasia (Bread, Love and Dreams) (1953), a well conceived

and flavorsome rustic comedy which presents in lively strokes the small Carabiniere post in

a village in the country near Rome and the events following the arrival of the new comman-

dant, Marshall Carotenuto. No longer young, he is not yet old. He loses his head over Piz-

zicarella, nicknamed « The Bersagliera », a ragged peasant girl, poor as a church mouse and

a real little savage, who is in love with a young private at the post, a timid young blonde

Venetian. Carotenuto is grey-haired, forceful and Neapolitan. At last the Commandant

withdraws from the contest and with paternal geniality helps the young lovers. The

Marshall solaces himself in the love of the attractive village midwife who accepts him with

all the warmth he could wish.

Antonio Pietrangeli has made only one film up to now, II sole negli occhi (The Sun in

Your Eyes) (1953), for which he wrote both the scenario and script. He placed a conscientious

and highly accurate preparation at the service of an apparently rather modest, almost

humble story : a young housemaid, seduced and abandoned, tries to commit suicide and

afterward agrees to return to life for the child she will bear. An everyday theme, almost

uniformly grey, is expressed through carefully thought out direction, highly adroit and secure
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for a beginner. He does not seek easy effect and has a clear vision of his two protagonists

whom he follows moment by moment with a light though incisive touch. All the episodes are

not equally successful ; sometimes his tale loses color, but vital passages are frequent, raising

hopes that Pietrangeli will fulfill his extraordinary promise.

Fellini, Lizzani, Vergano

Federico Fellini had worked on several screen plays and co-directed with Alberto L,at-

tuada Luci del Varieta (Vadeuville Lights) before risking full direction with his clearly comical

Lo Sceicco Bianco (The White Sheik). It was a whimsical and uneven film which revealed

however a new personality, or rather a new temperament. With 1953 and I Vitelloni (The

Wastrels), the Italian cinema can add one new director, and one who prefers his independent

views to the familiar formulae of the trade. He ignores the contrived, the blue-printed, the

pre-established ; he gives the impression of succumbing, without knowing it, to moments

and states of mind which are expressed with shrewd, happy touches. The « vitelloni » are the

small-town lady-killers, the home-grown drones. They dream of romantic escapes from their

village life and yet they can always be found around a billiard table. They look forward

to affairs with women « of class » and must then content themselves with those they can find,

when they can find them. They are cynics, but soft ones. Above all, they are self-centered

idlers. They are eternal adolescents even though approaching thirty — and when they reach

it, it makes them more slothful. They talk about work but they drag themselves from one

tedium to another, creatures almost inert and certainly useless. All of this could make one

expect a picture in muted twilight gloom. Instead, Fellini has colored it with indulgent

cheerfulness for his « vitelloni » (as they were called in his native Rimini). His ironic thrusts

are acute and amusing, and they outline a way of life which is so much ours and yet heretofore

untouched. All of the episodes are not clear and some are actually negative (the stealing of

the angel, the old actor), but this is a picture of life in a small resort town, from one summer

season to another, and is on the whole vivid and flavorful.

Carlo Lizzani has given us only one film so far, Achtung, Banditi (Achtung, Bandits)

(1951), which deals with events during the Ligurian Resistance between 1943 and 1944. The

film deserves praise and criticism in equal measure. Both the theme and the background were

strongly felt by the young director. The latter, restricted to the outskirts of Genoa, could

not have been pictured better. Hills and viaducts, bridges and railway tracks, interiors of

foundries and factories — these things are impressively portrayed. But though its individual

shots are praiseworthy, the film as a whole suffers from a lack of convincing rhythm in the

narrative. The atmosphere of Partisan warfare hovers over the film, but it is not quite alive

enough. This may be due in part to a tendency to use too much dialogue which in itself

does not further the plot. It is a typical result of inexperience, but nonetheless it is a first

film with many good qualities.

Aldo Vergano gives us another look at the struggle between the partisans and the Germans

in // sole sorge ancora (Outcry) (1945). This is the only interesting film from Vergano, and

its promise has not yet been fulfilled. Claudio Gora made his debut with a modest little
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film, II cielo e rosso (The Sky is Red) (1949) ; but his second film, Febbre di vivere (Fever for

Living) (1953) showed him to be a gifted director, effectively telling the story of lost youth.

Other young directors include Leonardo Cortese, director of Art. 519, Codice Penale (Penal

Code, Article 519) (1952), and Gianni Franciolini, who made Buongiorno Elefante (Hello,

Elephant) (1953).

Malaparte, De Filippo

There are two others who are young to the cinema, even though they are both over fifty

— one is the writer Curzio Malaparte, and the other is writer-actor Eduardo De Filippo.

Malaparte's only film to the present time is Cristo Proibito (Strange Deception) (1951).

It is not exactly a film. It is « cinema-plated » literature. It has no true emotion, not a

quiver of true humanity. It is a collection of nuclei, ideas, suggestions, comments for a story

or an article, which seem to have remained in the static stage of schematic pseudo-literary

notes. One might say that the author had deliberately done this. Individual shots are worth-

while, such as the scenes of the Valle dell'Orcia, and the sequences in the Sienese region with

its rich countryside, its ruins and its marshes.

In Napoli milionaria (Side Street Story) (1951) Eduardo De Filippo takes his successful

comedy of the same name and turns it into a flavorful account of the last tempestuous

decade in Naples. He focuses his attention on a little street, on which lives a family whose

story he tells. It is a lively film, tinged with occasional bitterness, documenting the life of

this swarming chorus of Neapolitans. And Toto, appearing in a role to which he gives the

full measure of his talent, stamps it with his inimitable touch.

The name of Toto conjures up visions of the comic films of these years — films which are

nothing out of the ordinary, tailored to the talents of the comic actors of the revue stages —
Toto, Macario, Rascel, etc. Their primary target is the box-office appeal of the comedians —
and their basic element is pure farce. Guardie e Ladri (Cops and Robbers) (1951), by Steno

and Monicelli, stands out among these. This same duet was also responsible for a pretentious

film that was not successful, Le Infedeli (The Unfaithful) (1953).

1942-54 were the « real » years of the Italian cinema, after the decade of silent films

and after fascism. It is a few films from this last period that make the glory of the Italian

cinema ; and behind those few are hundreds more of the usual type. A list of those hundreds

would be of interest only to the archivist, not to the critic. The latter could, perhaps, find in

the catalogue of commercial production instances where vulgarity was replaced by vigor
;

expediency by artistic necessity.

It is understandable therefore how the Italian film industry, mainly because of large

State subsidies, has been able to extend and increase its activities to a notable degree.

In 1953, 147 films were produced, which places the Italian film industry in second place

among all western production. The greater part of this production follows formulas and

patterns which appeal to the less demanding taste of the masses, often with spectacular

results. Historical and pseudo-historical movies, costume dramas, chronicle films, adventure
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stories, pseudo-oriental pictures, decorative films, more or less humorous and more or less

clever films testify by the dozen to a standard built upon skillfulness and proved technical

experience that guarantees a product which is acceptable even in foreign markets.

Thanks to a few films which stand out, the Italian cinema has become proud again. In

every year during the last ten a few outstanding films have further glorified the Italian

screen. . Today the Italian film is sincere, open-minded, daring. It has contributed much to

the art of the cinema. Even though it should decline, these ten years would remain — rich

and rewarding. Perhaps it is not presumptuous to assume that the Italian cinema has

influenced film-making in other countries, and has changed production methods that hitherto

seemed inflexible.

The cinema is nearer to the Italian people than it has ever been in the past. Numerous

young people of cultural backgrounds are now turning to the field. Criticism has reached a

high point, even though the younger generation is not immune from certain ideological in-

filtrations that smack more of part}' propaganda than of criticism of an art form.

This creative awakening is due to a number of factors. The work of these artists has a

common need — to understand and express life as it is lived. Whether it is sad or gay has

no importance. Suffering is as important as joy — and the director who expresses both feel-

ings to the fullest measure is bringing humanity to the screen. Every village — every house

in every village — could be and is a world of its own — a world that the lens never tires of

watching. An attempt has been made to justify the lack of vitality of the Italian theatre,

especially that of the 19th century, by saying that Italy lacks a recognizable social core. But

the drama and comedy writers of the Italian screen were able to find that there is indeed a

« social core » and that it is made up of many colors and many different strands. It offers

an almost incredible richness of characterization. The true protagonist of the Italian film

should be the Italian, himself — who then becomes inexhaustible — for he can be found from

the mountaineers of the Piedmont to the sulphur miners of Sicily.

The contemporary Italian cinema was not born of a cultural or artistic « movement ». A

country rich in tradition and contributions to culture seems to reflect itself on the screen as

though all its poets and saints, its frescoes and cathedrals, were forgotten and only the life

of today and tomorrow had significance. Because it. regained its life after years of terrible

calamity, there was a tendency to underestimate its sensitivity. The Italian refuses to believe,

as he was asked to believe, that he was destined for great conquests. He faced an unwanted

war, expected defeat, violent occupation, and the cruel aftermath of war. And when he was

faced with a world still in turmoil and a future that seemed full of despair — he believed only

in himself.

The Italian cinema has faithfully recorded some aspects of this Italian and his life,

and has revealed some of his actions, his reactions and his thoughts. This is the simple

and fascinating secret. This, if you like, is the « Italian school ».

Mario Gromo
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The Italian cinema already shows during the war period an inclination to

rid itself of conventionalisms which hamper it; it will emerge to new life from

the ruins of war. No longer constrained by the impositions of the fallen regime,

often struggling with considerable financial difficulties, some Italian directors

confront the historical reality they are witnessing and taking part in at the

same time. The rotting superstructure of historical, sentimental and melodra-

matic films falls; the tragedy of life is reflected on the screen with its most

profound human values. Neorealism is born.

L'uomo della Croce (L'Homme de la Croix - The Man of the Cross - Der Mann des Kreuzes) - Regia: R. Rossellini - (Continentalcine, '42).

Ml



CVII

Roberto Rossellini

n. Roma, 1906. Film: La nave bianca (1941); Un
pilota ritorna (1942); L'uomo della Croce (1943);

Roma citta aperta (1945); Paisa (1946); Amore
(La voce umana - II miracolo), Germania anno
zero (1947); La macchina ammazzacattivi (1948);

Terra di Dio (1949); Francesco, giullare di Dio

(1950); Europa '51 (1952); Dov'e la liberta?, Viag-

gio in Italia, Siamo donne (1953).

Ho bisogno di una profondita di piani che forse

solo il cinema pud dare, e di vedere persone e

cose da ogni lato, e di potermi servire del

taglio e dell'ellissi, della dissolvenza e del mo-
nologo interiore. Di prendere e di lasciare,

inserendo quello che sta intorno al fatto e che

ne e forse la remota origine.

Roberto Rossellini

La nave bianca (Le

navire blanc - The
Hospital Ship - Das

weisse Schiff) - Re-

gla : Roberto Rossel-

lini - (Scalera, '41).



CVIII

Roma, citta aperta {Rome ville ouverte - Open City - Rom, offene Stadt) -

Regia : Roberto Rossellini - Int. Aldo Fabrizi, Marcello Pagliero, Anna Ma-

gnani, Maria Michi - (Excelsa, 1945).

Roberto Rossellini, with « Roma, Citta Aperta », was first in the movement that

will be called « neo-realism ». Freer from a cultural burden than most of his

colleagues, Rossellini confronted the drama of the German occupation with an

open mind. From him came a simple and naked film, told with a new feeling

for cinematic language.



CIX

« Roma, citta aperta » costituisce una grande

lezione: un riclviamo ai valori essemiali del

cinema contra ogni formalismo e ogni com-
mercialismo, quei valori di umanita che sono

cotnuni a tutta Varte. Ma il cinema che ha
un'anima collettiva sembra qui il meglio indi-

cato ad esprimere un'anima collettiva.

Luigi Chiarini

am



ex

Paisa - Regia: Roberto Rossellini

Henriette White - (O.F.I. , 1946).

Int. Maria Michi, Gar Moor,

« Paisa » was Rossellini's second

post-war film, and is still his

greatest work. Rossellini's mode

of expression in some of the

episodes — especially those

in Florence and on the Po —

,

reaches the point of complete

artistic transmutation, an ac-

cent so personal, that the film

wins a place in cinema his-

tory without question.



CXI



CXII
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Germania anno
zero (Allemagne an-

nee zero - Germany

Year Zero - Deut-

schland, im Jahre

Null) - Begia: Ro-

berto Rossellini

Int. Edmund Moscke,

Warner Pittschau,

Franz Kruger (Tever

Film, 1947).



Amore (Amour - Love - Liebe) - Regia: Ro-

berto Rossellini - Int. Anna Magnani, Fe-

derico Fellini - (Ceiad, 1948).

The tragic beauty of « Germania, Anno Zero » reveals

the German crisis after defeat. « Amore » has two epi-

sodes that are individual psychological dramas: « La

Voix Humaine » by Jean Cocteau, and Federico Fellini's

« II Miracolo ». Anna Magnani is the despairing actress

of the two stories, proving once again her sensitivity

as an interpreter in the long monologue of the abandoned

woman, and in the part of the half-wit shepherdess who

believes that her pregnancy is miraculous.





vxx

Francesco, giullare

di Dio [Francois jon-

gleur de Dieu - St.

Francis, God's Jester

Franziskus, der

Saenger Gottes) - Re-

gia : Roberto Rossel-

lini - Int. Aldo Fa-

brizi, Arabella Zemai-

tre, e non professlo-

nisti - (Amato, 1950).

Following this was a film that may need a

re-showing: « Francesco, Giullare di Dio ». This

work, bringing to life characters who aspire to

a universal significance, displays a courage and

validity of intentions that are well out of the

ordinary.
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CXVI

Stromboli, terra di Dio (Stromboli) -

Regia : Roberto Rossellini - Int. Ingrld

Bergman e non professionlsti - (Berit, 1949).

With « Stromboli, Terra di Dio »,

Rossellini returns to his examina-

tion of the consequences of the

war, while continuing his state-

ments on Faith and Grace begun

with « Francesco, Giullare di Dio ».

The film, introduced by a verse

from Isaiah («They found me

who did not seek me; I showed

myself to those who asked not for

me»), is a tribute to Ingrid

Bergman.



CXVII

Europa '51 (The Greatest Love) - Regia: Ro-

berto Rossellini - Int. Ingrid Bergman, Alexander

Knox, Ettore Giannini, Giulietta Masina - (Ponti-

De Laurentis, 1952).

Ingrid Bergman is still the superb Irene of « Europa '51 », almost the symbol

of the troubled Europe of today, in which the survivor is obliged to take one

side or another and give up his search for an individual truth in living. It is

interesting to see how Rossellini, even at this distance from the tragedies of

war and its immediate consequences, is still drawn to the analysis of the most

living and urgent problems of contemporary society, outside of any preconceived

ideology.



CXVIII

Dov'e la liberta? (Oil est la liberte? -

Where is Freedom? - Wo ist die Freiheit?)

- Regia : Roberto Rossellini - Int. Toto,

Nyta Dover, Franca Faldini - (Ponti-De

Laurentis, 1952).

Viaggio in Italia (Voyage en Italic - Trip to Italy - Reise nach Italien) - Regia: Roberto Rossellini - Int. Ingrid Bergman, George

Sanders - (Sveva Film - Junior Film, 1953).



CXIX

Vittorio De Sica

n. Sora (Frosinone), 1902. Film: Rose scarlatte (19401;

Maddalena zero in condotta, Teresa Venerdi. Un garibal-

di-no al convento (.1941); / bambini ci guardano (1942);

La porta del cielo, Sciuscia (1946); Ladri di biciclette (1948);

Miracolo a Milano (1951); Umberto D. (1952): Stazione

Termini (1953).

Director Vittorio De Sica brings to the new Italian cinema, in addition to a

personality so rich in fantasy and feeling:, his experience as an actor which

makes him able to look at men with attention and understanding- and thus

catch the expressive value of every gesture.

Un garibaldino al con-

vento [Un Garibaldien au

convent - A Soldier of Ga-

ribaldi in the Convent -

Ein Soldat von Garibaldi

im Kloster) - Regla : Vit-

torio De Sica - Int. Carla

Del Poggio, Maria Mercader,

Leonardo Cortese - (Incine-

Cristallo, 1941).



cxx

I bambini ci gnar-

dano (Les enfants

nous regardent - The

Children Watch Us -

Kinderaugen sehen

uns an) - Regla:

Vittorio De Sica -

Int. Isa Pola, Emi-
lio Cigoli - (Scale-

ra, 1942).

Vittorio de Sica's sensibility to the agonies of childhood finds valid expres-

sion in « I bambini ci guardano », a film version of a story by C. G. Viola. In

this a critical light is turned on certain family situations common in the Italian

petit-bourgeois world.

La porta del Cielo

(La porte du del -

The Gate of Heaven -

Die Pforte des Him-

mels) - Regia: Vit-

torio De Sica - Int.

Marina Bertl, Massi-

mo Glrotti, Giovanni

Grasso, Roldano Lu-

pi (Orbis Film , 1946).



CXXI

Schiscia

It is with «Sciuscia» that Vittorio De Sica first takes his place in the history

of the film, liberating himself from the last vestiges of sentimentality, and

taking a stand on moral and social questions. « Sciuscia », the most desperate

and violent film in his career, is certainly one of the most important. Together

with Ekk's « The Road to Life », it represents the major cinema effort in con-

fronting one of the most dramatic social problems of our time: the corruption

of minors.



Sciuscia (Sciuscia - Shoeshine

Scliuschia) - Regia: Vittorio De Sica -

Int. Emilio Cigoli, Rinaldo Smerdoni,

Franco Interlenghi, e non professio-

nisti - (Alfa Cinematografica, 1946).

Set in a reform school, the story

is rich in beautiful episodes that

together constitute a courageous

and acute analysis of the psy-

chological and social elements

of the problem. Once again the
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Italian film has found fertile

roots in social reality. Times

have changed and society is

seen without its veils, without

hypocrisy, without comfortable

evasions.



De Sica's most important film is « Ladri di Biciclette », the purest product of

his happy collaboration with Cesare Zavattini. It is a sad and human lyric,

the highest point of the Italian cinema. It puts before us the problem of unem-
ployment, based on the life of one character and his family, in the midst of a

great city.



cxxv

Ladri di biciclette (Voleur de bicy-

clettes - Bicicle Thieves - Fahrraddie-

be) - Regia : Vittorio De Sica - Int.

Lamberto Maggiorani, Enzo Staiola,

Lianella Carell (non professionisti) -

(P.D.S., 1948).

I



CXXVI

Ladri di biciclette - id. id.



CXXVII

Miracolo a Milano (Miracle a Milan - Miracle in Milan - Wunder in Mailand) - Regia : Vittoiuo De Sica

Gramatica, Paolo Stoppa, Geppa (Francesco Golisano) e non professionisti - (P.D.S., 1951).

Int. Emma

Taken from a story by Zavattini himself, « Miracolo a Milano » is a work apart

in De Sica's career. After finishing the bitter trilogy inspired directly by a

historic reality (and the day by day story of Italian life), the director seems to

feel the need to try another approach: social contradictions are met and

resolved in an atmosphere of fantasy, which brings alive a fable with a clear

message.
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The theme of poverty {the rich and the poor) is one to whicii an entire li/e may be dedicated.
A mere beginning has been made. Courage is wanted to scan it in its every detail. And if the



rich have turned up their noses, especially at "Miracolo a Milano". they should be a bit more
patient. "Miracolo a Milano" is only a fable. There is plenty more to be said.

Cesahf. Zavattini



Umberto D - Regia: Vittorio De Sica - Int. Carlo Battisti,

Maria Pia Casilio e non professionisti - (Rizzoli - De Sica -

Amato, 1952).



CXXXI

In « Umberto D » Vittorio De Sica pushes

the realism of « Ladri di Biciclette » to the

point of excruciation. The pensioned gov-

ernment clerk, alone with his troubles and

his miserable living conditions, resembes

the other characters dear to De Sica — the

abandoned child and the unemployed. It

is a bitter, almost despairing film, and it is

rare that a story has been tokl on the

screen with so rigorous and proud a denial

of any concession to the supposedly frivo-

lous tastes of the public.
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Stazione Termini (.Station Terminus -

Rome, Terminal Station - Rom, Station

Termini) - Regia : Vittorio De Sica - Int.

Jennifer Jones, Montgomery Clift (P.D.S.

Girosi, 1953).

« Stazione Termini » represents De Sica's compromise with the requi-

rements of American production; the film is only partly successful.

For the first time he takes up a straight love story, and for the

time directs actors of international fame (Jennifer Jones and Mont-
gomery Clift).



CXXXIII

Luchino Visconti

n. Milano, 1906. Film: Ossessione (1943); La terra trema

(1948); Bellissima (1952); Siamo donne, Senso (1953).

Ossessione (Obsession - Obsession - Besessenheit) - Regla: L. Visconti - Int. Clara Calamal, Massimo Glrotti, Juan De Landa - (ICI, 1942).



CXXXIV

1943 is an important year in the history of Italian cinema: important because

it brings us « Ossessione ». Luchino Visconti's « Ossessione » marks a turning

point in the Italian war-time film. It is above all a gesture of rebellion, a pole-

mical slap in the face of the commonplaces of propaganda poured out by

nationalistic rhetoric.



cxxxv

La terra trema

After five years dedicated almost entirely to stage direction, Luchino Visconti

comes back to the cinema with another exceptionally fine work: « La Terra

Trema », which was to have been the first episode (that of the sea) in a

sociological trilogy laid in Sicily. Taking his inspiration from Verga's « Mala-

voglia », Visconti nonetheless creates something new in « La Terra Trema ».

The social theme resolves itself into a very refined pictorial formalism that

gives the story a slow, almost hieratic rhythm of highly dramatic power.



CXXXVI

La terra trema (La terre tremble - The Earth Trembles - Die Erde

bebt) - Regia: Luchino Visconti - Int. non professlonistl - (Uni-

versalia, 1948).

Questo film rappresenta senza dubbio il piii notevole

sforzo per conchiudere il neorealismo in un'opera che,

assimilandone coerentemente tutti gli insegnamenti,

raggiungesse in pari tempo una perfezione formale.

Luigi Chiarini

Filmed entirely at Aci Trezza, a small fishing

village on the Sicilian coast, « La Terra Tre-

ma » is a wonderful mural across which walk

the living and suffering people (whom Visconti

chose from the village) from whom the natural

landscape is an integral part of their life.

The collaboration of the cameraman G. R.

Aldo, was invaluable to the director.





CXXXVIII

Bellissima - Regia:

LUCHINO VlSCONTI

Int. Anna Magnani,

Walter Chiari, Tina

Apicella - (Film Bel-

lissima s.r.l., 1952).

« Bellissima » is another cogent and serious work in the

cinematic activity of Luchino Visconti. His critical eye

now turns to the Roman movie world, but this film is

really the incisive portrait of a woman, perfectly played

by the incomparable Anna Magnani.



CXXXIX

Senso (Sens -

Summer Hurrica-

ne - Sinn) - Re-

gia : Luchino Vi-

sconti - Int. Ali-

da Valli, Farley

Granger, Heinz
Moog, Rina Mo-
relli - (Lux. 1954).



CXL

II sole sorge ancora (Le

soleil se leve toujours -

Outcry - Die Sonne geht

wieder auf) - Regia : Aldo

Vergano - Int. Elli Parvo,

Massimo Serato, Vittorio

Duse, Lea Padovani

(A.N.P.I., 1946).

Another film inspired

by the tragic period of

of the war is « II sole

sorge ancora » a stron-

gly polemical work
which in some sequen-

ces achieves tones
rich with poetry and
dramatic significance.



CXLI

Alessandro Blasetti

n. Roma, 1900. Film principali: Sole (1928); Nerone,

Resurrectio, Terra madre (1930) Palio (1931); 1860 (1933);

Vecchia guardia (1934); Aldebaran (1935); Contessa di

Parma (1937); Ettore Fieramosca (1938): Retroscena

(1939); Un'avventura di Salvator Rosa (1940); La co-

rona di ferro, La cena delle bejfe (1941); Quattro passi

fra le nuvole (1942); Nessuno torna indietro (1943); Un
giorno nella vita (1946); Fabiola (1947); Prima comn-
nione (1950); Altri tempi (1952); Tempi nostri (1953).

Quattro passi fra le nuvole (Quatre pas dans les nuages - Four Steps in the Clouds - Vier Schrittc in die Wolken) - Regla : Ales-

sandro Blasetti - Int. Gino Cervi, Adriana Benetti, Enrico Viarlslo ( Clnes-Amato, 1942).



CXLII

« Quattro Passi fra le Nuvole » is generally considered one of the first Italian

films of realistic inspiration, but Alessandro Blasetti actually came nearer

to a conscious style of « neo-realism » with « Un Giorno nella Vita », a film

whose impetus is an incident in Italian partisan warfare.



CXLIII

Un giorno nella vita (Un jour dans la

vie - A Day in a Lifetime - Ein Tag im

Leben) - Regia : Alessandro Blasetti - Int.

Elisa Cegani, Amedeo Nazzari, Mariella

Lotti - (Orbis, 1946).
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CXLIV

Fabiola - Regia: Alessandro Blasetti - Int. Michele

Morgan, Michel Simon, Henry Vidal. Elisa Cegani, Massimo

Girotti, Gino Cervi - (Universalia, 1947).

No?i voglio che i personaggi del mio film soffocliino sotto

le loriche e le aquile della Roma imperiale; non voglio

che vivano in case monumentali e gelide, a tu per tu

con la storia. Voglio al contrario che siano vivi, umarii,

riconducibili tutti alia nostra odierna realta, che parlino,

si muovano, soffrano ed amino come ognuno di noi, non
come tante statue della via Appia. Solo cost « Fabiola »

potra dire agli uomini d'oggi quanto io desidero che

ascoltino da un uomo che ha sofferto della violenza e della

guerra, dell'egoismo e del sopruso.

Alessandro Blasetti



CXLV

« Fabiola » takes its place in the unfolding of Italian cinema as an example
of dignified craft placed at the service of the spectacular. Its mood is ample
and grandiloquent, its mass scenes excellently directed and controlled, with
spectacular resources worthy of the greatest American films of this genre.

Blasetti here seems to be a De Mille enlightened and enlivened by Latin culture.



CXLV1

Prima Comunione (Sa Majeste Monsieur Dupont - A Father's Dilemma - Der Goettergatte) - Regla: Alessandro Blasetti

Int. Aldo Fabrizi, Gaby Morlai - (Universalia Film, 1950).

Prima Comunione - id. id.



CXLVII

Altri tempi (Hereuse Epoque - Times Gone By - Andere Zeiten) - Regia: Alessandro Blasetti - Int. Aldo Fabrizi, Vittorlo De Sica.

Gina Lollobrigida, Andrea Checchi, Elisa Cegani, Amedeo Nazzari, Paolo Stoppa - (Cines, 1952).

Altri tempi id. id.

In « Prima Comunione » Blasetti returns to

the vein of « Quattro Passi fra le Nuvole ».

Bordering at times on satire, more often keep-

ing up a tone of diverting parody, « Prima

Comunione » is one of the best Italian post-

war film comedies. Obviously literary in their

inspiration are the subsequent « Altri Tempi »

and « Tempi Nostri », anthological films that

have as their point of departure 19th and 20th

century Italian fiction writing. They bring alive

a series of sketches and vignettes that are

cleverly put together in varied and amusing

compositions.



Tempi nostri (Notre e'poque - Our
Times - Unzere Zeiten) - Regla:

Alessandro Blasetti - Int. Vlttorlo

De Slca, Lea Padovanl, Marcello
Mastrolannl, EUsa Ceganl - (Clnes
Lux Film, 1054|

« Tempi nostri » appears more significant. It finds its material in contemporary

literature and confronts themes and situations needing: more delicacy to plumb,

renouncing easy spectacular effects which are attractive to the mass of the

public.



CXLIX

Aujiusto Genina

n. Roma, 1892. Film principal! : La Signorina Ciclone (1916); Fe-

mina (1917); Addio giovinezza (1918); La maschera e il volto (1919);

7 tre sentimentali (1920); Cyrano di Bergerac (1922); // corsaro (1924);

L'ultimo Lord (1926); Scampolo (1927); Quartier Latin (1928); Non

ti scordar di me (1935); Squadrone bianco (1936); L'assedio del-

I'Alcazar (1940); Bengasi (1942); Cielo sulla palude (1949); Edera (1950);

Tre storie proibite (1952); Maddalena (1953). ' ^
Cielo sulla palude {La fille des marais - The Sky Over the Marshes - Himmel ueber den Suempfen) - Regia : A. Genina - (Arx Film, 1949).



CL

Augusto Genina's most significant post-war offering has been « Cielo sulla

Palude ». Though the film lacks profundity on the religious plane, it is sincerely

moving and an interesting attempt on the part of an old-school director to take

a place in the current of neo-realism. The exquisite photography is once again



due to the talented G. R. Aldo. The equivocations in the themes and the danger

of a too precious style are more apparent in « L'Edera », and bring the film

down to the level of a folk-tale. These are the same uncertainties that falsify

the human validity of « Tre Storie Proibite ».

Cielo sulla palude (La fille

des marais - The Sky Over

the Marskes - Himmel ueber

den Suempfen) - Regia: Au-

gusto Genina - Int. non
professionistl - (Arx, 1949).

La sequenza in cui Maria
bagna i piedi nel mare che
da tempo sognava e che per

la prima volta vede ha ori-

gine da quella immagina-
zione poetica che Baudelaire

chiamava « regina del vero »,

« imparentata con I'infi-

nito » : essa e, nella sequenza
in esame, analisi e sintesi.

Guido Aristarco



CLII

Edera (Le lierrc -

Ivy - Efeu) - Regia:

Augusto Genina

Int. Columba Domin-
guez, Roldano Lupi,

Juan De Landa
(Cines, 1950).

Tre storie proibitc

(Trois histoires in-

terdites - Three For-

bidden Stories - Drei

vcrbotene Geschich-

ten) - Regia: Augu-

sto Genina - Int.

Eleonora Rossi Dra-

go, Antonella Lualdi.

Lia Amanda - (Elcc-

tra Film, 1952)



CLIII

Maddalena - Regia

:

Augusto Genina - Int.

Marta Thoren, Gino
Cervi, Charles Vanel
- (Titanus, 1953).

However Augusto Genina is possessed of a so highly polished skill that we can

consider him one of the most versatile and clever among Italian directors; a

skill combined with a sensitiveness which sometimes makes it possible for

him to achieve the dignity of artistic expression.



CLIV

Mario Camerini

n. Roma, 1895. Film principali: Jolly (1923); Kiff Tebbi (1927); Ro-
taie (1929); Figaro e la sua gran giornata (1931); Gli uomini che ma-
scalzoni (1932); II cappello a tre punte (1934); Come le foglie, Daro
un milione, Ma non e una eosa seria (1935); II Signor Max (1937);

Grandi Magazzini (1939); Una romantica avventura (1940); / promessi

sposi (1941); Una storia d'amore (1942); La flglia del capitano (1947);

Molti sogni per le strade (1948); II brigante Musolino (1950); Moglie

per una notte (1952); Odissea (1953).

La posizione di Mario Camerini e, nella storia del cinema italiano,

ormai acquisita, almeno nel senso che egli ha gia dietro di se un
gruppo organico di opere per le quali si pud parlare di modo di

rappresentare la realta e di intendere il mondo, ovvero di uno stile

e di un'arte.

Qlauco Viazzi

Molti sogni per le

strade (Beaucoup de

reves sur les routes -

Woman Trouble

Viele Traeume auf

den Strassen) - Re-

gia : Mario Camerini

- Int. Anna Magna-

ni, Massimo Girottl -

(Lux, 1948).



CLV

II brigante Muso-
lino (Mara ou le

brigand Musolino -

The Bandit Musolino

- Freiwild) - Regia

:

Mario Camerini

Int. Silvana Manga-

no, Umberto Spada-

ro, Amedeo Nazzari

- (Ponti-De Lauren-

tis, 1950).

Since the war Mario Camerini has not again attempted the benevolent and witty

satire of the middle classes which made him one of Italy's subtilest directors.

His films during this period, however, retain the mastery of a consummate

artist.

Moglie per una
notte {L'epouse d'une

nuit - Wife for

a Night - Ehefrau

fuer eine Nacht) -

Regia : Mario Came-

rini - Int. Gino Cer-

vi, Gina Lollobrigi-

da, Nadia Gray

(Rizzoli-Amato, 1952).



CLVI

Ulisse - Regia : Ma-

rio Camerini - Int.

S i 1 v a n a Mangano,

Kirk Douglas, Rossa-

na Podesta - (Lux -

Ponti - De Lauren -

tis, 1953).

Iii « Ulysse », the extravaganza inspired by Homer's « Odyssey », veteran director

Mario Camerini revives for a moment the opulence of the old-time Italian epics,

with allowances for modern tastes.



CLVII

Luigi Zampa

n. Roma, 1905. Film: Fra Diavolo (1941); C'e sempre un ma..., Signo-

rinette (1942); Un americano in vacanza, Vivere in pace (1946); L'ono-

revole Angelina, Anni difficili (1947); Campane a martello (1949
1

;

Processo alia cittd (1952); Siamo donne, Anni facili (1953).

Among the new Italian directors, Luigi Zampa is one of the most spontaneous
and direct story-tellers. Filmed in 1946, « Vivere in Pace » is a warm-hearted
and happy parenthesis in the tormented and suffering world of « Paisa » and
« Sciuscia ».

Vivere in pace (Vivre en paix - To Live in Peace - In Frieden leben) - Regia : L. Zampa - Int. A. Fabrizi, J. Kitzmiller - (Lux. 1946)
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CLVII]

L'onorevole Angelina (Angelina, depute

- The Hon. Angelina - Die ehrenwerte

Abgeordnete Angelina) - Regia: Luigi

Zampa - Int. Anna Magnani, Nando Bru-

no, Ave Ninchi - (Lux-Ora Film, 1947).

E' un film, piuttosto facile ed elementare

;

le sue verita, perb, sono autentiche e

schiette; i suoi personaggi, anche se il

piii delle volte costretti a posizioni umori-

stiche, rivelano un'umanita. lineare di im-

mediata simpatia, e I'ampia cornice di po-

lemica sociale in cui sono inquadrati non
giunge mai a ridurli a dei semplici schemi.

Gian Luigi Rondi

L'onorevole Angelina id. id



CLIX

Anni (lit'licili (Les annees difficiles -

Difficult Years - Schwierige Jahre)

Regia : Luigi Zampa - Int. Umberto Spa-

daro, Ave Nlnchi, Massimo Glrotti, De-

lia Scala - (Briguglio Film, 1947).

With « L'Onorevole Angelina »,

« Anni difficili », and « Anni Fa-

cili », Zampa continues his rich

output of flavorsome and clever

stories. One cannot deny his cou-

rage in having faced polemical and

politically burning themes in the

last two films, collaborated on also

by Vitaliano Brancati.

Anni facili {Annees faciles

(Ponti-De Laurentis, 1953).

Easy Years - Leichte Jahre) - Regia: Luigi Zampa - Int. Nino Taranto, Clelia Matania, Gino Buzzanca -



cl:

Processo alia citta

(Proces a la ville -

City On Trial

Prozess gegen die

Stadt) - Regia: Luigi

Zampa - Int. Silvana

Pampanini, Amedeo

Nazzari, Paolo Stop-

pa, Eduardo Cianelll

(Film Costella-

zione, 1952).

« Processo alia Citta » represents for the moment the apex of Zampa's career.

Inspired by the Cuocolo case, the famouse trial of the Neapolitan « camorra »,

the film is rich in human interest, evoking an atmospheric and truthful

picture of early 20th century Naples. The narrative is compact, the style carefully

maintained. « Processo alia Citta » provides an exemplary work indicative of a

new type of « costume » film in the post-war Italian cinema.



CLXI

Pietro (Jernii

n. Genova, 1914. Film: 11 testunone (1945); Gioventit

perduta (1947); In nome della legge (1948); 11 ccmmino
della speransa (1950); La citta si difende (1951); //

brigante di Tacca di Lupo (1952); La presidentessa, Ge-
losia (1953).

Gioventii perduta (Jeunesse perdue - Lost Youth - Verlorene Jugend) - Regia: Pietro Germi - Int. Carla Del Poggio, Massimo
Girotti, Jacques Sernas - (Lux, 1947).



CLXII

After the interesting, if limited, « II Testimone », and « Gioventu Perduta »,

Pietro Germi — a director who, like Zampa, comes from the Centro Sperimen-

tale di Cinematografia — gives us the full measure of his possibilities in a film

set in Sicily: « In Nome della Legge ». He confronts here one of the most ancient

In nome della legge (Au nom de

la Loi - In the Name of the Law -

In Namen des Gesetzes) - Regia

:

Pietro Germi - Int. Massimo Girot-

ti, Charles Vanel - (Lux, 1948).

« In nome delta legge » di Pietro

Germi rimane una delle opere piii

significative del nostro cinema, da

porre accanto, sia pure su un piano

diverso, a « Ladri di biciclette ».

Guido Aristarco



CLXIII

sores in Sicilian society: the Mafia. The name of John Ford presents itself in

comparison to Germi. This is the result not so much of certain formal adaptions

as of a tight narrative compactness and a sharp sense for cinema rhythm

which perhaps no other Italian director possesses in such a degree.

.
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II cammino della speranza (Le chemin de I'esperance

Int. Raf Vallone, Elena Varzi, Saro Urzl - (Lux, 1950).

The Road to Hope - Der Weg der Hoffnung) - Regia : Pietro Germi

In films come questo, non perfetti raagari,

ma in cui la piii accorata realta non osta-

cola la speranza eterna che I'ingiusto pe-

risca e il giusto si salvi, risiede, secondo

noi, la certezza che le sventure dell'Italia

di « Paisa » non siano state sofferte invano.

Anna Banti

« II Cammino della Speranza » reveals again Germi's personality,

deliberately kept apart from any form of schematization or « ten-

dency ». In this film, as in the three that preceded it, the motif of

law and justice is his point of focus.

II cammino della speranza id. id.



La citta si difende (La ville se defend - The City Defends Itself - Die Stadt wehrt sich)

Muller, Renato Baldini, Cosetta Greco, Gina Lollobrigida - (Cines, 1952).

Regia: Pietro Gefmi - Int. Paul

II brigante di Tacca di Lupo (he brigand de Tacca di Lupo - The Outlaw of Tacca di Lupo - Der Raeuber von Tacca di

Lupo) - Regia: Pietro Germi - Int. Amedeo Nazzari, Cosetta Greco, Saro Urzl - (Cines-Lux-Rovere, 1952).



Gelosia (Jalousie

Jealousy - Eifersucht)

- Regia : Pietro Germi
- Int. Marisa Belli,

Erno Crisa, Liliana

Gerace, Paola Borboni

- (Excelsa Film, 1953).

As in the early films of Pietro Germi, « Gelosia » takes its inspiration from Sici-

lian life, but instead of growing out of direct observation, it was prompted by
the effect a literary work exerted upon the director: « II Marchese di Roccaver-
dina », by Luigi Capuana, which proviously had found a perceptive director

in Ferdinando M. Poggioli.



CLXVII

Alberto Lattuada

n. Milano, 1914. Film: Giacomo I'idealista (1942); La freccia nel flanco

(1943); II bandito (1946); II delitto di Giovanni Episcopo (1947); Senza
pietd (1948); II mulino del Po (1949); Luci del varieta (1950); Anna
(1951); II cappotto (1952); L'amore in citta, La lupa, La spiaggia (1953).

Giacomo I'idealista {.Jacques I'idealiste - James the Idealist

Andrea Checchi, Marina Berti - (Ata, 1942).

Jakob, der Idealist) - Regla : Alberto Lattuada - Int. Massimo Serato,



CLXVIII

II bandito (he ban-

dit - The Outlaw -

Der Bandit) - Regia

:

Alberto Lattuada

Int. Amedeo Nazzari,

Anna Magnani, Car-

la Del Pogglo

(Lux, 1946).

II delitto di Gio-

vanni Episcopo (Le

crime de Giovanni

Episcopo - The Crime

of Giovanni Episco-

po - Das Verbrechen

des Johannes Epi-

scopo) - Regla: Al-

berto Lattuada - Int.

Aldo Fabrizi, Yvonne

Sanson, Roldano Lupl

- (Pao, 1947).
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Senza pieta (Sans

pitie - Without Pity

- Ohne Gnade) - Re-

gia: Alberto Lattuada

- Int. Carla Del Pog-

gio, John Kitzmiller,

Glulietta Masina -

(Lux, 1948).

Alberto Lattuada came to the cinema with a solid cultural background, and a

taste for literature. This led him to create films with literary inspiration.

Before the war, this led «Giacomo l'Idealista», «La Freccia nel Fianco», «Delitto

di Giovanni Episcopo », and « II Mulino del Po ». After 1945, however, these are

interspersed with films that take a direct stand with regard to the events of our

time, like « II Bandito » and « Senza Pieta ». These latter are insteresting in

various ways, especially in their formal elements, but are sometimes weighed

down by forced melodrama that conflicts with their definite stylistic qualities.



CLXX

II mulinn del Po (he moulin du Po - The Mill on the Po - Die Meuhle

auf dem Po) - Regia : Alberto Lattuada - Int. Carta Del Poggio, Jacques

Sernas, Leda Gloria, Dina Sassoli - (Lux, 1949).

In « II Mulino del Po », an ambitious film with some interesting sequences, taken

from the well-known novel by Riccardo Bacchelli, Lattuada's intensive investi-

gation and romantic vein melt together with a recalling of the class struggle, to

which is linked the love story of the two protagonists.

1
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Luri del varieta {Lumieres des varietes - Variety Show - Lichter des Varietis) - Regia : Alberto Lattuada e Federico Fellini - Int.

Peppino De Filippo, Carla Del Poggio, Giulietta Masina - (Film Capitolium, 1950).

II cappotto (Le manteau - The Overcoat - Der Mantel) - Regia: Alberto Lattuada - Int. Renato Rascel - (Faro Film, 1952).



CLXXIII

II cappotto (Le manteau - The Over-

coat - Der Mantel) - Regia : Alberto

Lattuada - Int. Renato Rascel, Giulio

Stival, Yvonne Sanson - (Faro Film, 1952)

With an interesting and worth-

while detour for « Luci del Va-

rieta », Lattuada makes his way
from Bacchelli to Gogol. « II Ca-

potto » is a balanced work in which

stylistic experience and sagacity

are almost completely fused with

human and dramatic themes.

Going on from Gogol to Verga,

Lattuada, in « La Lupa ». again

displays his talented style, though

with greater concessions to specta-

cular effects.





Kenato Castellani

n. Finale Ligure, 1913. Film: Un colpo di pistola (1941); Zazd, La donna della

montagna (1943); Mio figlio professore (1946); Sotto il sole di Roma (1948);

E' primavera (1949); Due soldi di speranza (1952); Giulietta e Romeo (1953).

Tenendo presente I'idea di un saggio comparativo sugli apporti recati dal

cinema e dalla narrativa italiana del dopoguerra alia cultura e all'arte,

Renato Castellani per certe affinitd (dalle quali peraltro talvolta si discosta,

superandole) richiama i nomi di un Domenico Rea e di un Michele Prisco.

Guido Ahistarco

Zaza - Regia : Renato Ca-

stellani - Int. Isa Miranda,

Antonio Centa, Aldo Silvani

- (Lux, 1943).

Mio figlio professore

(Mon fils professeur - My
Son the Professor - Mein

Sohn, der Professor) - Re-

gia : Renato Castellani - Int.

Aldo Fabrizi, le tre sorelle

Nava - (Lux, 1946).

La lupa (La louve - The She Wolf - Die

Woetfin) - Regia: Alberto Lattuada - Int

Kerima, Ettore Manni. May Britt - (Ponti-

De Laurentis. 1953).
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Sotto il sole di Roma (Sous le soleil

de Rome - Under the Sun of Rome -

Unter der Sonne Roms) - Regia : Renato
Castellani - Int. Liliana Mancini, Oscar
Blando, Franco Golisano (non professlo-

nisti) - (Universalcine, 1948).

Renato Castellani's « Sotto il Sole

di Roma » may be considered the

first authentic comedy of the new

Italian cinema. Basing it on minute

and affectionate observations of

daily life in the populous quarters

of the Capital, Castellani brings

to life a vivacious and picturesque

tale.
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E' primavera (Primavera - Springtime - Es ist Fruehling) - Regia: R. Castellani - Int. non professionisti - (Universalcine, 1949).

« E' Primavera » is ideally the continuation of « Sotto il Sole di Roma ». There is

still taste, gaiety, a superficial but sincere observation of reality, even if the

mechanism is more open, the tale too fragmentary, the details of background

too insistent.

E' primavera [Primavera - Springtime - Es ist Fruehling) id. id.
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Due soldi di speranza (Deux

sous d'espoir - Two Cents Wortli

of Hope - Zwei Grosclien Hof/nung\
- Regia: Renato Castellan i - Int.

Maria Fiore, Vincenzo Musollno

(non professionisti) - (Universal-

cine, 1952).
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« Due Soldi di Speranza » represents the high tide of Castellani's career. In

this film the director has deepened those motifs that draw life-blood from
the best traditions of the dialect theater. His plot broadens, but best of all,

deepens: behind the smile, the calm and joking- acceptance, there is a human
and social reality described without polemics, but imbued with sincerity

and, above all, expressed with stunning clarity of composition.

vedi pag. seguente

:

Giulietta e Romeo - Regia: Re-

nato Castellani - Int. Susan Shen-

tal, Lawrence Harvey. Flora Robson

- (Universalcine - Verona. 1954).





K (1 u a r d o De F i 1 i p p o

n. Napoli, 1900. Film: Napoli milionaria (1950); Filumena
Marturano (1951); Marito e moglie (1952); Na.poleta.7ii

a Milano (1953).

Titina De Filippo in Filumena Marturano - Regia : Eduardo De Filippo

- Int. Eduardo De Filippo, Titina De Filippo, Tamara Lees - (Arco Film, 1951).

Eduardo De Filippo one of the greatest actors

and authors of our theater, has also tried his

hand at film direction. He begins with the

transposition of two of his best scripts: « Na-

poli Milionaria » and « Filumena Marturano »,

in which his fresh Neapolitan inventiveness

is joined with an inquiry into social pheno-

mena of the contemporary world.



Napoli milionaria (Naples millio-

naire - Naples, the City of Millio-

naires - Das millionenreiche Neapel)

- Regia : Eduardo De Filippo - Int.

Toto, Carlo Ninchi, Eduardo De Fi-

lippo, Titina De Filippo - (De Lau-

rentis, 1950).
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Marito e moglie (Mari et femme - Man and
Wife - Mann und Frau) - Regia: Eduardo De Fi-

lippo - Int. Eduardo De Filippo, Titina De Filippo,

Tina Pica - (Filmcostellazione, 1952).

Napoletani a Milano (Napolitains a Milan - Nea-
politans in Milan - Neapolitaner in Mailland) -

Regia : Eduardo De Filippo - Int. Eduardo De Filippo,

Anna Maria Ferrero, Frank Latimore - (Virtus -

Volonteri, 1953).

Even when he does depart from his own theater works — as in

« Napoletani a Milano » — De Filippo holds to the plane of the

eomedy of milieu, showing: a noteworthy capacity for introspection

and a human earnestness that has rich results.
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Carosello napoletano (Carrousel Napo-

litain - Neapolitan Carousel - Neapolita-

nisches Karussell) - Regia: Ettore Giannini

- Int. Maria Pia Casilio, Maria Piore.

Paolo Stoppa, Clelia Matania - (Lux, 1954)

In « Carosello napoletano », of Ettore Giannini, the tech-

nical resources of the cinema are placed at the service

of a spectacle that represents flavorful musical the im-

mortality of the Neapolitan spirit through the centuries.
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Puccini - Regia : Carmine

Gallone - Int. Gabriele Fer-

zetti, Marta Thoren, My-

riam Bru - (Rizzoli, 1953).

In a history of our cinema a special section should perhaps be devoted to the

influence of the lyric theater on minor productions. Among the mass of musical

films (whose not-to-be-despised function as propaganda for the best of our

19th century music, both here and abroad, should be recognized), there are

some worthwhile and studiously produced works, like the recent « Puccini » of

Carmine Gallone, which can be counted as the most representative index to the

best commercial production.

Giuseppe Verdi - Regia:

Raffaello Matarazzo - Int.

Pierre Cressoy, Anna Maria

Ferrero, Tito Gobbi - (Con-

sorzio Verdi, 1954).
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Roma, citta libera (Rome,

ville libre - Rome, Free City

- Rom, jrei Stadt) - Regia:

Marcello Fagliero - Int.

Andrea Checchi, Valentina

Cortese, Vittorio De Sica -

(Pao Film, 1946).

Two unusual and diverse experiences, one in a farcial key, the other dramatic,

are the films of Marcello Fagliero — one of the actors in « Roma Citta Aperta » —
and Curzio Malaparte, a noted writer with a restless temperament.

Cristo proibito (Christ in-

terdit - Strange Deception -

Der verbotene Christus) -

Regia : Curzio Malaparte -

Int. Elena Varzi, Raf Val-

lone - (Fontana - Minerva

Film, 1951).
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Giuseppe I)e Santis

n. Fondi (Frosinone), 1917. Film: Caccia tragica (1947):

Riso amaro (1948); Non c'e pace tra gli ulivi (1949);

Rorna ore 11 (1952); Un marito per Anna Zacclieo,

Giorni d'amore (1953).

11 cinema interessa all'artista in quanta gli da la possi-

bilita di parlare a tutti. Ma e una possibilitd che ob-

bliga a una naturalezza, a una semplicitd, a un'evidenza

immedlata dei jatti che si vogliono narrare.

Giuseppe De Santis
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Caccia tragica (Chasse tragique - Tragic Hunt - Tragische Jagd) - Regia : Giuseppe De Santis - Int. Vlvi Gioi, Carla Del

Pogglo, Massimo Girotti, Andrea Checchi - (A.N.P.I., 1947).



CLXXXVIII

Among the young directors Giuseppe De Santis

is certainly one of the most exuberant. He

combines a love for social polemics with a

baroque taste for richly complicated scenes.

« Caccia tragica », « Riso amaro » and « Non

c'e pace fra gli ulivi » show the variety of

his style.

Riso amaro (Riz amer - Bitter Rice - Bitterer Reis) - Regia:

Giuseppe De Santis - Int. Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassmann,

Raf Vallone - (Lux, 1948).
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Non c'e pace tra gli ulivi (Pas de paix sous les oli-

viers - There's No Peace Under the Olive-trees - Blut-

rache) - Regia: Giuseppe De Santis - Int. Raf Val-

lone, Lucia Bose, Folco Lulli - (Lux, 1949).
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Roma ore 11 (Onze

heures sonnaient

Rome, Eleven O'clock

- Es geschah Punkt

11 ...) - Regia: Giu-

seppe De Santis - Int.

Lucia Bose, Carla Del

Poggio, Delia Scala,

Massimo Girotti, Raf

Vallone, Armando
Francioli - (Trans-

continental - Tita-

nus, 1952).

Roma ore 11 - id. id.

Posizione p r e c i s a
quella del De Santis:

una cieca fiducia nel

credo realistico, nella

verita e nella poesia

della verita, nell'uo-

mo e nella poesia

dell'uomo: in un
« documento - raccon-

to » inteso non come
« passivo ossequio ad

una statica verita

obbiettiva », ma come
« forza creatrice di

eventi e di persone ».

Mario Gromo
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In « Roma, ore 11 » De Santis

finds a more human contact

with reality; but in « Un marito

per Anna Zaccheo », his taste

for spectacular effects again

gets the upper hand. However,

he discloses a personality and

a mastery of film technique

which are uncommon in so

young a man.

Un marito per Anna Zaccheo (Qu'en manage settlement - A Husband for Anna Zaccheo
- Ein Gatte fuer Anna Zaccheo) - Regia: Giuseppe De Santis - Int. Silvana Pampanini.
Amedeo Nazzari, Massimo Girotti - (D.F.D., 1953).

Giorni d'amore (Journees d'amour - Days of Love - Tage der Liebe) Regia: G. De Santis - Int. M. Vlady, M. Mastroianni - (Excelsa, 1953).



II mondo le condanna (Les anges dechus - People blame them • Die Welt verachtet sie) - Regia: Gianni Franciolini - Int. Alida Valli,

Amedeo Nazzari, Franco Interlenghi - (Filmcostellazione, 1953).

Villa Borghese - Regia : Gianni Franciolini - Int. Vittorio De Sica, Eduardo De Filippo,

Micheline Presle, Anna Maria Ferrero - (Astoria Film, 1953).

The minor style of Gianni Fran-

ciolini is fed by a certain grace

which gives his Minis an aura of

poesy. They dwell in a quiet limbo

between art and commerce, without

reaching the former or being cor-

rupted by the latter.
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Le miser ie di Monsii Travet (Monsii

Travet) - Regia: Mario Soldati - Int.

Vera Carmi, Carlo Campaniiii. Glno
Cervi, Laura Gore - (Pao-Lux, 1945).

Mario Soldati, an elegant litterateur as well as film director, has made only

two important films among his many which have a purely commercial cha-

racter. These two are « Le miserie di Monsii Travet » and « La provinciale ».

The latter film is very interesting because, together with Antonioni's « Cronaca
di un amore », it represents a serious attempt at social investigation of the
Italian middle classes.

La provinciale (La provinciale - Girl from the Provinces - Das Maedel aus der Provinz)

brigida, Gabrlele Ferzettl, Franco Interlenghi - (Electra Film, 1953).

Regia : Mario Soldati - Int. Gina Lollo-



Cronara di un amore (Chronique d'un amour
Lucia Bose (Villani Film, 1950).

Paula - Chronik einer Liebe) - Regia : Michelangiolo Antonioni - Int. Massimo Girotti,

La Signora senza camelie (La dame sans catnelias - The Lady without Camellias

langiolo Antonioni - Int. Lucia Bose, Andrea Checchi, Gino Cervi - (D.F.D., 1953).

Die Dame ohne Kamelien) - Regia: Miche-
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I vinti (Les vaincus - Our
Sons - Die Besiegten) - Re-

gia: Michelangiolo Antonioni

- Int. Anna Maria Ferrero,

Franco Interlenghi, Peter

Reynolds, Fay Compton -

(Film Costellazione - Soc.

Gen. de Cinema, 1952).

Antonioni: his refined technique, his cold analysis of people and things

represent his outstanding qualities as well as his limitations up to now.

Perhaps as the years pass the ice which at times makes his films merciless

will melt.



CXCVI

Domenica d'agosto (Dimanche d'aout - A Sunday in August - Sonntag in August) - Regia : Luciano Emmer
Vera Carmi, Emilio Cigoli, Marcello Mastroianni, Ave Ninchi, Franco Interlenghl - (Colonna Film, 1950).

Int. Anna Baldlni,

Parigi e sempre Parigi {Paris est toujours

Paris - Paris is Always Paris - Paris bleibt stets

Paris) - Regia: Luciano Emmer - Int. Aldo

Fabrizi, Ave Ninchi, Lucia Bose, Marcello Ma-
stroianni, Franco Interlenghi - (O.I.F. - Ama-
to, 1951).

Luciano Emmer offers a gentle and

unconventional chronicle, reality is exa-

mined superficially but rich in intelligent

and witty observations.
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Le ragazze di Fiazza di Spagna (Les jeunes filles de la place d'Espagne - Three Girls from Rome - Die Maedchen vom Spa-

nischen Plate) - Regia: Luciano Emmek - Int. Lucia Bose, Cosetta Greco, Anna Maria Bugliari. Liliana Bonfatti - (Astoria Film, 1952).

Terza Liceo (Classe de Philo - High School - Dritte Klasse Lyzeum) - Regia: Luciano Emmer - Int. Isabella Redi, Anna
M. Sandri, Giulia Rubino (non professionisti) - (Incine, 1953).
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Lo Sceicco bianco (he cheik blanc -

The White Scheik - Der weisse Scheich)

- Regia : Federico Fellini - Int. Alberto

Sordi, Brunella Bovo, Giulietta Ma-
sina, Leopoldo Trieste - (P.D.C., 1952).

Fellini: satire of the lower middle classes makes up the content of his two films

revealing a personality which, if not exceptional, is certainly notable, and

offers an original way of regarding aspects of life. In « I vitelloni » the idle youth

in small towns is caught with pungent yet understanding irony.

I vitelloni (Les inutiles - The Wastrels - Die Muessiggaenger) - Regia : Federico Fellini - Int. Alberto Sordi, Franco Interlenghi, Leopoldc

Trieste, Franco Fabrizi, Leonora Ruffo (Peg Film, 1953).
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Achtung banditi (Achtung

banditi - Achtung Bandits -

Achtung, Banditen) - Regia

:

Carlo Lizzani - Int. Gina

Lollobrigida, Andrea Chec-

chl, Lamberto Maggiorani -

(C.S.P.C., 1951).

-fc < '"

Cronache di poveri
amanti (Chronique de pau-

vres amants - Tale of Poor

Lovers - Chronik armsel'iger

Liebenden) - Regia: Carlo

Lizzani - Int. Antonella

Lualdi, Anna Maria Ferrero,

Cosetta Greco, Marcello Ma-
stroianni (C.S.P.C, 1953).

Lizzani: frankly an

ideologist and launcher

of polemics, this direc-

tor, formerly a critic,

tries to resolve his in-

tellectual standpoints

on an artistic level.
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Proibito rubare
(Defense de voler -

Thou Shalt Not Steal

- Razzia in Neapel) -

Regia : Luigi Comen-

cini - Int. Adolfo

Cell, Tina Pica, au-

tentici scugnizzi na-

poletani - (Lux, 1948).

Persiane chiuse
( Volets ferm.es

Closed Blinds
Geschlossene Dunkel)

- Regia : Luigi Comen-

cini - Int. Eleonora

Rossi Drago, Massimo

Girotti, Giulletta Ma-

sina - (Rovere, 1950).



CCI

La valigia dei sogni [La

valise des reves - The Suit-

case of Dreams - Der Koffer

der Traueme) - Regia: Luigi

Comencini - Int. Maria Pia

Casilio, Umberto Melnati,

Roberto Risso - (Mambret-

ti, 1952).

Comencini: in his films one notes the affir-

mation of a temperament that has the feeling

and taste of good showmanship without the

intolerance often found in the young and it

is to be expected that, over and above com-

mercial concessions, he will progressively de-

velop a personality capable of undertaking

more demanding themes.

Pane amore e fantasia (Pain, amour et jantaisie - Bread, Love and Fantasy - Brot, Liebe und Phantasie)

Comencini - Int. Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio De Sica, Roberto Risso, Virgllio Riento - (Titanus, 1953).

Regia: Luigi



ecu

Vacanze col gangster (Vacances avec le

gangster - Holiday with a Gangster -

Ferien mit dem Gangster) - Regia: Dino

Risi - Int. Mark Lawrence, Giovanna Pala,

Massimo Girotti - (Lux, 1952).

II viale della speranza {Boulevard de

I'esperance - Road to Hope - Die Allee der

Hoffnung) - Regia: Dino Risi - Int. Cosetta

Greco, Liliana Bonfatti, Piera Simoni -

(Mambretti, 1953).

Risi: a young director who works

silently toward the achievement

of solid craftsmanship and has

already shown from time to time

that he has serious aims.



CCIII

II cielo e rosso (Le del est rouge - The Sky is Red - Der Himmet ist rot)

Marina Berti, Anna Maria Ferrero (Acta, 1949).

Regia : Claudio Gora - Int. Jacques Seraas,

Febbre di vivere (Fievre de vie - Fever

of Life - Lebensfieber) - Regia: Claudio

Gora - Int. Massimo Serato, Marina Berti,

Anna Maria Ferrero - (Pac Film, 1953).

Gora: an actor who has undertaken direct-

ing with seriousness of purpose, but whom
it is impossible to define yet because of the

lack of a precise inspiration in his films.



CCIV

II sole negli occhi (he so-

leil dans les yeux - The

Sun in Your Eyes - Die

Sonne in den Augen)

Regia : Antonio Piethangeli -

Int. Gabriele Ferzetti, Irene

Gaiter, Paolo Stoppa - (Ti-

tanus-Costellazione, 1953).

Among the latest recruits to directing:, Antonio Pietrangeli is outstanding because

of a correct and easy technique joined to a lively sense of moral problems

and sharp perception in presenting atmosphere and characters. Equally adroit

in narrative techniques but perhaps still too harassed to conquer and conso-

lidate their craft, are the young Leonardo Cortese and Lionello De Felice, the

first rich in his experience as an actor and the second a product of Rome's

Experimental Film Center.



Art. 519 Codice Fenale
(Code Penal, art. 519

Penal Code, art. 519 - Art.

519 des Strafgesetzbuches) -

Regia : Leonardo Cortese -

Int. Cosetta Greco, Henry

Vidal - (Zeus Film, 1953).

L'eta dell'amore (i'dje de

I'amour - The Age of Love
- Erste Liebe) - Regia: Lio-

nello De Felice - Int. Aldo

Fabrizi, Marina Vlady, Pierre

Michel Beck - (I.C.S.-Cor-

moran, 1953).



Tellini: an excellent script writer who after contributing

to the success of several films, has gone on to directing,

carrying with him the richness of his inventiveness.

His name is linked with the dialogue of the diverting

« Guardie e Ladri », which was directed by two other

young men, Steno and Monicelli, who, in addition to

numerous comic films, have attempted an analysis of

contemporary society with their « Le infedeli ».

Guardie e ladri (Gendarmes et voleurs - Poli-

cemen and Thieves - Polisisten und Diebe) -

Regla: Steno e Monicelli - Int. Toto, Aldo Fa-

brizi, Ave Ninchi - (Lux, 1952).

Le infedeli (Les Infideles - The Unfaithful - Die

Ungetreuen) - Regia: Steno e Monicelli - Int.

Anna Maria Perrero, May Britt, Gina Lollobri-

gida - (Excelsa. 1953).

"

Prima di sera (Avant la nuit - Before Night -

Be/or Abend) - Regla : Piero Tellini - Int. Paolo

Stoppa, Gaby Andre, Nando Bruno, Lllla Rocco -

(Imperial Film - Rlzzoll, 1953).



CCVII

Siamo donne (Nous les femmes - We are

Women - Wir sind Frauen) - Regia : Alfredo

Guarini, Gianni Franciolini, Roberto Rossellini,

Luigi Zampa, Luchino Visconti - Int. Emma Da-

nieli e Anna Amendola (non professioniste), Alida

Valli, Ingrid Bergman, Isa Miranda, Anna Ma-
gnani - (Filmcostellazione, 1953).

:.J

In « Siamo Donne » neo-realism has

shown four of the major Italian actresses

who narrate episodes from their own

lives instead of the characters they nor-

mally interprete for the screen. An ori-

ginal and successful experiment.



Lizzani Risi

Antonioni Fellini

Maselli-Zavattini

Amore in citta (Amour dans la

ville - Love in the City - Liebe in

der Stadt) - Regla: Lizzani, Anto-

nioni, Risi, Fellini, Maselli-Zavat-

tini, Lattuada - Int. non professio-

nisti - (Faro Film, 1953).

Lattuada

There are many, foreigners and Italians, wlio a/e awaiting developments in the Italian cinemc

and who believe that the course of neo-realism, begun in 1945, will be interrupted. In fact

there are no longer "shoeshine boys" in Rome and Naples, new houses rise upon the ruins anc

people want to renew their faith in the future and multiply their two cents worth of hope. Si

it seems tliat neo-realism is dying a natural death. But neo-realism does not mean only tin

war and post war, it means a hunger for reality, that is a hunger to know the moment it

which we live in an always more direct and immediate fashion. Therefore neo-realism cannot

content itself with insubstantial themes which the mechanics of the film industry offers. Il

cannot abandon its effort, which was clear in its first famous products "Paisa", "Ladri di bid-

clette", to liberate itself from fakery in motion pictures.

Cesare Zavattin:
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